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IN MEMORIAM

This book is dedicated to the late Dr. Thierry Boely.
Without him the project would not have been implemented.



FOREWORD 3

M. POTIER, S. NURHAKIM

On earth more than 100 million people depend directly or indirectly on fishery for their
subsistence. Artisan fishery contributes to almost ha~ of the 70 million tons of fish consumed
by human beings in the world. It needs to be valorized specially in populated countries like
Indonesia where aquatic proteins playa key role in maintaining quality food intake among the
population.

As shown during the interventions of the representatives of the Indonesian government
agencies, in Indonesia marine resources are very important. The country has access to one
of the widest maritime area of the planet (5.8 million km·2). If the sustainable resources of
these waters are estimated to around 6 million tons, the coastal ones are heavily explo~ed.

The Java Sea is one of the main exploitation zone (700 000 tonslyear in 1991 among which
485 000 for small pelagic fishes) (DGF source). Most of the resource is pelagic. Highly
instable this resource represents the main income of numerous fishermen which are among
the poorest group of the Indonesian population. The northern coast of the Java Island
concentrates very active and varied fishing activities which represent a large manpower
receptacle for the heavy populated coastal zones. Then, the management of such fisheries
becomes urgent in order to avoid their collapse.

The PELFISH project has defined for its frame study the pelagic fisheries in the Java Sea
which operate with large purse-seines on the six or seven main pelagic species of the region
(Decapterus spp., Rastrelligerspp., Sardinella spp., Se/arspp.).lts global approach ¡ncludes
biological and dynamic of explo~ation research as well as socio-economical and environ
mental studies.

Mainly due to the fact that biological and dynamic studies have already been implemented
prior to the project (BPPUORSTOM program 1984-1987) the first phase of the project has
been primarily oriented toward the completion of bio-ecology, population dynamics and
exploitation fields. A reliable and well documented description of the dynamic evolution since
the trawl ban (1980-1981) on the North Java coast is now possible and will serve as reference
for the other fields of studies in the project.

The present document concerns the seminar in biology, dynamics and exploitation
(BIODYNEX) which was conducted in March 1994 and divided in three d~ferent but comple
mentary phases:

• March 21-22: classical presentation of the research and debates,

• March 22 : Round table on the global fishery system in the Java Sea mentioning some
future management contingencies,

• March 23-25: workshop animated by international experts. Thematic small groups used
the software and the data base of the project. ~

~



4 This publicalion follows the same pattern and consisls of Ihree parts:

• The first one includes a presentation of Ihe PElFISH project and the official opening
speeches delivered by the differenl sponsors.

• The second part is composed of the 17 articles presented and discussed during the
seminar. They are classrtied in four themes :

General trame ot the study gives an overview of the environment, the
species caught by the seiners fisheries and the place of these last ones
in Indonesia.
Biology presents the first results of the biological studies carried out on
the main species.
Dynamics gathers analytical models applied on some species and an
attempt at the modelization of the fisheries with the surplus models.
Exploitation is approached from an historical point ofview, the changes
in the fisheries are studied and the debate is enlarged by the presenta
tion of the small seines explo~ation along the northern coast of the Java
Island and the contributions of the experts invited at this seminar.

• The third part reports the round table talks and the issues developed during the workshop.

While reading Ihis documenl il should be kepl in mind Ihallhe seminar has been a success in
term of nalional and regional communicatíon (ninety five per cenl of Ihe people we conlacted
participated to the event, many personalilies from Indonesian govemmenl slructures, research
circles and fishery induslries as well as scientists from ASEAN counlries). The knowledge now
available is of solid quality wilh some chronological dala tracking ten to fifteen years of
observalion which is important in the case of tropical pelagic. Some hypothesis about extending
the studied area are lo take inlo accounl and some on migrating patterns are to verify. But the
bioecological and exploitation knowledge allow us to foresee some management scenarios.

• •
The present document reports on the "BIODYNEX" seminar, Biology, Dynamic and Exploitation
of Javanese purse-seiners fisheries, which was held in Jakarta, Indonesia in March 1994.

This seminar would not have taken place w~hout the help of some governmental agencies
and the collaboralion of numerous people to whom we wish lo express our gratitude:

• The European Union which funds this Research and Developmenl project.
• The French government which financially supported the seminar and allowed its holding.
• The AARD ( Agency of Agriculture Research and Development) and the DGF (Direc
torate General of Fisheries) for their help to get all administrative authorizations and in the
search of the seminar location.
• The whole project staff whose constant technical and administrative assistance
allowed this event lo become a successful forum of scienlific communication.
• Mrs. Maxime Gioffredo for her rewriting in English.
• Mr. Budi Iskandar who computerised the figures illustrating the articles.
• Mrs. Anne Andrei for the logistic organization 01 the seminar, Ihe development, design
and ed~ing of Ihe book.
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OPENING CEREMONY 7

Mr. Vlneent De VI88cher
DEVELOPMENT COUNSELOR
EUROPEAN UNION REPRESENTATION IN INDONESIA

"/t is an honor and a privilege to attend the seminar on behalf of the European
Commission. The objective of today's seminar is a very important one: Scientists will share
their results with govemment officials, decision makers and fishermen. Since the Project's
goalwas toassess thestockofpelagic fish in theJava Sea, weshould allbeconcerned about
resources utilization. It has never been an easy task for scientists to describe how different
fish species migrate or concentra te. There are so many factors and so many parameters
which need to be studied. The rule of thumb based on the experience of the fishermen or the
sophisticated echo-radar of the Bawal Putih I will most probably not give us accurate
indications, some trends and some overall indicators will be the outcome of this important
work. This does not mean that, given the limitation in the scope of the Java Sea Pelagic
Project, this has no value. To the contra ry, vital information will be an incentive for the
government to develop a management plan for the fishery sector.

Actual/y, there is a vacuum. We are lacking ofan overal/ base line survey for the whole Java
Sea: how many fishermen are taping on the resource ? How manyboats -Iarge, medium and
small- are engaged on a day to day fishing activity? What is the total of the daily catch from
the Java Sea? How many persons are living out the fishery sector?

The future of this sector is depending on the sustainable management of this resource.
Everybody therefore has interest to safeguard the existing pelagic stock and to refrain
jeopardizing it.

The role of the European Union in this Project is to assist the Government and otherpartners
with technical guidance based on solid field data in order to, at least, elaborate an embryo of
management plan and strategy to develop the sector in the future.

Ladies and gentlemen,

AI/ow me to conclude this intervention by expressing my gratitude to the authorities with which
we have been maintaining excellent contacts and relationship throughout the implementation of
this Project. This is addressed to AARD, RIMF, CRIFI, Department ofFisheries. I would also like
to paya tribute to all other parties involved i. e. scientists, experts, boat owners and fishermen.
Without your col/aboration, this Project would have been impossible. To all the participants to
this seminar, I wish you all the best in your deliberations and exchange of views.

Thank you for your kind attention."



8 Mr. Plerre Bousquet on behalf of Mr. Mare Paln,
SCIENTIFIC ATTACHI:
FRENCH EMBASSY

"A general ptesentatíon of the Project wil/ be done by specialists in a few
moments. I wil/ just, as I was advised to, present the contribution of France to the Project. As
you know, France has been supporting strongly the Project since its beginning in 1989.

First, of course, as a member of the European Union.

Second, through ORSTOM. ORSTOM is the French scientific research institute for develop
ment through cooperation. It is co-ordinated by the two French Ministries in charge of
research and of cooperation. ORSTOM has provided the Project.

Third, the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs contributes to the Project since its start by
financing, among others, shorter assistance missions of experts for example fisheries
experts from IFREMER (French Institute of Marine Research) or ORSTOM.

The Embassy of France here wil/ con tinue to help financing seminars -/ike this one - that wil/
be held in to enable the Project to present its results. This is only the first of three seminars.

Why seminars and workshops ? Because transfer of know-how and transfer of technology
are essentialobjectives of the Project- especially now, in its secondpart and until its end. We
paya very special attention to technology transfer and development matters, which are
down-stream to scientific research.

This is why France has supported the proposition for a consolidation phase ofthe Project that
was presented by the mid-term evaluation mission- and that should enable the Project to
reach its objectives in terms of transfer of technology. "

Ir. H. Muchtar Abdullah
GENERAL DIRECTOR OF FISHERIES

INDONESIAN GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES

"Indonesia has 5.8 million km'2 of total jurisdiction waters and extended
exclusive economic zone (E. E.z.). This waters include 2.8 mil/ion km-2ofarchipelagic wa ters,
0.3 million km·2• of territorial waters, and 2.7 million km'2 of Indonesian EEZ.. As an
archipelago nation, Indonesia consists of 17508 islands, and acoast/ine of 81 000 km, the
longest in the world. These natural resources, especially marine resources ,'leed to be
developed and rationally utilized.

Based upon the available data and information, the potential yield of the marine fisheries
resources is estimated to be about 6. 7mil/ion tonslyear which consist of4.5 mil/ion tonslyear



in the Indonesian waters and 2.2 mil/ion tonslyear in the Indonesian fEZ.. These marine 9
fisheries resources counts pelagic fish, demersal, tuna, skipjack, shrímps, coral reef fish,
mol/uscs, sea cucumber and sea weeds. Additiona1Iy, about twenty per cent of the total
Indonesian coastline can be developed for mariculture with the estimated potential yield of
0.6 million tonslyear.

Up to 1991 only 40% of the total potentia Iyield was used. In 1991 the production of marine
capture fisheries was of2 537612 tons. The annualaverage increment was of4.3% between
1968 and 1991. So far, marine fisheries production has contributed as much as 75% of the
national yield, 14.3% coming from the Malacca Strait waters, 22.2% from the Java Sea,
13.4% from West and South Sulawesi. As marine fishery product of mariculture is still at
initial stage, more attention is needed for its further development.

Although the potential yield of marine resources has not been fully utilized, the rates of
exploitation are not uniformly al/oNed. Most of the existing exploitations are concentrated in
waters close to populated areas such as the North ofJava, the Malacca Strait, the Bali Strait
as wel/ as West and South Sulawesi. Consequently, marine fisheries flsources in those
areas have suffered from intensive fishing pressure . In addition to the uneven fishing
intensity among the areas, most of the fishing activities are performed in coastal waters. The
concentration offishing in the coastalareas has a close relationship with the structure of the
f/eet consisting mainly of unpowered boats and smal/ size powered boats.

Besides the uneven exploitation, we can point out otherproblems, namely, iIIegal fishing by
foreign f/eets, fishing with dynamite andpoisons, coral mining, pol/ution ofcoastalwaters due
to domestic and industrial waste which threaten fish habitats. Monitoring and control need
to be activated along with the strengthening of law enforcement.

The private sector has played an inf/uential role in the development of fish production.
Investment on marine fisheries may take forms of domestic (PMDN : Penanaman Modal
Dalam Negeri)) or foreign enterprises (PMA : Penanaman Modal Asing). For the domestic
ones only 18.2% of the whole investment plans were put into operation, while investment in
foreign enterprises was reaching 50%. Those investments not only concern fishing activities
but also mariculture, especially sea weeds and culture ofpearls. Constraints encountered
in fisheries investment are due mainly to the lack of conduciveness climate in supporting
capital investment, insufficient detailed and accurate information on potential yield, and
lim#ed variation in fisheries enterprises.

Research institutes on fisheries willplaya considerable role in offering data and informations
needed by the industrial sector to initiate, develop and sustain #s businesses. Within the
Second Long-term Development (PJP 11 : Pembangunan Jangka Panjang 11), fisheries
development will focus on the acceleration of the growth rate through agro-business and
agro-industry systems. An integra te development program based on the fisheries resources
diversity, geographical variations, and their potentialyields should be set up in accordance
with the research programs and their resu/ts.

That is my message for this seminar. Ido hope that its resu/ts will be able to support the
Indonesian fishery developmentplans which I have mentioned earlier.1 wish the participants
all the best for a successful workshop and I thank you very much for your aNention."



10 nr. Fa'aa' Ka.ryno
GENERAL DIRECTOR OF A.A.R.D.

'First of al/, let me express my sincere gratitude and welcome al/ of you who are willing to
take part in BIODYNEX, a seminar and workshop organized by the Java Sea Pelagic Fishery
Assessment Project on 'Biology, Population Dynamics and Exploitation of the Java Sea Pelagic
Fishery'. The number ofparticipants and their level ofexpertise is indeed revealing the importance
of the work that has been achieved.

In response to trawl ban in the Java Sea in early 1980, big purse seine fishery in these waters has
developed significantly. Within the lastdecade the landings increased from 46 000 tons in 1980 to 125
000 tons in 1992, while the fleet increased from 285 to 357 units. On average, big purse seine fishery
in the Java Sea contributes as much as 25% ofthe landings ofthe North Java coast. Overal/, the Java
Sea contributes to about30% ofthe totalannuallndonesian marine catch and fishery in the region plays
asignificant role in supplying food, job opportunities, and income forthe population. On the otherhand
extensive exp/oitation has been conducted on the resources since 1980.

It is interesting to notice that the specific objective of the Project is, among other things, to provide an
improved knowledge of the biology and status of the offshore pelagic fishery resources on the Java
Sea, which will serve as a basis to estabJishing a méjnagement regime al/owing a sustainable
development:

The biological studies of the Project have been carried out on a number ofbiological aspects of
the dominant pelagic species, especial/yon theirreproduction and grow1h characteristics. Results
in thisarea wil/be presentedbythecounterpartscientistsofResearch Institute forMarine Fisheries
(RIMF).

Results on the population dynamics studies of "¡kan layang" scads (Decapterus spp.) and
."banyar",lndo-Pacific mackerel(Rastrel/igerkanagurta) wil/be deliveredbycounterpartscientists
ofthe RIMF.

The third topic of the workshop, exploitation, which focus on the evolution ofcatch, effortand catch
per unit ofeffort of the fishery, will be presented by an ORSTOM expert and his counterparts.

In addition, a numberof scientists of the RIMF wil/ present their results on mini (outboard engine)
purse seine fishery which close/y interacts with the big purse seine fishery.

Al/ of the results studies wil/ be presented within the first two days of the seminar. The remaining three
days will be used to analyze the data which has been col/ectedso faro Anumberofwel/-kno wn scientists
have been invited to work togetherand to supervise the workshop. By doing so, some ofmajoroutputs
on the Project namely institutional strengthening, manpower development and transfer of technology
hopefully wil/ be materialized. Ido hope that the results of this workshop as well as al/ the efforts which
have been generatedby the Project so far will progressively be trans/ated into reality and wil/ help the
fishermen in increasing their income and improving their welfare.

If in this workshop, policy makers, experts and potential userswill discuss results accumu/ated during
these firsthalfof the Project, it is obviouslybecause of the remarkable cooperation between ORSTOM
experts and thei, counte'parts. For this, I would like to exp,ess my sincerely appreciation of the two
co-directors and the personnel of this Project fo, the task that has already been accomplished so faro

May 1, once again, wish the participants al/ the best fo, a very fruitful seminar. '



PELFISH PROJECT 11

PRESENTATION
J.R. DURAND, J. WIDODO
PELFISH CO-DIRECTORS

The PELFISH Project which sludies Ihe lishing aclivily in Ihe Java Sea is sponsored by
Indonesia (Agency lor Agricullural Research and Developmenl, AARD), France (French
Research Inslnule lor Developmenl Ihrough Cooperalion, ORSTOM) and The European
Union. lIs research is locused on oftshore pelagic lisheries (mainly medium and large seiners
lisheries) and ns main objeclives are:

• Ihe provision 01 scienlilic advice lor Ihe lulure managemenl 01 Ihis lishery;

• Ihe improvemenl 01 Ihe performance 01 Ihis lishing syslem in lerms 01 calch,
conservalion and dislribulion;

• Ihe evalualion 01 Ihe socio-economic impacl 01 polenlial managemenl measures and
lechnical improvemenl;

• Ihe enhancemenl 01 lishermen's income.

To reach Ihese objeclives, PELFISH has developed Ihree main lields 01 aclivilies :

• RESOURCES AND EXPLOITATION

1I relers lo lisheries lunclioning aswell as lo bioecology orfish populalions dynamic. Aspecial
attenlion is paid lo lish behavior and biomass eslimalion Ihrough echo-prospecling and
inlegralion.

• SOCIO-ECONOMIC STUDIES

They evaluale produclion cosls, lish prices, incomes in Ihe lishing seclor and downslream.
The research also largels Ihe lishermen condilions 01 work, Ihe role 01 women in lhe
produclion and Ihe respeclive weighl 01 lhe lormal and inlormal seclors.

• TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATlONS

It is relaled lo neIs design and ns evolulion, Ihe implemenlalion 01 eleclronic devices on Ihe
lishing boals, Ihe evalualion 01 Ihe lish qualily and Ihe melhods 01 conservalion.

ACTUAL STATE
Of THE PROJECT

Over a period 01 5 lo 6 years Ihe conlribulion 01 ORSTOM, European Union and Ihe Indonesian
government in linancial and human resources has demonslraled the importanceol Ihe PELFISH



12 project targets. The training 01 Indonesian fishermen, technicians and scientists is heavily
emphasized. However the success 01 !he Project cannot be evaluated only on scientific and
technical beats but moreoveron itsabilityto use theinlormation to help local interveners in the lishery.

Owing to its multi-disciplinary and multi-targets approach the PELFISH Project is now able to
work with govemment representatives and boats owners in order to assess in a near luture
various management hypothesis. This is 01 most importance because the seiners lishery is in a
transitional state. In this kind 01 "pre-industria'" state hasty innovations may generate too heavy
rates 01 exploitation.

This lirst seminar on the knowledge acquired on biology, population dynamics and exploita
tion allows us to draw some general conclusions.

• The center 01 gravity 01 the whole system seems to be located on the eastern part 01 the
Java Sea and raises questions on the biological links between this part and the western
region 01 the Makassar Strart and 01 the Flores Sea.

• It ís also noticeable that the seiners explortation is already well developed and almost
certainly will not extend lurther in the actual technical and economical environment.

• The complementary studies to be done are well identilied. They concern mainly the spatio
temporal variations 01 the lishing eflort, the delinition 01 the geographic boundaries 01 the
stocks, the biological importance 01 the oriental regions. A lack 01 inlormation on the
environment is also to be noted.

• The work already accomplished will acquire all rts meaning when the socio-economical
studies will bring their inlormation on costs, social organization, distribution systems, etc ...
Onlya global approach will allow the Project to lind out ~ the Java Sea lisheries are Iimited
by the resource or the market and, ~ not, how the situation will develop in time, what are lhe
future possibilities lor the large and medium seiners exploitation, what is the level 01
adaptabílity 01 the various parts in the situation, what are the risks Iinked to the exploitation
01 variable resources. From the answers to these questions depend the optimal decisions 01
management. The seminars on acoustics and socioeconomic planned in 1995 will complete
this lirst one and will allow us to have a better view 01 the situation.

Besides the whole project stall we would like to thank MM. S. Nurhakim and M. Potier who
accepted the dillicult task 01 directing the wríting, corrections and publication 01 this book.
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THE JAVA SEA 15

ENVIRONMENT

J.R. DURAND, D. PETIT

ABSTRAeT

The Java Sea is mainly a continental she~ with an average depth of 40 mand is controlled
by the monsoon cycle : eastward current during North-West monsoon, westward current
during South-East monsoon.

Surface salinity is the best known parameter and its variations allow to describe the
global circulation scheme in the Java Sea region. More in depth studies should be
conducted to give a more accurate description which would take into account variabil
ity according to water depth, regions and years.

Despite scarce environmental data, hypothesis on the level of productivity and a more
oriental definition of the Java Sea pelagic resources system are given in this article.

Laut Jawa ada/ah dangka/an benua dengan keda/aman rata-rata 40 meterdímana daerah
tersebut terutama dípengaruhí o/eh sík/us muson: arus dad arah Tímur pada musím muson
Barat daya dan arus darí arah Barat pada musím muson tenggara.

Sa/ínítas permukaan ada/ah parameteryang sudah banyak díketahuí dan varíasínya dapat
menggambarkan sírku/así masa aír secara menye/uruh dí peraíran Laut Jawa. Pene/ítían
yang /ebíh menda/am per/u dí/aksanakan untuk memberíkan gambaran yang /ebíh tepat
berdasarkan keda/aman, daerah dan tahun.

Dída/am maka/ah íní, meskípun data tentang Iíngkungan masíh kurang, hypotesa pada
tíngkat produktífítas dapat dísajíkan bersama-sama dengan defínísí .sístím sumber daya
pe/agís pada bagían yang /ebíh Tímur darí Laut Jawa.

INTRODUCTION

A good understanding of the ecosystem functionlng is necessary to conduct a
wise management of renewable living resources. It means that beyond the
description of an average scheme, we should take into account the variabilities ~
which occur at every level in a chain of consequences such as climatic variations ~

The Java Sea Envlronment ~



16 and global productivity, importance of recruitment for such species and fish
availability lor lishermen.

There is a need 01 knowledge on environmenl. Studies have been identilied by the
PELFISH initiators as earJy as 1990 but such programs on environment or productivity
issues requiring specific means and skills could not be conducted. Thus we choose to
gather and exploit existing inlormations. In a further publication we will give the results
01 the measurements performed during the fifleen Bawal Putih I acoustic cruises
which happened between December 1991 and March 1994.

These horizontal transects and vertical stations should allow us to give a good
description 01 the temperature and salinity variations during two successive annual
cycles. Since global studies are quite old it will constitute an important contribution on
environment issues. For now we will mainly reler to works such as Wyrtki's or Veen's,
that is to say works which are 30 or 40 years old. Since thattime only scarce and partial
observations have been made. This paper is also an opportunity to point outthe most
obvious lacks.

Our contribution is notthe lirst 01 this type on the Java Sea environmenttopic. More
specifically, we relied on three papers and their, more or less, general description :
Potier el al. (1989), Potier and Boely (1990), Boely el al. (1991).

1·. G E N E RlA L L L A N O MA R K

1.1 Physical features

The great Sunda shell extends Irom the Gull 01 Thailand southward through South China Sea
between Malaysia, Sumatra and Kalimantan, and the Java Sea represents ils South-eastern
part (Iig. 1). It is a large and shallow water mass which has been exundated severaltimes
during Pleistocene (Emery el al., 1972) when Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan where joined
together with the Malacca península.

Morphologically, the Java Sea is rough~ rectangular (Iig. 2). It is well delimited on three sides
materialized by three huge islands : Kalimantan, Sumatra and Java. In its westem part, it remains
open with the Sunda Strait, between Sumatra and Java, giving way to the Indian Ocean and the
Karimata Strait openíng northward on the South China Sea. Obviously the eastern boundary has
notthe same meaning, as it is wide open toward the Flores Sea and the Makassar Stra;t.

This quick description already gives three essential leatures 01 the ecosystem :

• The discharge 01 continental freshwater is considerable through Kalimantan (mainly)
Sumatra and Java rivers. It partly explains the low salinities encountered seasonally (ct.
below, 2.1).

• The seasonal exc:.hanges with the South China Sea through the Karimata Strait should
not be underestimated, even if we don~ lollow Hardenberg (1937), who quoted Berlage
calculations on the Java Sea being "swept clear twice ayear".



Figure 2s
JAVA SEA aUAAOUNDINGS ANO TOPONOMY

PEAAIAAN LAUT JAWA DAN BEBEAAPA NAMA PULAU YANG PENTlNG
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Figure 2b
LIMITa OF THE JAVA SEA AS DEFINED IN THIS AATICLE

1,2,3 _ Posltlon of the transects of vertical profiles sal/nlty
A-A,S-S- Posltlons of the bathymetrlc profiles
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BATAS LAuT JAWA YANG DIMAKSUD DALAM TULISAN INI

1,2,3 _ Poslsl c»rl pada transek darl profll vertical salinltas ~""""'"
A-A,S-S- Posisl darl profil batlmetrik
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18 • The eastern delim~ation of the Java Sea raises amain issue :what are the relations w~h
the eastern part of the Indonesian Archipelago ?

From the above description we could give an estimation of the Java Sea total area. We
choose to define Java Sea as the area of marine waters -for depth less than 100 meters
delimited by the coasts of Sumatra, Java and Kalimantan, latitude 3' South for the Karimata
Strait and 4' South for the Makassar Strait (fig. 2b). Owing to planimetric processing we
obtained 442 350 km·2.ln fact, one could ask ff nearthe eastern border, the estimation should
not include a large part of continental shen in the Makassar strait (this northern extension
represents 57790 km'2 above 100 mdeep). In the same way, the southern Bay of Madura
(fig. 2a) could be taken into account: 10 000 km-2 less than 100 mdeep. Even excJuding the
South China Sea, these few remarks demonstrate that for biologists and ecologists the Java
Sea concept is not as clear as it is for geographers. It explains why the Java Sea area is
sometimes given with different values from one paper to another.

The average depth of the Java Sea is about 40 mand in longitudinal axis, its bottom is slightly
sloping toward East. The maximal depth is found North of the Madura Island (fig. 3a). It is
interesting to notice that there is a c1ear dissymmetry between the coasts of Kalimantan and
those of Java, w~h shallow waters much wider in the northern part than in the southern one
(fig. 3b). According to the spatial definition given above, deep waters (i.e. more than 50 m
deep) represent 156 000 km-2 (about 35%ofthetotal area)whereas thecoastal shallow ones,
less than 10m deep, cover 30 300 km-2 (nearly 7%).

From West to North-East many islands and/or coral reef lie in the Java Sea (fig. 2a) : Seribu,
Biawak, Karimunjava, Bawean, Masalembo, Kangean, Matasiri. Except for the Seribu
Islands they all correspond to pelagic fishery zones. According to Emery (1972) the bottom
of the Java Sea is -mainly 90%- constituted of adeep dense mud layer. During the Pechindon
campaign (Boely el al., 1991), large beds of mud mixed with shell and coral debris were
detected in the central part and South of Kalimantan. Near the coast, rocky outcrops
as~ociated with cOfal formations are observed.

1.2 Climatology

This general description 01 main climatic features, important for the understanding of
the Java Sea lunctioning, comes from Potier el al. (1989).

The prevailing climate in the Java Sea is a typical monsoon climate marked by a
complete reversal of the winds regime. This phenomenon is caused by differences in
temperature between the continental and oceanic areas. The rainy monsoon occurs
between mid Decembp.r and March and is characterized by very windy periods with
frequent rainfalls lasting for days. The dry monsoon occurs from June to September
and is more regular. The climate varies considerably throughout this zone.

• WINDS

These are the essential feature of the climate. From November to Februarythey blow from
the North-West with an average intensity of 3Beaufort. From May to September they blow
in a South to South-East direction and are more regular, their force sometimes exceeding
4Beaufort. During the trans~ional months they are light and very variable (fig. 4a and 4b).
Land breezes may upset the general pattern.
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• RAINFAllS AT SEA

Rainfalls al sea follow a very peculiar rhythm (fig. 5). The rainy season lasls from
December lo March reaching ils maximum in January and February. The dry season
occurs from July lo Ocloberwilh acharaclerislic minimum in Seplember, somelimes less
Ihan 50 mm. There is a clearly marked Wesl lo Easl gradienl (Wyrtki, 1955), Ihe mosl
abundanl rainfalls being observed off Ihe Sumalra and Kalimanlan coasls. The average
annual rale is 1 880 mm. The relalive humidny decreases from February lo November.
Due lo heavy rainfalls during Ihe firsl two monlhs of Ihe year, il decreases during Ihe
Iransilional monlhs, becoming Iighl when Ihe Soulh-Easl monsoon seIs in.

• AlA TEMPEAATUAE

The inlensny of Ihe monsoon is indicaled by Ihe monlhly means. In general, Ihe
lemperalure is lower when Ihe monsoon is more regular and lasls longer. During Ihe
North-Wesl monsoon, ncomes wnh increasing rainfalls. The average monlhly lempera
lure is 27' e and Ihe daily amplilude is much higher in Ihe Iransilional monlhs. Maxima
are recorded belween 12:00 and 16:00, excepl during Ihe North-Wesl monsoon when Ihe
extenl of Ihe cloud layer and Ihe abundance of Ihe rain cause many daily varialions in
lemperalure. Following asemi-annual rhylhm, maxima are reachad in Ihe inler-monsoon
periods whereas Ihe minima correspond lo Ihe monsoon periods (fig. 6).

From Ihe firsl invesligalions of importance by Van Veel (1923), various works and resulls
have been produced. AII are agreeing wilh Ihe descriplion of Ihe average phenomena. More
recently, since 1950, informalion originaled from commercial ships (hydrological and meleo
rological measuremenls) allowed lo eslablish maps wilh an average dislribulion of Ihe
paramelers by geographic square.

The Java Sea Envlronment
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2.1Salinity

From the classification establíshed by Wyrtki (1956-1961), we can consider 4types of waters
circulating seasonally in the Java Sea.

• The oceanic water masses coming from the Pacific and the Indian oceans. Perma
nently present in the eastern part of the Indonesian archipelago, they can reach the Java
Sea through the Makassar Strait or through the Flores Sea. Their salinity is more than
34%0. AII the other waters have been more or less subject to a mixing. They are:

• "mixed" waters between 34%0 - 32%0, mixed waters from the South of the China
Sea, or oceanic waters mixed with rainfalls or streaming in the Java Sea.

• "Coastal" waters between 32%0-30%0, like the diluted waters from the South of the
China Sea by streaming along the East Sumatra or South Kalímantan borders.

• "River" waters below 30%0 which represent coastal waters more diluted at the
mouth of rivers.

21

In reality, there are only two types of originalwaters in the Java Sea: one from the West (South
of the China Sea) and one from the East, oceanic.

The moving and/or the formation of these types of waters are ruled by the anernative system
of the monsoon : the wet monsoon from North-West, the dry monsoon from South-East.

From June to October, the dry monsoon blows from South-East. Rainfalls are scarce and
limned. Figure 7A (Wyrtki, 1961) gives the progressive penetration of the oceanic waters into
the Java Sea, by means of the retreat of isohaline 32%0. Figures Sa and Sb, from Veen, 1953,
represent the progression of high isohalines westward.

From December to March, the wet monsoon blows. The waters from the South China
Sea push off the waters in place and enter throughout the Karimata Strait. Figure 7B,
from Wyrtki 1961, shows isohaline 32%0 moving toward the East during this season.

Owing to rainfalls and river outflows, an intense dilution develops, progresses from the
coasts (Sumatra, Kalimantan) then reaches the whole Java Sea. Figures Sc and Sd,
Veen 1953, show the increasing dilution whereas the South China Sea waters push is
carrying on. In March diluted waters have overrun the Java Sea.

When in June - July the winds from the South-East monsoon blow again, the oceanic
waters entering into the Java Sea, push on the diluted waters westward and toward the
coasts. So by 107-1 OS· E, we encounter two minima of salinity every year. (fig. 9, from
Soeriaatmadja, 1956).

Compared with the oceanic annual variations, the average annual variations of the
Java Sea are very large : from 30.S to 34.3%0 in the eastern part, and from 30.6 to
32.6%0 in its western part, due to important discharges of the rivers (Kalimantan,
Sumatra). The average minimum of salinity is near 31.S%0 from January to June, the
maximum occurring in September (34%0) (Veen, 1953).

On an average, isohaline 34%0 moving eastward reaches the latitude of Semarang
(111· E). Sixty per cent of the area would be covered by the waters from 32 to 34 %0
al! along the year, 15% of which being less than 32%0. Figure 9 (Soeriaatmja, 1956) ~
gives a good illustration of waters permanently tending to be diluted with the western ~

The Java Sea Envlronment ~



22 part from 109' E down lo 33%0. Bul from one year lo Ihe olher, due lo importanl
rainfalls, Ihe varialions of salinily concerns Ihe maxima more Ihan Ihe minima.

2.2 Inner layers salinities

AII the previous observations concern superficial and average measurements, whereas
the depth of the Java Sea is about 40 meters. To our knowledge Ihere is almosl no
deep hydrological measurements from Ihe Java Sea excepted from "Samudera"
(1956) but referring lo Ihe South coast of Kalimantan, and from "Pechindon" Irips
(1985) but localed al Ihe longilude of Karimunjava Islands.

During two recent trips in opposite season, some vertical profiles were assessed
along three Iransects, with an automatic sensor profiler SEA BIRD and the average
values by meter recorded. These posilions are located in figure 2b. The data process
ing is sl;/I in progress but we can present here the first provisional results.

In October (fig. 1Oa), Ihe North and South profiles show the presence of low dilution from the
surface to 25 m deplh, West of 111' E in Ihe Soulh, West of 109.30' E in Ihe North. At Ihe
surface, isohaline 34 %0 is signnicanlly at the latilude of Semarang bul further Wesl in the
northern parto AII Ihe waler mass is occupied by waters more than 34.5 %0 (maximum 34.7 %0)
unti1113.3' Eand even until the western Iim~s of the observations. So al Ihe end of Ihe dry
season at leasl ha~ of Ihe Java Sea waters would have been replaced.

In February-March, the dilution of the waters has already well forwarded but referring to
Wyrtki's conclusíons (fig. 7) the lowesl salin~y occurs one month later. At aboul 90 miles from
Ihe coast of Kalimanlan (fig. 1Ob)we detecled two zones of importantlow salinily; atlhe West,
Ihe first may conlinue Ihroughoul Ihe Wesl and represents Ihe inpul of the low salinity walers
from the Karimata strait; at Ihe East, it is Ihe low salin~y waters from the complex of Barito
rivers (Banjarmasin). In Ihe North profile, Ihe water salinity stands belween 31.5 and 32%0
in the Easl; but they are more salted in depth in the West.

In the median transect, we found the same as in Ihe North one, bul Ihe importance of higher
salinity waters, in Ihe Wesl, increases.ln Ihe Soulh Iransecl, walers mainly have a33-33.5%0
salinity. From Ihis we observed at Ihe entry 01 the Java Sea a c1ear pushing of salted walers
near the bottom. In the South·West part, there could be walers more Ihan 33%0, in full wel
monsoon. It means that the Java Sea does nol represent an homogeneous whole. During the
year Ihe northern hall reveals high varialions in salinity and is euryhaline (variations from 31
lo 34.6%0) while the southern ha~, under permanent oceanic influence, has more limited
variations (33-34 %0). Bul we do not really know what is the evolulion 01 Ihe South-Wesl parto

2.3 Temperatures

The following is adopted from Potier et al. (1989). The annual fluctualions of the surface
lemperature are relalively slight and the Java Sea has agreal Ihermal slabil~ wilh an annual
average of 28' Cand agradient siluated between 2' and 3' C(fig. 6) Usually during Ihe North
West monsoon the highesl temperatures are found in the East (Van Veel, 1923) and the
lowest ones in the West along the coasts of Sumatra (influence of rainfalls). During Ihe South
East monsoon this gradient is reversed and highesttemperatures are then lound in Ihe West.
The mínima are observed in June-August and December-January (27' C), Ihe maxima being
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Figure 8b
AVERAGE POSITlONS OF THE ISOHALlNES IN SEPTEMBER

POSISI RATA-RATA DARI ISOHALlN PADA BULAN SEPTEMBER

(aft9r V99n, 1953)
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Figure Be
AVERAGE POSITlONS OF THE ISOHALlNES IN JANUARY

POSISI RATA-RATA DARI ISOHALlN PADA BULAN JANUARI

(after Veen, 1953)
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Figure Bd
AVERAGE POSITIONS OF THE ISOHALINES IN MARCH

POSISI RATA-RATA DARI ISOHALIN PADA BULAN MARET

(after Veen, 1953)
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recorded in April, May and November (30'C) in the inter-monsoon periods. The water mass
itself is very homogeneous with slight thermal gradients from 1'C recorded in May 1985
during the Pechlndon survey to 0,4' Crecorded during the Mutlara IV campaigns (Losse and
Dwippongo, 1977) in July-September. The vertical temperature stratification is not always
found but no reverse phenomenon is observed. In the extreme eastern part of the region
where depth exceeds 90 m a slight thermocline appears between 30 and 70 m a.t certain
periods of the year (June-July). A study of the data provided by the Gosscompt charts,
covering a period from June 1981 to December 1984 confirms these resu~s. The data
grouped per 1'15 • 1'15 squares show a noticeable homogeneity in latitude and longitude
(fig. 11). The various cruises of the PELFISH Project do not bring further information.

3. THE CIRCULATION SCHEME

The development of a system of currents related to the winds in the Java Sea is favored by
the orientation of its basin in relation to the direction the monsoon blows. The settling of the
currents is directly in relation with the winds, except on the coasts of Sumatra and Java, where
local phenomena related to geography could intertere (Wyrtki, 1961). It seems that these
phenomena have not yet been studied (fig. 12).

3,1 Surface currents

Duríng the South-East monsoon (June-September)the currents flowtothe West at low speed
(0.5 knot). They reach up 1 knot oH Bemung Island. During the North-West monsoon
(December-March) the pattern totally reverses and currents flow toward the East (1-2 knot)
(fig. 13a).

During the inter monsoon, the current would flow toward the West along the coast of
Kalimantan whereas in the whole Java Sea, they would be toward the East. (fig. 13b).

Thís isthe scheme usually accepted, as resulting from the climatic cond~ions. Nevertheless, ~())

as mentioned before, ~ seems that the phenomena do not always follow the general pattern. ~
The Java Sea Envlronment ~
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Figure 11
EVOLUTION OF THE SURFACE TEMPERATURE FROM JUNE 81 TO JUNE

85 IN THE JAVA SEA

EVOLUSI TEMPERATUR PERMUKAAN AIR LAUT DARI JUNI 1981 SAMPAI

JUNI 1985 01 LAUT JAWA

(Gosscompt data), after Potíer et al. (1989)

But to which extent? In February 1994 in the North-West of
the Java Island (25 miles from the coast) in full West mon
soon we met asuperficial current toward the North-West. On
the other hand, some people think that, during the inter
season the land winds can play an important role.

3.2 Inner layer currents

AII the previous observations concern superficial and aver
age measurements. Whereas the Java Sea is about 40 m
deep, ~s whole East facade is open to influences from the
Flores Sea, even il in the North-East bathymetry is less than
40 m in the South 01 Kalimantan.

As lar as we know, no measurements 01 sub-superficial
currents have been made in the Java Sea. Wyrtki (1961)
considered that owing to depth 01 these shallow waters and
to the winds steady at every season, the surface currents
have to concem the whole water mass wnh the same celerity.
But isohaline maps may contradict this early conclusion. The
two groups of profiles we present (fig. 10a and 1Ob) clearly
show that the system of underwater current do not entirely
lollow the superficial ones.

In Oclober. Ihe underwaler currenls clearly flow lrom Ihe
Easl bul apparently Iheir celerily seems higher in Ihe North
and Ihe Soulh where Ihe salinity reaches Ihe maximum
values. Horizonlal proliles al 10, 30, 40 m show Ihal Ihe
currenl is enlering lrom Ihe North-East. Bullhe mosl inleresl
ing are Ihe vertical proliles lrom February (Iig. 10b). Thal
poinl oullhe quasi permanence 01 an underwaler currenl
Irom Easl during Ihe wel season. Otherwise, how could we
explain Ihe permanence 01 sa~ed waters along Ihe coast 01
Java a~hough Ihe northern part is submitled lo a heavy
dilution? Thus during the wel season, there could be in Ihe
Java Sea a syslem 01 current similar to an anti-estuary
circulalion. And whal aboullhe Soulh China current in the
wel season? Various vertical proliles made in April1993 are
presenled in ligure 14. When, in March, were lound 33-
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30 Figure 13
SURFACE CURRENTS IN THE

JAVA SEA

ARUS PERMUKAAN DI LAUT JAWA rf' F.C...----\--\-H

a: February
Pada bufan Februari

b: October
Pada bulan Oktober

(after Wyrtki, 1961)

35.5%0 waters in the South-West part of the Java Sea, we also found them along a transect
toward the Karimata Stra~. During the second part of the wet season, ~ seems thatthere is
no hyaline separation between South-West and Karimata Stra~ inner layer waters.

As far as we know, there has never been any comprehensive study abouttheproductivity of
Indonesian marine waters. The data is scarce and was mostly collected years ago. A special
mention should be made for the Pechindon trip which gave a complete description for the
whole layer in the central Java Sea for May 1985 (Boely et al.,1991).

4.1 Oxygen and nutrients

During the Pechindon trip (May 1985) oxygen measurements have been performed from
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32 surface to bottom in 21 stations. They are distributed lrom the Karimata Strait and the South
Kalimantan coast to the North Java coast in waters at least 20 m deep. Al! measure
ments gave high 02 values: everywhere near the bottom 02 was more than 4 mili and
we may conclude that the whole water mass is wel! oxygenated (Iig. 15a). at least at
this time 01 the year. The only other measurements we found concern a few stations
located Irom the Karimata strait to South eastern Kalimantan and performed by the
Samudera in January 1956. AII 02 measures were high near the bottom : lrom 4.5 to
4.7 milI.

The seasonal distribution 01 nutrients in the Java Sea is quite unknown. In his paper
about the Makassar Strait productivity, Ilahude (1978) wrote that "the influence of the
Java Sea waters in the productivity of the region is also strong [It brings) high
phosphate, high nitrate and high silicate..." We could not lind the origin 01 such an
assertion. On the other hand, during their May 1985 trip, Boely et al. did not find very
significative concentrations 01 P0

4
or N02-N0

3
• the only exception being lor nitrates in

transect 1II near the bottom (fig. 15b). Doty et al. conclusion (1963) seems to remain
valuable : "quantitative determination of such fertilizer salts as nitrates, phos
phates and silicates should be added to the bioJogical measurements".

4.2 Chlorophyll a

Few papers give a first idea about a primary production : Doty et al. 1963 (November
1957 stations in the Malacca Strait, South China Sea and western part of the Java Sea)
Soegiarto and Nontji, 1966; Nontji, 1972 (two cruises in September-October 1964 and
March-April1965 in the Java Sea); Boely et al. 1991 (May 1985 cruise in the Central
Java Sea). According to Nontji the main values were approximately similar during the
two cruises -that is to say at the end of the South-East and North-West monsoons - with
0.18 and 0.19 mg/m3 chl.a. Values higherthan 0.2 mg/m3 were found along the South
coast 01 Kalimantan during the two cruises with highest values recorded off the Barito
river: 0.62 mg/m3 in March-April and 0.85 mg/m3 in September-October.

Pechindon results in June 1989 show the same range 01 values generally low
(between 0.2 and 0.3 with two surfaces exception, towards Kalimantan again and East
of the Karimunjava Islands (Iig. 2a)). It is interesting to notice that intermediate waters
may present a maximum toward 20 m (lig. 15c) which could be correlated with a
vertical salinity gradient. On the whole, chlorophyll surface contents were 3 to 4 times
lower than in the deeper layers measurements.

4.3 Primary productivity

Some values 01 productivity are given by Doty et al. (1963) and Soegiarto and Nontji
(1966). According to these authors the productivity measurements showed higher
values during the East monsoon than during the West monsoon for open waters. In
November 1957, in the western par! 01 the Java Sea "productiveness less than 0.2g1

C/dy/m 2 characterizes the region". The same authors gave a clear demonstration 01
the "Iand mass effect" for the Malacca Strait and West Kalimantan. This positive effect
of run off water has also been demonstrated in the South Kalimantan Barito river.
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34 According to Nontji (1977): "the enrichment effect of the river was clearly seen at the
three stations located near the river mouth, the further from the mouth the less the
chlorophyll values were, Le. 0.62, 0.42 and 0.23 mglm3

• The same provedto be true for the
productivity values (measurements following Doty & Oguri, 1958) i.e. 6.92,3.01 and
1.83 mgC/hr/m 3."

Doty et al. quoted Steeman-Nielsen and Aabye-Jensen (1957) who made some
productivity measurements during the Galathea trip (1959-1952) : "all their stations
in relatively shallow waters of the Indo-MaJay area yielded high rates of production,
Le. between 0.24 and 1.08 g/C/dy/m2". From their results and the above quotation they
concluded that "the shallow Indonesian waters are as productive of organic waters
as the most productive waters elsewhere in the tropics."

Further investigations are needed to get a better evaluation 01 the primary productivity

in the Java Sea in order to be more specilic about this general conclusion. On the
whole, even il measurements are scarce and made thirty years ago, the land mass
ef1ect is obvious and gives a notíceab/e enri.chment during the whoJe year. Further
more during the South-East monsoon there could be an enrichment through expelled
waters, South-West 01 Sulawesi (lIahude, 1978).

4.4 Fish Production

Fish yields in the Java Sea could give us anolher way to answer the question about
productivity level in this shallow marine system. Obviously, when lish production (at
least non harvested Le. total catches) is high, the ecosystem productivity is high too.
Marten and Polovina (1982) have carried out a very global study on lish yields Irom
various tropical ecosystems. In comparative terms they noticed that " lin-lish catch
from lakes, reservoirs, rivers, continental shelves and coral reets tall in approximately
the same range as model values in a range 01 3 to 6 tons/km·2/year."

For the Java Sea we used ligures given Irom Potier and Sadhotomo who gave the main
marine statistics lor Indonesia and lor the Java Sea in 1991 (General Directorate 01
Fishery). The total lish production is assumed to be 700 000 tons 01 which 485 000 were
pelagic and 215 000 demersal lish. Related to the Java Sea area as quoted above. it
means that the yields lor pelagic lishery should be around 1.1 tonlkm'2/year and the
demersal yield around 0.5 ton/km·2/year.

This total average value, 1.6 ton/km'2/year lays lar below the estimated general range
given above. Of course the method used to get this 3 to 6 ton average range could be
questioned as neither MSY values nor primary productivity values seem highly
reliable. Another point is the choice 01 area values lor pelagic fishery. Lately the rate
01 exploitation should be taken into account. On the whole the exploitation pressure
seems lairly high lor coastal stocks (with some over-exploitation cases). For the
offshore fisheries, demersal resources are probably under-exploited and pelagic
resources fully exploited. In order to correct the previous estimation, a global sus
tained value could be around 2 tons/km·2/year. It would mean -with all usual precau
tions- that the open waters productivity would not be very high. Anyway, it also means
that we actually need lurther global studies on productivity.



CONCLUSION 35
From this short presentation on environmental issues it appears that in this lield the
acquíred knowledge is noticeable but not accurate enough to answer the main
questions regarding the lunctioning 01 this ecosystem.

The general climatic scheme is quite clear, at least concerning the Java Sea and the
monsoons regime. Winds are seasonally reversing and so are the currents in the Java
Sea: westward f10w during the South-East monsoon, eastward during the North-West
monsoon. Water salinity seems to be the most important parameter to be studied
because it is convenient to show the evolution 01 water masses and because its
variations have great ecological consequences.

Nevertheless it should be underlined that most hypothesis and demonstrations are
relying on surface observations generally extended to the whole layer. We think that
a possible gradient should be taken into account (cf. lor example salinity section on
lig. 10). Also we think that the circulation model could be more precisely described
than it has been until now: dissymmetry Irom North to South, coastal countercurrents,
specilic behavior 01 most western water-masses.

At the time being we are not able to give a liable rough estimation 01 the renewal rate
01 water-masses and 01 their variations through space and seasons. The general
importance 01 Iresh waters impacts through rain at sea and outer inflows is well
demonstrated. It has a major impact on salinity and on productivity through the river
outputs 01 organic and minerals materials. It seems that Kalimantan plays a lirst role
Irom that point 01 view, with Iresh waters pouring Irom West and South during the
North-West monsoon. With liable data it should be possible tomake a quantitative
estimation 01 Iresh waters coming in the Java Sea; it supposes to search lor hydrologi
cal and meteorological data around the Java Sea.

Even if we could have made a more precise description 01 an average hydro-climatic
lunctioning scheme, it would not have been sufficient as inter-annual variability should
also be assessed. For the time being, we are able to identily two sources 01 variability:
regional modulations 01 the monsoon regime bring about variabilities on winds and sea
currents. and on rainlall. From another point 01 view, the intrusion 01 oceanic waters
during the South-East monsoon could be more or less directly related to El Nino
southern oscillation (ENSO) in the Pacilíc waters. Quinn et al. (1978) demonstrated
that unusually heavy precipitation in the coastal and western equatorial Pacilic and
Indonesian droughts were closely associated with El Nino type 01 events.

There is no need stressing on the major consequences lor biology and ecology :
spatial heterogeneity, vertical gradients and inter-seasonal variabilíties determine
productiveness, species recruitment. lish availability. It is quite obvious that manage
ment 01 pelagic resources relers to more accurate exploitation data but also to a belter
understanding 01 the lunctioning and time series data on climate and environment (cl.
Freon and Saila 's contributions to this seminar).

Eventually, it remains difficult to give an evaluation 01 the Java Sea productivity. ~
According to scarce and old data, we tend to think that the "specilic productivity is not ~
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36 very high itself but is compensated by "external" inputs such as river flows and Flores
Sea waters. At the present time, it is more an hypothesis than a proved demonstration.

A few conclusions may be drawn from this provisional presentation on the Java Sea
environmental issues :

• There are still many interrogations but it becomes more and more obvious that the
geographical frame of the Java Sea should be reconsidered for Pelagic resources and
offshore fisheries. We are led to a more oriental conception of the system including
seasonally the Makassar Strait waters and the East Kalimantan shelf, and excluding 
maybe - the most western part, near Sumatra. This conception is confirmed through
several contributions in this seminar about fishery and echo-prospecting results which
should be presented in a further Projects's meeting.

• The inter-annualvariabilily should be measured on apermanent routine basis. Whether
it should be done through marine parameters measurements and/or through indirect
climatic indications still has to be established. Remote sensing means could be very
useful. In any case a better resources management and more prospective modeling are
at stake.

• The available information on the Java Sea environment is noticeable and entire sets of
data are still unused or not fully exploited : for example, the inter-annual salinity variability
from 1940 to 1960; used winds and rains historie data; rivers discharge. But nevertheless,
sorne specific programs on environment issues should be carried out in order to clearly
assess the productivity and to understand the functioning of the Java Sea.
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SYSTEMATICS OF THE 39

SMALL
PELAGIC FISH

SPECIES

As part 01 the western Pacilic region which has a greater
diversrty 01 species than the eastern Pacific or the Atiantic
regions, the Java Sea has a wide variety 01 different taxo
nomic groups. Among the lish launa 01 the small pelagics
there are three lamilies 01 Elopilormes, Le., Elopidae,
Megalopidae and Albulidae, and three lamilies 01 Clu
peilormes, Le., Clupeidae, Engraulidae and Chirocentridae.
Two lamilies 01 Percilormes, Le., Carangidae and Scombridae,
are abundant in the Java Sea. The geographical distribution
01 the lish is mostly restricted to the tropical Indo-Pacilic
waters, Le. between the 23° N and mid-Australia on each 01
its coas!.

The distribution ofthe main small pelagic lish oftheJava Sea
is mainly restricted in the coastal waters and over the conti
nental shelves. The lish are comprised 01 a variety 01 taxo
nomic groups which belong to several orders, Le., herring
like lish 01 Elopilormes and Clupeilormes and perch-like lish
01 Percilormes.

Elopilormes sometimes enter brackish waters, while Clu
peilormes are olten truly coastal lish with high tolerance 01 low
salinities, though not al! 01 them are euryhaline. Most 01 the
Percilormes live over continental shelves and in coastal waters.

J. WIDODO,
BURHANUDDIN

Sebagaibagian dari wilayah Pasifik Baratyang mempunyai
lebih besar keanekaragaman species dari pada Pasifik
Timur.Laut Jawa mempunyai banyak jenis dari kelompok
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40 taksonomi yang berbeda. Pada fauna ikan dari kelompok pelagis kecil terdapat tiga famili
Elopiformes yaitu, Elopidae, Megalopidae dan Albulidae, dan tiga famili Clupeiformes yaitu,
Clupeidae, Engraulidaedan Chirocentridae. Dua fami/idarí Perciformes yaitu, Carangidae
dan Scombridae banyak terdapat di Laut Jawa. Penyebaran geografi ikan-ikan adalah
terbatas pada peraíran tropis Indo-Pacific, yaitu antara 23° Líntang Utara dan kedua
pantai pertengahan Australia.

Penyebaran dari ikan-ikan pelagis kecil yang penting di Laut Jawa terutama terbatas
pada perairan pantai sampai paparan benua. Ikan-ikan terdiri dari bermacam-macam
kelompok taksonomi yang termasuk dalam beberapa ordo, yaitu Mherring Iike fish n dari
Elopiformes dan Clupeiformes dan Mperch-like fish n dari Perciformes.

Kadang-kadang Elopiformes memasuki perairan payau, sedangkan Clupeiformes
sering benar-benar merupakan ikan-ikan pantai dengan toleransiyang tinggi terhadap
salinitas yang rendah, walaupun tidak seluruhnya bersifat euryhalin. Sebagian besar
dari Perciformes dapat diketemukan pada paparan benua dan perairan pantai.

INTRODUCTION
In general, the geographical distribution of small pelagic fish of the Java Sea is restricted to
the tropicallndo-Pac~ic waters. Bond (1979) illustrates the region as those bordered by 202

C isotherm both to the North and South. The northern boundary is depressed South to the
Hainan in the West, raises North to Taiwan and runs across the Pacific at about 232 N. The
southern boundary extends from mid-Australia on each coast to near the coast of South
America.

In fact, the western Pacific waters have agreater diversity of species than the eastern Pacífíc
ones. Consequently, as part of the western Pacific region the Java Sea has a huge number
of fish species both in marine and inland waters.

There is a sufficient wea~h and diversity of pelagic fish in the Java Sea, and important
físheries such as purse seine, encircling net, Danish seine, beach seine, I~t net and gill net
are based upon them. The fisheries are driven by a local demand of fish products, í.e. fresh/
¡ced, dry/salted, "pindang' boiled sa~ed, and smoked to supply the local food market in
Sumatra, Kalimantan and chiefly in Java.

The habitats of small pelagic species are more restricted to the coastal waters and over the
continental shelves of the Java Sea. As part of the wes.tern Pacific region which has agreater
diverstty of species than the eastern one, the Java Sea pelagic fisheries are based on a
variety of different taxonomic groups of pan-tropical distribution.

The Java Sea small pelagic fish can be classified into several orders, Le., herring-like
Elopiformes and Clupeiformes, generallyfound overcoastal waters and continental shelves,
then perch-like Perciformes mostly carangíds jacks and trevallies~ and finaliy the scombroids
mackerels which are of continental shelves.

One of the characteristics of the Java Sea fish fauna is tts abundance of clupeoids and
scombroids that are bentho-pelagic and are therefore frequently caught in demersal trawls
(Saeger et al., 1976; Widodo, 1976).



1. CLUPEOIDS

In addition to more important and familiar herring-like genera, e.g., Sardinella and Amblyg
aster, there are, in the Java Sea, some others quite different in morphology and ecologyfrom
those more typical forms. Among the six families of herring-like fishes found in the Java Sea,
three of them belong to Elopiformes, Le., tenpounders, Elopidae; tarpons, Megalopidae; and
ladyfishes, Albulidae. The other three families belong to Clupe~ormes, Le., the predatory
wolf-herring, Chirocentridae, sardines, shads, gizzard shads, Clupeida e, and anchovies,
Engraulidae.

The species belonging to each family, 10caVcommon names, English vernacular names, their
geographical distribution and behavior (most of them based on Fisher and Whitehead, 1974,
otherwise stated) are listed as follows :

Elopids
• ELOPIDAE

Elops machnata (tenpounder), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic species. Geographical
distribution : Red Sea, Gu~ of Aden, Gulf of Oman, Zanzibar, coast of India, S. Africa,
Indonesia, China, Japan, possibly to HawaiL

• MEGALOPIDAE

Megalops cyprinoides ("bufan-bufan", Indo·Pacific tarpon), inhabits coastal waters. Two
species of megalops occur in the Indo·Pac~ic and Atlantic, respectively. Geographical
distribution : East African coast, Indian coast, Indonesia, the Philippines and Australia.

• ALBULlDAE

There are two species of Albula, one ubiquitous and the other one restricted to the central
American region of the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (Longhurst and Pauly, 1987). Albula
vulpes (Ubandeng cururot·, ladyfish), inhabits continental shelves, pelagic species.
Geographical distribution : Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, elsewhere in all tropical seas.

Clupeids
• CHIROCENTRIDAE

Chirocentrus dorab ("gofok-gofok", Dorab wolf-herring), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic
species. Geographically, C. doraboccurs only in the Indo-Pacific region from South Africa
to the Red Sea and from Japan to New Zealand.

• CLUPEIDAE

Anodontostoma chacunda (Usefanget", Chacunda gizzatd shad), inhabits coastal waters,
pelagic species. Geographical distribution : Persian Gulf, Indian Ocean to Indonesia, the
Philippines, Melanesia.

Dussumieria acuta ("japuh", rainbow sardinel, inhabits coastal waters, pelagic species,
in schools. Geographically distributed throughout most of the northern part of West Indo
Pac~ic, to northern tip of Australia, westward to East Africa and Madagascar and
northward to Foochow.

Hilsa kelee (f\elee shad), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic species, not abundan!. Geo
graphical distribution: Persian Gulf, Gu~ of Aden, western Indo-Pacific regíon from Natal
(South Africa) to Burma and Thailand.

Systematlcs o, the Small Pelaglc Flsh Specles
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42 H. macru(a ("terubuk", longlail shad), inhabils coaslal walers,_ esluaries and rivers, pelagic
species. Reslriclively dislríbuled in Indonesia and Malaysia.

H. toli (Ioli shad), inhabils coaslal walers, esluaries and rivers, pelagic species. Geographically
dislribuled Ihroughoul Ihe coasls of India, Indo-Auslralian Archipelago and northward lo Hong
Kong or Taiwan.

IJisha prístigastroídes (Java ilisha), inhab~s esluaries and rivers, pelagic species. Reslric
lively dislribuled Ihroughoul Java, Sumalra, Singapore and Borneo.

l. elongata (elongale ilisha), inhab~s coaslal walers, pelagic species, nol abundan!. Geo
graphically dislribuled Ihroughoul Burma lo New Guinea, weslward lo Ihe easlern coasl of
India, and northward lo Japan.

l. melastoma (Indian ilisha), inhab~s coaslal walers, nol ab~ndant. Reslriclively dislribuled
along Ihe ceasl of India, Penang, North Java coasl and Hong Kong, westward lo Persian Gun.

l. megaloptera (bigeye ilisha), inhab~s coaslal walers, nol abundan!. Geographically
dislribuled Ihroughoul Ihe soulhern part of Ihe China Sea, Ihe coasls of India lo New Guinea.

Nematalosa nasus (Bloch's gizzard-shad), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic species. Geo
graphically dislribuled Ihroughoul Ihe northern part of Ihe Wesl Indo-Pac~ic walers north
ward lo Hong Kong.

Opísthopterus tardoore (Tardoore), inhab~s coaslal walers, nol abundanl, pelagic species.
Geographically díslribuled throughoul Ihe coasls of India loNewGuinea, northward lo Hong Kong.

Pellona dítchela (Indian pellona), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic species. Geographically
dislribuled Ihroughoul Ihe northern part of Wesl Indo-Pacific down lo Ihe northern lip of
Auslralia, westward lo East Africa and northward lo Taiwan.

S. fímbríata ("tembang/tanjan", fringescale sardinella), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic
species. Geographically dislribuled from Ihe Red Sea and Ihe Éasl African coasl in Ihe Wesl,
lo Ihe Philippines and Taíwan in Ihe Easl; ~ extends from Ihe soulhern coasls of Asia lo Ihe
soulhern boundary of Indonesia.

S. melanura (blacktip sardinella), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic species. Widely dislrib
uled Ihroughoul Ihe Iropicallndo-Pacific walers, ranging from Mozambique along Ihe Asialic
coasls and Indonesia lo Taiwan, Ihe Philippines and Oueensland (Australia).

S. albella (while sardinella), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic species. Geographical dislribu
lion : Ihroughoul Ihe weslern part of Wesl Indo-Pacific, down Soulh lo Ihe northern lip of
Australia, westward lo East Africa, and northward lo Taíwan.

S. brachysoma ("tembang/tanjan",deepbody sardinella), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic
species. Geographical dislribulion : easlern coasl of India, Indonesia, and Hong Kong.

S. gíbbosa ("tembangltanjan", goldslripe sardinella), inhabils coaslal walers, pelagic
species. Geographical dislribulion : Taiwan in Ihe North, Easl Africa in Ihe West, Ihe lip of
northern Auslralia in Ihe Soulh and New Guinea in Ihe Eas!.

Ambtygaster sírm ("siro", spotted sardinella), jnhab~s coaslal walers, pelagic species. Geo
graphical dislribulion : Ihe Red Sea, Ihe coasl of India, Taiwan, Samoa Island, Ihe northern lip
of Auslralia, and Ihe Arabian Sea.

A. leíogaster (smoolhbelly sardinella), inhab~s coasIal waters, pelagic species. Geographi
cal dislríbulion, northern part of Indo-Pacífic, westward Easl Africa, northward lo Taiwan and
soulhward lo northern lip of Auslralia.



Sardinella fimbriata (Tembang)

Dussumieria acuta (Japuh)
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44 • ENGRAUlIDAE

Coilia macrognathus (bigmouth grenadier anchovy), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic
species.

C. dussumieri (gold-spotted grenadier anchovy), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic spe
cies.

Setipinna taty (hairfin anchovy), inhab~s coastal waters, and estuaries, bentho-pelagic
species.

S. melanochir (dusky anchovy), inhab~s coastal waters, and estuaries, bentho-pelagic
species.

Stolephorus heterolobus ("teri ", shorthead anchovy), from East Africa through the Indo
Australian Archipelago to Bhinawa southward to Oueensland.

S. buccaneeri ("teri ", Buccaneer anchovy), from East Africa through the Indo-Australian
Archipelago to Japan and Hawaii.

S. bataviensis (" teri 11 , Batavian anchovy), India, Sri lanka, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
the Philippines and Papua New Guinea.

S. tri ("teri ", spined anchovy), India, Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia.

S. indicus ("teri ", Indian anchovy), from East Africa through Indonesia to Samoa and
southward to Oueensland, Australia.
S. commersonii (Commerson's anchovy), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic species.

Thrissina baelama (Baelama anchovy), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic species.

Thryssa mystax (moustached thryssa), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic species.

T. setirostris ("bu/u ayam ", longjaw 1hryssa), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic
species.
T. hamiltonni (Hamilton's thryssa), inhabits coastal bentho-pelagic species, occuring in large
schools.

Most anchovies and thryssas are distributed throughout the nor1hern part of the West Indo
Pacrtic down South to the tip of Australia, westward to East Africa and eastward to Samoa.

2. CARANGOIDS
A great variety of genera of the Perciformes family of Carangidae occurs over
continental shelves and in coastal waters. Scads, jacks, and trevallies areprominent
feature of the pelagic ecosystem throughout the Java Sea. Among the species found
in the Java Sea, their habitat distribution and behavior are listed as follows (based on
Fischer and Whitehead, 1974).

Scomberoides commersonianus ("ta/ang-ta/ang", talang queenfish), inhabits coastal
waters restricted to neritic waters near continental shelves, bentho-pelagic species.

Trachinotus blochii (snubnose pa mpa no), in ha bits sha 1I0w coastal areas, co ra la nd rocky
waters, bentho-pelagic species.

Ulua mentalis (cale-cale trevally), inhabits shallow coastal areas, bentho-pelagic species.

Seriolina nigrofasciata (black-banded trevally), inhabits coastal areas, bentho-pelagic species.



Se/aroides /epto/epis ("se/ar kuning ", yellowstripe trevally), inhabits shallow coastal
areas, bentho-pelagic species.

Se/ar crumenophtha/mus ("bentong", bigeye scad), inhabits coastal areas down to 80 m,
benlho-pelagic species.

S. boops (oxeye scad), inhabits coastal areas, coral and rocky reefs, benlho-pelagic
species.

Mega/aspis cordy/a ("tetengkek ", hardtail scad), inhabits coastal waters down lo 60 m,
pelagic species.

Gnathanodon speciosus (golden toothless trevally), inhabits shallow coaslal walers, and
coral and rocky reefs, bentho-pelagic species.

Decapterus russelli ("Iayang biasa ", Russell's scad), inhab~s coastal waters, and
continental shelves, pelagic species.

D. macrosoma ("Iayang deles", layang scads), continental shelves, pelagic species.

Caranx tille (tille jack), inhab~s shallow waters of coral and rocky reefs, bentho-pelagic
species.

C. sexfasciatus (dusky jack), inhabits shallow waters of coral and rocky reefs, bentho
pelagic species.

C. me/ampygus (bluefin jack), inhabils coral and rocky reefs, bentho-pelagic species.

C. ignobi/is (yellowfin jack), inhabits coral and rocky reefs, bentho-pelagic species.

Carangoides ma/abaricus (Malabar cavalla), inhabits coastal waters and coral and
rocky reefs, bentho-pelagic species.

C. ci/iaris (Iongfin cavala),inhabits shallow coastal waters and coral and rocky
reefs, bentho-pelagic species.

C. chrysophrys (Iongnose cavala), inhabils shallow coastal walers down to 60 m, bentho
pelagic species.

Atropus atropus (kuweh trevally), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic species.

A/epes me/anoptera (blackfin crevalle), inhabits coastal waters, benlho-pelagic
species.

A. djeddaba (djeddaba crevalle), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic species.

A/ectis indicus (threadfin trevally), inhabits coastal waters, bentho-pelagic species.

The zoogeography of the carangid species in the Java Sea is throughout most warm

coastal waters of the West Indo-Pacific waters.

3. SCOMBROIDS

Scombroids mackerels, seerfish and sorne genera of small tuna occur throughout the waters
of the Java Sea. Rastrelliger is among the dominant catch of small pelagic fish along w~h

scads and sardines. Geographically, Rastrelligeroccurs Ihroughout the western Indo-Pacific,
westward to the Red Sea, northward to Japan, eastward to Fiji Islands, and southward lo
Australia but its soulhern coasls. Wilhin lhis area three species occur : R. brachysoma

Systematlcs 01 the Small Pelaglc Flsh Specles
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46 occupies the Andaman Sea, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines to Fiji Islands, R. kanagurta
has awide distribution through the western Indo-Pacilic waters and athird species R. faughni
is known Irom Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines and Taiwan.

Rastrelliger brachysoma (lO kembung lO, short-bodied mackerel), in some general areas 01
the western Pacilic as R.faughni but extending to East Fiji.

R. kanagurta (lObanyar lO, Indian mackerel), throughout Indo-Pacilic. From Taiwan, the
Phifippines, Samoa, and Australia in the East throughout the Indian Ocean to Madagas
car and the Red Sea.

R. faugni (island mackerel), Matsui, Taiwan, the Philippines, Indonesia.

Scomber australasicus (slimy mackerel), in the western Pacific Irom Japan to southern
Australia to the Hawaiian Islands and across to the eastern Pacilic barrier to Socorro
Islands 01 Mexico.

A lew larger species, Spanish mackerels or seerfish (Scomberomorus) are also widely
spread in the Java Sea. They consist 01 three species namely :

Scomberomorus commerson (lOtenggiri lO, narrow-barred Spanish mackerels), inhabits
coastal waters, pelagic species.

S. guttatus (lOtenggiri papan lO, spotted Spanish mackerel), inhabits coastal waters,
pelagic species.

S. Jineolatus (streaked seerfish), inhabits estuaries and coastai waters, pelagic species.

Some larger species 01 scombroids species belonging to those 01 tuna and widely occuring
in the Java Sea, are as follows :

Euthynnus affinis (lOtongkol komo lO, eastern little tuna), throughout Indo-Pacific.

Auxis thazard (lOtongkol krai 10 , Irigate mackerel), inhabits coastal waters, pelagic species.

Thunnus tonggol (lOtongkol abu·abu lO, long tail tuna), of the Indo-West Pacific, Japan to
the Australian Archipelago to Somalia and the Red Sea.

The geographical distribution 01 these species is mostly in the northern part 01 the
West Indo-Pacilic region, down southward to the tropical coasts 01 Australia, westward
to East and South Alrica, northward to the sea 01 Japan, and eastward to Hawaii. It is
appropriate to notice here the occurrence 01 other predatory lish on continental
shelves 01 the Java Sea which may have some significance, especially in the coastal
lisheries, e.g. the lOalu-alu lO, barracudas, Sphyraena, i.e. S. jeJlo and S. obtusata.

&.4. S V S T E M ATIC "" ~, .

The dominant small pelagic lish 01 the Java Sea belong to the class Osteichthyes, or
Teleostomi, bony fishes, which are commonly divided into three subclasses, namely Dipnoi,
Crossopterigii and Actinopterigii. Further, Actinopterigiihave olten been divided into
Chondrostei, Holostei and Teleostei. Teleostei is the typical well-known bony fishes from
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Scomberomorus commerson (Tenggiri Papan)

Rastrelliger brachysoma (Kembung)
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48 herring to perches and consists of orders Elopiformes, Clupe~ormes, and Perciformes.
arder Elopiformes includes two suborders, namely Elopoidei and Albuloidei. The first
suborder, Elopoidei, contains the tarpons, ladyfish of the family Elopidae, while the second
suborder, Albuloidei contains the family Albulidae.

arder Clupe~ormes contains two suborders, one of which is Clupeoidei, to which the family
of Clupeidae belongs.

arder Perc~ormes contains several suborders, among them are Scombroidei and Carangoidei
of which the families of Scombridae and Carangidae are among the respective members.

Se/aroides /epto/epis
(Se lar Gontor)

A/epes djeddaba
(Selar)
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so ABSTRAeT
The study is based on the 1991 national statistics published by the Directorate General 01
Fisheries. The reliability 01 this data varies according to the Indonesian provinces. Accurate
data only exists lor the province 01 Central Java. Nevertheless, it can give a prolile 01 the
present situation 01 the Fisheries in Indonesia.

The Indonesian lish production was 2200000 tons in 1991. The Java Sea with 7% 01 the main
territory accounts lor 32% 01 this production. Among tne 760 000 tons 01 lish caught in that
area, 485000 tons consists 01 pelagic lish. Most 01 the landing is 01 small pelagics caught
by the seines lisheries. The purse seines lisheries account lor 40% 01 the totallanding.

They are mainly lound along the northern coast 01 the Java Island. Introduced in 1968 in
Indonesia at the Batang harbor in the province 01 Central Java, the purse seine quickly
widespread and is now lound in almost alllndonesian provinces. Its catch is higher and its
lishing season longerthan thoseol the traditional seine nets used by the smal!-scale lisheries
and it tends to replace them.

Mostly based on the exploited pelagic resources, shape 01 the coast, presence 01 rivers, and
extension 01 shallow waters, on cultural, historical habits and economical lactors (investors,
landings lacilities, potential market) , three types 01 lisheries can be delined :

• The mini seiners lisheries which are dispatched along the northern coast 01 the Java
Island (mainly in the province 01 East Java) and in the province 01 South Kalimantan.
During short trips they search lor species with high value and sel!local!y.

• The medium seiners lishery is exclusively lound at the Pekalongan harbor in the
province 01 Central Java. Their trips last between 6 and 15 days. They only sel! Iresh lish
under auction lor the Javanese market.

• The large seiners lishery is concentrated in the province 01 Central Java in three
centers, Tegal, Pekalongan-Batang and Juwana-Rembang. Theirtrips last up to 40 days
and they sel! Iresh and salted lish lor the national market.

Vessels, lishing grounds and lishing tactics vary among these lisheries according to target
species and lish market.

Telaah ini dibuat berdasarkan buku statistik nasional tahun 1991 yang diterbitkan oleh
Direktorat Jendral Perikanan. Data yang disajikan berdasarkan propinsi ini kurang lebih
dapat dipercaya. Informasi yang lebih tepat hanya didapatkan di Propinsi Jawa Tengah.
Walaupun demikian data tersebut dapat memberikan suatu gambaran situasi perikanan di
Indonesia dewasa ini.

Produksi ikan di Indonesia adalah 2 200 000 ton pada tahun 1991. Laut Jawa yang
mempunyai luas 7% dari luas pera iran Indonesia menyumbangkan 32% dari total produksi.
Diantara 760000 ton ikan yang tertangkap didaerah tersebut sebesar485 000 ton terdiridari
ikan-ikan pelagis. Jenis-jenis ikan utama yang didaratkan adalah ikan pelagis kecil yang
tertangkap oleh pukat, dimana pukat cincin sendiri memberikan kontribusi sebanyak 40%
dari total yang didaratkan.
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52 Pukat cincin terutama terdapat sepanjang pantai Utara Jawa. Sejak diperkenalkan pada
tahun 1968 ke Indonesia di Batang, Jawa Tengah, alat tangkap tersebut tersebar dengan
cepatdan sekarang dapat diketemukan di seluruh propinsi di Indonesia. Dibandingkan
dengan pukat tradisiona/ yang dipergunakan o/eh perikanan skala kecil, hasil
tangkapan pukat cíncín ada/ah lebih baikdan musim penangkapannyapun lebih lama.

Berdasarkan sumberdaya pelagis yang dipanen, bentuk geografi fisik {Ietak sumgai
dan pantai} dan geografi manusia {permodalan, tempat pendaratan dan pasar yang
potensial}, maka bentuk perikanan pukat cincin dapat dibedakan menjadi tiga jenis:

• Perikanan pukat cincin mini, tersebar sepanjang pantai Utara Jawa {terutama
Propinsi Jawa Timur} dan Propinsi Kalimantan Selatan {sekitar Pulau Laut}.
Dengan waktu penangkapan yang relatif pendek mereka mencari jenis-jenis ikan
yang mempunyaí nilai komersial tinggi dan dipasarkan secara lokal.

• Perikanan pukat cincin sedang; terdapat hanya di pelabuhan Pekalongan,
propinsi Jawa Tengah. Waktu penangkapan berlangsung antara 6 sampaí 15 hari.
Hasil tangkapan dijual secara segar di pele/angan untuk dipasarkan di da/am
propinsi Jawa Tengah atau propinsi lainnya di Jawa.

• Perikanan pukat cincin besar; terpusat di Propinsi Jawa Tengah yaitu, Tegal, Pekalon
gan, Batang dan Juwana-Rembang. Waktu penangkapan dapat mencapai 40 hari. Has;1
tangkapan dijual secara segar atau asin dan dipasarkan sampaí ke/uar Jawa.

Kapal penangkap, daerah dan cara penangkapan adalah berbeda pada setiap jenis
perikanan pukat c;ncin, tergantung dari jenis ikan yang dituju dan permintaan pasar.

J NT R O O U e T ION -... ".-- . .' 5~.,t~,

The Republic 01 Indonesia covers a vast archipelagic area consisting 01 more than 17 000
islands stretching on about 5 000 km Irom East to West and about 2 000 km Irom North
to South. With the establishing 01 the 200 miles Exclusive Economic lone (E.E.l.), the
total area 01 marine waters under Indonesian jurisdiction is about 5.8 million km'2 with
an E.E.l. area of 2.7 million km'2 (fig. 1).

The archipelagic area, in particular, includes highly productive waters due to :

• A diversified underwater topography consisting of thousands islands, shelves,
banks, basins and trenches providing excellent breeding and leeding places for a wide
range of marine species;

• An area of shallow shelf (Iess than 200 m deep) totaling approximately 775 000 km'2

adjacent to deeply depressed sea-beds;

• Various ocean currents caused by monsoon winds and oceanic sea flows, which
cause upwellings between and around the islands;

• An inllow 01 fertile fresh water from numerous rivers which drain densely forested
lands and flow through highly populated islands.



PRéSSURé LAMPS USéD TO GON

GéNTRA Té THé F/SH

LAMPU TEKAN POMPA YANG

DIGUNAKAN UNTUK MEM/KA T IKAN

HAULlNG OF THE NET

JAR/NG PUKAT G/G/N SEDANG

D/ANGKAT

In this area some regions have been exploited since a
long lime while some are still almost virgins.

The lishery sectoroccupies an important place in the economy
01 the islands. Above al!, ít is a protein resource, even il the
fish consumption per capita (14 kglyear) is low compared to
other countries. In 1991, the marine production was estí
mated to 2 500 000 tons (tab. 1). The production 01 lish was
around 2 200 000 tons, 1 400 000 01 which were pelagics.
The 1ishery sector employs 1 600000 people which repre
sents 3% 01 the Indonesian manpower.

Statistics used in this article comes Irom the Directorate
General 01 Fisheries and from lhe Project for the large and
medium seiners fisheries. Established by province and fol
lowing the sampling scheme set by Yamamolo in 1976, they
are reliable only in the province 01 Central Java. Elsewhere,
as the sampling scheme was not updated since 1976,
changes in lhe lisheries are nol laken into account and data
are obviously biased. Nevertheless, they can give an ap
proximate picture 01 the fishing sector in Indonesia. Dala is
presented up to 1991 because at the time 01 the article more
recent data was not available.

1. FRAME OF THE STUDV

The Java Sea is the easlern part 01 the Sunda shelf
which spreads Irom the gull of Thailand to the South
eastern par! 01 Kalimanlan (Indonesian part of Borneo)
(Emery et al., 1972). It is a huge continental shell with
an average depth of 50 m which covers an area 01 360

000 km-2
• Weslward it connects lo the Soulh China Sea

through lhe Karimata Strait and eastward it is widely
open lo lhe Flores Sea. The Java Sea is surrounded by
lhe lhree biggesl islands of the archipelago which gath
ers 80% 01 lhe Indonesia n populalion, 60% on lhe Java
Island alone.

Represenling only 7% 01 lhe marine lerrilory 01 Indonesia lhe
Java Island accounls lor 32% 01 lhe Indonesian marine
produclion (lab.I) and 33% 01 lhe pelagic calches. Two types
01 fisheries. small scale and artisanal fisheries coexisl lo
exploil lhe resources. They are concenlraled on lhe North
coasI 01 Java where more than 68% 01 lishing devices are
lound and 65% 01 catch are landed (Iig. 2).

Selners Flsherles In Indonesia
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54 rabie I

MAIN MARINE STATISTICS FOR INDONESIA AND THE JAVA SE-'. IN 1991
STATISTlK PERIIGI<NAN LAoUT DI INDONESIA DAN UUT JAWA TAHUN 1991

(Source : Directorate General 01 Fisheriesj
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Nama Indonesia dari ikan ikan yang tercantum dalam Tabel 1 disajikan pada Lampiran I



The resource has been exploited since a long time by coastaJ small scale fisheries 55
which use a large variety of fishing gears. The distribution of fishing devices is mostly
regional. It depends on cultural habits, sea bed configuration and constitution, and
coastlíne shape. Javanese fishermen mainly use seines, those of Sumatra and
Kalimantan gill nets and lift nets (tab. "and fig, 3). This distribution is reflected by the
geographic distribution of catches (fig. 4). Gíll nets and lift nets production represents
more than 60% in Sumatra and Kalimantan, while purse seines and traditional seines
production makes up 61 % of the Javanese catches. Among the 490 000 'tons of
pelagic fish caught in the Java Sea, 42% is made by the purse seiners fisheries. With
an average of 90 tons/year, their catch rate is high compared to other fishing gears.
This value greatly differs according to the fisheries. The catch rate of the large seiners
based in the province of Central Java reaches 270 tons/year/fishing gear, while the
small seiners catch amounts to 36 tonslyear (fig. 5).

Table 11
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF MARINE STATISTICS IN THE JAVA SEA IN 1991
/<ARA.KTERISTIK UTAMA DARI STATISTIK PERIKANAN LAUT DI LAUT JAWA TN-IUV 1991
(Source : Directorate General o( Fisheries)
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56 Figure 2
F,SHING DEVICES AND FISH

PRODUCTlON DISPATCHING IN

THE JAVA SEA

DISTRIBUSI PENANGKAPAN DAN

PRODUKSI DI UUT JAWA

BERDASARKAN PULAU-PULAU YANG

MEMBATASINYA
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Figure 3
ASHING GEAR DISPATCHING IN THE THREE ISLANDS BORDERING THE JAVA SEA

DISTR/BUSI PENANGKAPAN BERDASARKAN ALAT TANGKAP PADA T/GA PULAU YANG MEMBA TAS/ UUT JAWA

(1991)
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Figure 4
FISH PROOUCTlON ACCOAD/NG TP THE F/SHING DEVICES IN THE THREE ISLANI)S BORDERING THE JAVA SEA

PRODUKSIIKAN BERDASARKAN ALAT TANGKAP PADA TIGA PULAU YANG MEMBATASI UUT JAWA

(1991)



SEJARAH PERKEMBANGAN PERIKANAN PUKAT CINCIN DI LAUT JAWA

572. OEVELOPMENT
OF THE
SEINERS
FISHERIES

Slnce the beginnlng of the
XXst century, the encircling
nets "/amparti' and Danish
seines "payand' are used
around fish aggregating de
vices or ",umpons". Due to
the influence ofthe monsoon,
the catch rate of these de
vices is low and the fishing
period short. The develop
ment of the fisheries led to
the motorization of the fish
ing vessels. The fishing pres
sure over the coastal stocks
drasticaliy increased.

In 1968, inordertoovercome
these constraints sorne fish
ery owners from Batang, a
smali fishing port located in
Central Java, introduced the
purse seine in Indonesia. At
first, a seine imported from
Japan by the Lembaga
Penelitian Perikanan Laut
was put on a smali fishing
boat usually fishing with
"payand'. Af1er a rather long
test, thesize of the gear was
adapted to local conditions
and a commercial exploita
tion started mid-1973 w~h

three vessels.

This new fishing technic al
lowed bigger catches than
traditional gear and longer
fishing times. This explains
why purse seine exploitation
spreads very quickly along
the northern coast of Java.
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58 Around 1975, in Central Java, a new type of fishing vessel derived from trawlers operating
there was adopted by the fishery. In 1980, the flotilla was const~uted of 250 vessels. Until
1980 the exploitation was limited to the onshore waters of the Java Island, trad~ional fishing
grounds for the Javanese fishermen. In 1980-1981, with the trawl ban, numerous trawlers
were transformed into purse seiners. The fishery expanded very quickly as these vessels
extended theirfishing zone eastward andtheir number increased.ln 1985-86theyoverpassed
the boundaries of the Java Sea and began to exploit the Makassar Strait and the southern
part of the South China Sea (fig. 6). Atthe time being, the purse seine is found in almost every
province of Indonesia and the trend to replace traditional seine nets by purse seine in small
scale fisheries is strong. The North coast of Java still represents the main Indonesian area for
the seiners explo~ation w~h 42% of the fishing vessels and 31 %of the landings (tab. 111).
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Large pelagic resources are found in the eastem part of the Java Sea, while in the western
part these resources seem to be more Iimited. Therefore purse seines fisheries are found in
the provinces of Central and East Java, and in South Kalimantan where the conditions required
for such adevelopment are fulfilled. At least three types of purse seiners fisheries coexist in
the Java Sea. Theirtypofogy is based on geography, human behavior and availabilíty of large
físh resources. These factors determine the presence and the evolution of the fisheries.

The cultural and hístorical habits linked with the econ?mical ones determine the type of
físheries (small scale, artísanal) which exists (tab. IV). In the three íslands surrounding the
Java Sea, some places have a long maritime tradition (Palembang in Sumatra, Banten,
Pekalongan, Tuban in Java), but, unlike in Java which is densely populated, in Sumatra and
in Kalimantan, there is no hinterland where marine products can be easily sold. Big investors
primarily involved in trawling are found in the Central Java fishery sector. Afterthe trawl ban,
they invested in purse-seining and favored the expansion of the fishery which became
artisanal. In EastJava where such investors are not found the purse-seine fishery is still done
on a small scale.

Geography determines the type and the size of the vessels and consequently the size of the
gear used by the different físheries. Around the islands bordering the Java Sea, shallow
waters extend far from the coastline and in order to land, large vessels have to find landing
places located at the mouth of the rivers. There are large rivers in Sumatra, Kalimantan and
in the province of Central Java. Most Javanese rivers have aría. In East Java where the rivers
are scarce and small, the vessels have to land on the beach. Due to these physical
conditions, the Javanese vessels have a tlat bottom and present shallow draughl.

Table IV

$YNTHESIS OF THE FACTORS AFFECTlNG THE EMERGENCE OF THE SEINERS FISHERIES

IN THE THREE ISLANDS BORDERING THE JAVA SEA

$YNTESA DARI FAKTOR-FAKTOR YANG MEMPENGARUHI KEBERADAAN PERIKANAN

PUKA.T CINCIN PADA TlGA PUU.U YANG MEMBATASI LAUT JAWA

(. negative impact, + poslflve Impacf)
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60 The seines previously used were 01 "'ampara" and Danish "payang" types (Iig. 7a and 7b).
The present type 01 seine derived lrom the old ones. It consists 01 two trapezoidal and
symmetrical wings, Ilanking acentral bunt where lish is concentrated belore broiled on board.
Because 01 this shape, the nets have to be hauled on board simultaneously Irom both wings
(Iig. 8). It is a ring net rather than a purse-seine one (Iig. 9).

The differences between the two types 01 nets are:

_ Ring net : - Purse-seine :
Central bunt Bunt at one side
purse line in two pieces purse line in one piece
hauling Irom the two sides hauling Irom one side

In the fisheries the general scheme 01 the net is the same. It only differs by the size lrom 300 m
lor the smallest ones to 600 mlor the largest ones.
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DESIGN OF A RINGNET USED IN THE JAVA SEA. (A) AND A PURSE-SEINE NET USED IN ARTlSANAL FISHER

lES IN AFRICA (8)

RANCANGAN DARI "RINGNET" YANG DIPERGUN/VVA.N DI UUT JAWA (A) DAN "PURSE SEINE" YANG
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VARIOUS TYPES OF VESSELS FOUNO IN THE JAVANESE PURSE

SEINERS FISHERIES

PERBEDAAN JENIS PERAHU PADA PERIKANAN PUKAT CINCIN DI JAWA.

3.1. Mini seiners
fisheries

The mini-seiners are wooden
vessels between 10 and 18
meters long. They have a25
to 60 lateral or terminal out
board enginewith a long and
típ-up shaft. The carrying
capacity is around 1to 2tons.

Mini seiners fisheries use two
types of vessels, semi dugout
and planked vessels (fig. 10).
They are Iocally buí~ on tempo
rarydockyards. The hullismade
of tek and the vessel is bui~ in
two months at acost of around
40 million Rp.

Their exploítation is based
on ínshore and offshore re
sources. Depending on their
fishing grounds they can
catch small pelagics as an
chovies, mackerels, scads, .
sardinella and small tunas.
They exploít Ihe inshore wa
ters along Ihe North coast of
Java and the Soulh-Eastpart
of Kalimanlan. Mosl of the
fisheries are localed in East
Java and around the Laut
Island in South Kalimantan.

In 1991, 63 000 tons of fish
have been landed by the
mini-seiners fisheries wíth a
calch/rate of 36 tons/year/
fishing gear (tab. V).

The fishing area is located
along Ihe coast around 30
miles away from Ihe shore.
According lo Ihe monsoon
and Ihe largel species, the
fishing vessels move inside



this area. They stay Irom 1 to 3 days at sea, and land only Iresh lish mostly lor local 63
consumption. For the most part, the sale is made at sea or on the beach during the landing.

3.2. Medium seiners

This lishery appeared in the province 01 Central Java in 1987. At the beginning, the owners
were mainly investors coming lrom activity sectors other than lishing or they were lormer
lishermen w~h a small capital. In 1991 the Ileet consisted 01 142 units landing 17300 tons
(123 tons/gear/year). In 1992 ethnic Chinese entered in the lishery and gave it a boos!.
Medium seiners are only lound in the Pekalongan harbor.

The medium seiner is a wooden vessel lilled with an inboard engine 01 35 to 100 HP, and with
the trad~ional hull shape 01 the North coast 01 Central Java (Iig. 10). It has a high Ilared bow
and a pointed stern. The length is between 15 and 20 m and the hold capacity between 20
and 25 tons. The vessels are locally built at Pekalongan and Batang in permanent dockyards.
The hulls are constructed olwide Java tek plants. The planks are lirst laid in place, the Irames
are litted latter. The price 01 such a vessel is around 125 million Rp.

The lishery exploits the offshore resources ofthe Java Sea. The exploitation is based on the catch
01 scads (Oecapterus russelli, Oecapterus macrosoma) and mackerels (Rastrelliger kanagurta).
The lishing grounds are located in the Java Sea Irom the North 01 Indramayu to Bawean and .
Matasiri islands (Iig. 2a, p. 17) over depths 0130 to 45 m. The boats lish around the islands
and move to other lishing grounds according to the movements 01 the target lish. They stay
at sea between 8 and 15 days and only land Iresh lish sold under auction lor local and Java
Island lish marke!.

3.3. Large seiners

It was the first purse-seiners fishery established in Indonesia. It extended alter the trawl ban
when trawlers were transformed in seiners.ln 1991 ,the catch reached 109000 tonsfor afleet
of 326 vessels (334 tons/gear/year). The vessels are lound in the province of Central Java,
mostly in Pekalongan, Juwana and Tegal harbors.

The vessels are not built on the North coast of Java, but in Sumatra at Bagan Siapi-Api. They
are 01 "Cungking" type (fig. 10). They are delivered as bare hulls to the fishing ports and are
fitted out under the supervision of the owners. This includes machinery installation and fitting
ofthe hold insulatjon,lining and partition. They are tlat bottomed vessels with shallow draught
and an ínboard engine of at least 160 HP. The older vessels of this type have a vertical
transom stern. Olten, the new ones now have a rounded counter stern (fig. 10). This shape
is more efficient for propulsion. They have adeckhouse. They are between 20 and 35 metres
long. Most vessels of this size have afish hold capacity 0150 to 80 tons, and a crew of 30 to
40 meno They are built in four months and fillings are made in two months. Such avessel fully
equipped costs around 300 million Rp (1993).

This iishery explo~s the same resources as the medium seíners fishery do. lis exploitation
being more olfshore than the medium seiners, the catch of Oecapterus macrosoma is higher
than the one of Oecapterus russelli.

Seiners Flsheries In Indonesia



64 The vessels exploit the whole Java Sea in areas more than 50 mdeep, the Makassar Strait
and the southern part ot the South China Sea. They can stay at sea up to 40 days but the
average trip is 25 days long. They land tresh and salted tish which is sold under auction and
is used tor local and national tish markets and t'.lrned into numerous products.

Table V

NUMBER OF UNlTS, CATCH ANO CA TCH/RATE OF THE SEINERS FISHERIES BY PROVINCE A ROUND THE JAVA SEA
IN 1991.

JUMLAH UNIT, HASIL TANGKAPAN DAN LAJU TANGKAP PERlKANAN PUKAT CINCIN SEKITAR LAUT JAWA

BERDASARKAN PROPINSI PADA TAHUN 1991

(Source : Directorate General of Fisheries and Java Sea Project).

SeiNE8 CATCH CATCHRATE
'(ONI11l) ('rONS), (TON/UN")

Mini _elnera West~ava 12 2300 191

DKJ Jakarta 158 ' ,2700' ,/1,7

C9ntl~1 Java 236 10100 42.8

EastJ,ava 1156 41400 35.8

Central Kalimal)lan 64
,
• South KaJimantan- 132 6700 SO.7

Larg••81nera 'central Java

CONCLUSION

140

326

17300

109000

, 123

334

It seems that the widespreading ot the purse seining in the Indonesianpelagic fisheries is still
strong. This gear allows abetter catch and fishing along the year. The Indonesian fishermen
who use traditional seines nets tend to adopt it broadly.

This gear is more efficient than fishing gears such as Mlampara" and "payang", thus fishing
pressure on the stocks ot pelagic fish will be higher. This fact is more evident for coastal
pelagic fish already heavily tished by the small scale fisheries.

As for all renewable resources, a careful management of these fisheries is needed in order to
avoid overexplo~ation. Furthermore, stocks ot small pelagic are subject to high variations related
to environmental cond~ions. lf a heavy fishing pressure is applied to these stocks, they can
decrease quickly and even collapse provoking acrisis along the northern coast of Java Island.



We can notice that purse seine is used in Indonesia mainly tor the exploitation ot small 65
pelagics and rarely tor big tishes such as tunas as it is done in other parts ot the world.

The absence ot awell developed cannery industry can explain this situation. Small pelagics
are onlyfor Indonesian consumption and Sardinella lemuruis the sole species which is locally
canned (BaH Strait).

Mini seiners fisheries are small scale ones, while medium and large seiners fisheries are
artisanal. For these last ones, the passage to industriallevel would lead lo large lechnological
and socio-economic changes.
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ANNEXI
INOONESIAN,ENGLISH 1/'{b SciEN.TfFIC ~f$OF THEMMN.'{E(AGIC SPECfES, CAUC:;HTJNINO<;mESIA.

NAMA INDONESIA, ./NGGRISDAN1!IAMA ILMIAH DARI IKAN"IKANPEUiGISurAMA· YANG TERTANa.KAP DI
/NDONéslk· . . . .

.. ENGÚSH NAME SClENTIflC folAME

Sphyraenaspp~ .

Katsuwonus pelamis

Chorinerhus.spp.

Chítocenttus dorab

CypseIUflJS$,op,

Dússumieria acuta

Trevallies

Jack, Treval~e

Scads

Indipn mac~erel

Indian ollsardineUa

Rainbow [unner

&1rracudas

Sldpjack

Shark

QUl;lenfis.h

Wolf hérrlng

Flyingfish

Rainbow sardine·

RastreUigerkanagurla
Rastreníger brachysoma

Caranxspp.

Decapterusrusselfí
.Decapterusmac;osoma•
.Decapteruskurroides ..

$~rdín~lIa longíceps
Amblygast~r sírm

S6larspp..
Selaro/des /epto/epis

Elagatís bípinnulatus

. Fringescale sardinella Sardinella fímbriata
Sardínella gibbosa

.NarroVl barred king mªckerel Scorn/)eromoruS coinmerson

Indo pacifickingmackerel Scomberomorus gutta tus

Anchovies $1.olephorus spp.

Chinése herringHilsa macrura

Hardta.ilscadMegalapsís cordy/a

Eastem·líttlé tunas Euthynnusafffnís, Auxísspp.

Tunas Tñunnus obesus
Thunnu$ albacares

Tenggiri

Tenggiri papan

Terf .

Terubuk

Tetetjgkek ..
.:. <' ",

Tongkol ..

Tuna

Lemuru

Alu-slu

.. Caka/ang

Cucut

DaunBambu

Golok-golok .

Ikan terbang

Japuh

Kembung·

Kuwe

Laysng

Sungli(··

. Tembang

·Se/ar
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OFTHE MAIN
SMALL PELAGIC

SPECIES
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PEDICAB CARRYING FISH FAOM THE HARBOR TO SMAll PROCESSOR PLANTS

IKAN IKAN SEDANG DIBAWA DENGAN BECAK KE PENGOLAH SKALA KECll

ABSTRACT

Within the Irame work 01 the
Java Sea Pelagic Fishery
Assessment activities, some
biological examinations 01
major small pelagic consist
ing 01 scad (Oecapterus rus
selJi ano Decapterus macro
soma). big eye scad (Se/ar
crumenophtha/mus), Indo
Pacilic mackerel, (Rastrel/iger
kanagurta) , sardine (Sardin
el/a gibbosa) and spotted sar
dine (Ambfygastersirm) have
been carried out. Various re·
productive aspects (reprod uc
tivestages, spawning season,
size at lirst maturity and le
cundity) 01 these species are
presented in this paper.

Reproductlon of the Maln Small Pelaglc Species



70 Purse seine lishery in the Java Sea is mostlysupported by immature and recovery stages individuals
01 small pelagic lish lorwhich lhe length alfirsl maturity is c10se to the average length atfirst spawning.

Sebagaibagian dari kegiatan "Java Sea Pe/agic Fishery Assessment Project", pengamatan
bi%gi dari ikan-ikan pe/agis keci/ yang terdiri dari ikan /ayang (Decapterus russelli dan D.
macrosoma), bentong (Se/ar crumenophtha/mus), banyar (Rastrelliger kanagurta), tanjan
(Sardinella gibbosa) dan siro (Amb/ygastersirm) te/ah dilakukan. Beberapa aspek reproduksi
(tingkat kematangan, musim pemijahan, panjang pada pertama kali matang dan feconditi)
dari ikan-ikan tersebut di atas disajikan da/am tulisan ini.

Panjang pada pertama ka/i matang ada/ah sama dengan panjang pada pertama kali
memijah. Perikanan pukat cincin di Laut Jawa terutama didukung o/eh individu ikan pe/agis
keci/ yang be/um matang dan tíngkat "recovery"

The small pelagic fish resources in lhe Java Sea have been inlensively exploited since the 80's.
The rapid developmenl 01 the purse seine lishery has created changes in lhe major lishing
grounds as well as in lhe calch composilion. Since 1984, lhe lishing grounds have been
extended to lhe southem part of the Soulh China Sea and lo Lumu-Iumu and Lari-Iarian Islands
in lhe Makassar Strail (Almaja and Sadholomo, 1985; Boely et al, 1987; Polier et al, 1988)

The oceanographic condition and watercharacteristics 01 the Java Sea have been described
by several authors. The inlluence 01 environmenlal conditions plays a signilicant part in the
changes 01 catch and effort while winds and rainlalls directly inlluence the lishing pressure
and the calch (Potier and Boely, 1990).

Preliminary sludies on biology 01 small pelagics in the Java Sea have been carried out by
Delsman (1926) ( eggs and larvae) and by De Jong (1940) (spawning habits 01 some lishes
in the Java Sea). Hardenberg's (1938) pioneer study on the scad population in the Java Sea
indicated the existence 01 awestern stock lrom the Indian Ocean, an eastern stock Irom the
Flores Sea, and a northern slock Irom the Soulh China Sea.

Biological inlormalion on small pelagic species is limited lo D. russelli (Almaja, 1983;
Widodo, 1988), D. macrosoma (Widodo, 1988) and R. kanagurta (Nurhakim, 1993). How
ever, these studies were based on short series observation data. They tended to generate
input paramelers inslead 01 linding the nature 01 reproduction aspects.

The presenl sludy is an attempt to obtain more details and inlormations concerning the
reproduction aspects 01 the main small pelagic species and is based on methods widely used
in lhis type 01 study.

1. MATERIAL AND METHOOS

As part 01 the Operation 4 01 the Project, a sampling procedure was carried out at the
Pekalongan and Juwana- ha-rbors. Details ofthis procedure-have-been desoribed (Boely -et a/.,
1992). Specimens 01 majorsmallpelagics werecollected lrom the landings 01 commercial purse
seine lishery. The samples were coming lrom all the main lishing grounds in the Java Sea.



1.1 Sampllng procedure

length composition of the blological samples can be adjusted using Iength data whlch Is
regular1y obtainad by measuring the sampling. In each length group, for easlly distlnguish
able fish, 5 individuals were chosen for a blologlcal study. The sex of each ftsh was
determinad by dlssection and examination of the gonads. Maturlty stage, gonad weight, and
adiposity were also recordad for each examination. The ovaríes were Immersed and
preserved in Gilson solution in order to determinate the fecundity and the distribution of eggs
in each stage. A total number of females and undeterminad specimens of a length over 13
cm is depicted in table 1.
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1.2 Reproductlve stages

Table I

NUMBER OF FEMAlES ANO

UNOETERMINEO SPECIMENS

JuMLAH INOIVIOU BETINA DAN

YANG BElUM OAPAT OITENTUKAN

JENIS KELAMINNYA

Seven reproductive stages were defined according to different authors (Raja, 1967 for
Sardinella Iongiceps and Holden and Raitt, 1974) (annex 1, p. 84). Forthis study all species
are supposed to be total spawners, in which all eggs are rlpen and shed within a very short
time (Welcomme, 1979).

The development of gonad is expressed as follows: immature, maturing, developing,
developed, gravid, spawning and spent. Then, maturity staglng by macroscopic examination
is confirmed by gonad index value, egg size and shape.

GI is calculated as :

GI =Wg X 10'

L'

where Wg = gonad weight (gr.) L' = Fish length (cm) (le Cren in Weatherley, 1972).

1.3 Slze at tlrat maturlty

Some data collectad during the few months immediately prior to spawning were used lo
determine the slze at first malurity. It was estimatad by plolting the cumulalive percentage
frequency of mature fish versus size and was definad as the length at which SO %of the fish are ~
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72 mature. Fishes belonging lo stage IV (developed stage) and above were grouped under mature
lish. Only the lemales were used lo delermine Ihe spawning season and size at lirst malurity.

1.4 Fecundity

Fecund~y is delined here as the total number 01 ripe eggs present in a lemale ovary
immediately prior spawning. It has been determined by gravimetric method (Bagenal, 1978),
while batch lecundity was estimated Irom:

F =(Wg I ws) . n

where F =batch lecundity Wg =gonad weight (gr.) ws = weight 01 sub-sample (gr.)
n = number 01 eggs in sub-sample coming Irom the last mode 01 the distribution 01 egg

diameter

2. RESULTS AND DlSCUSSION

2.1 Reproductive stages

Principal gonads development in fish is usually assessed by gonadosomatic index
(GSI) or gonad index (GI) (Miller, 1984). Macroscopic examination 01 the gonad Irom
live species (A. sirm, O. macrosoma, O. russe/li, R. kanagurta and S. gibbosa )
indicates that their development is almost similar to the development 01 Sardine/la
/ongiceps. From stage V, lor all species, the ovaries occupy almost the whole body
cavity. Translucent eggs are ready to be spawn. This is in accord with various
investigations 01 the same aspects (Harden Jones in Hempel, 1979).

Visual examination proved that the abdomen was distended, the per~oneal cavity lilled and
translucent eggs became visible through the ovary wall. This phenomenon very common in
the development 01 ovaries was stated by other authors. Most lish species have transparent
eggs lor reducing predation by visual predator (Johannes in Bailey and Houde, 1978). A
previous study, on lemale spotted sardine A. sirm and scad, indicated that GI values have a
positive correlation with the diameter 01 the largest eggs groups. Maturity stages coincid ing
with the increase in gonad weight is proportional to GI value, as given in ligure 1.

The maturation and breeding 01 lishes are controlled by hormones, external lactors and food
taken by the females (Hempel, 1979). In the Java Sea, the gonad examination 01 small
pelagic species indicates that the majority 01 lemales reach sexual maturity between May and
July. The seasonal Iluctuations 01 monthly GI value calculated on an average year for adult
fish (up to 16 cm) without taking into account the first four stages are shown in figure 2.

Every month, lor all stages the average GI values lound are close to the immature stage
value, even il during some months mature lish is lound in the samples. This most likely
indicates the existence of a cohort which is reproductively inactive or in recovery stage.
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The small number of encounlored ripe and spenl slages indicales Ihal Ihe fish, when al ripe
slages, leaves Ihe fishery or is nol accessible lo Ihe purse seiners. This is likely due lo Ihe
migralory behavior of Ihe fish loward Ihe spawning area. However, Delsman (1926) reported
Ihal eggs and larvae of small pelagic species were found near Ihe region of Ihe 1layang"
fishery. It is possible Ihal fish in ripe and spenl slages are nol attracled by Ihe Iighl, such
specimens lending lo live in Ihe deeper layer, because of a reduclion of Ihe volume of Ihe
swim bladder, Ihis one being pushed by Ihe gonad. Thís behavior may have much influence
on the average GI value. However, in Ihis sludy, Ihe spawning seasons were delermined from
Ihe peak GI value and Ihe presence of ripe and spenl slages.

2.2 Spawning season

• SCADS

Decapterus russelli
Specimens w~h gonads in ripe slages were found from April lo June, while Ihose in spenl
stage (ovary resembles an emply sack) occurred from May lo December. In February, we
found one specimen only in spenl resling slage (residual eggs in Ihe poslerior part slrongly
sluck on ovary wall, and also ovaries wrapped by fal).

Reproductlon of the Maln Small Pelaglc Specles
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Small juveniles have been lound between March and May (average size 6 cm) (Widodo, 75
1988), and Irom MaytoJuly (mode 8cm). These smalllish presumablycome Irom September
to December spawning.

Eggs and larvae 01 D. russelJiwere lound around Bawean waters in April- May, and around
Madura waters in October-November (Delsman, 1926). Such observations are 01 course
closely related to the spawning time. Considering the number 01 lish ready to spawn (Iig. 3a)
and the presence 01 small lish (Iess than 12 cm) lrom March to June, the spawning season
01 this species seems to occur Irom May to December w~h a maximum activ~ Irom
September to December.

Decapterus macrosoma

We lound ripe stage (translucent eggs) between May and June, while the number 01 partially
spent specimens was noticeable Irom July to October (Iig. 3b). Smallfish with amode around
8 cm total length were lound in May (Widodo, 1988) and in July, August and November.
Delsman (1926) lound eggs and larvae 01 this species around the Madura waters in October
and November.lt appears that the spawning season of this scad occurs in the Java Sea Irom
May to October/November.

• SPOTTED SARDINE

Amblygaster sirm

Fish at ripe slage (translucent eggs) could be lound during February and June, while those
at spent and parlially spent slages were lound Irom February lo July (Iig. 3c). For lhese
species lhe spawning lime occurs between February and June. This assertion was sup
ported by lhe presence 01 young lish of aboul 9 cm mode in June in lhe purse seine lishery
and 01 lish 01 6.5 cm in lhe "bagan" (lift nel) lishery around lhe Karimunjava Islands al lhe
same periodo

• INDO-PACIFIC MACKEREL

Rastrelliger kanagurta

Fish al ripe slage (opaque eggs) are lound Irom March to June, while from April to June and
from September to December, we lound lish at spenl resting and recovery stages (Iig. 3d).
In June, small lish with amode 01 5.5 cm in lork length is caughl by lhe "bagan" fishery around
the Karimunjava Islands (Almaja, 1992) while lish in mode 018 cm is lound in the purse seine
lishery between May and July in lhe same area. Thus, we assume thal Indo-Pac~ic mackerel
spawns aclively during March, May and Oclober/November.

• BIG EYE SCAD

Se/ar crumenophthalmus

Specimens are rarely lound al ripe and spenl slages which seems lo show lhal lhere is a
migralion 01 lhis species lor spawning. According lo lhe presence 01 stage IV (opaque eggs)

in lhe samples (Iig. 3e), we suppose lhal lhese species spawn Irom April lo November.

The presence of lish al ripe stage and 01 young individuals (size less lhan 12 cm) occurs in
lhe Java Sea al aboul the same time (March - June). Nevertheless, scads and Indo-Pacilic
mackerel seem to spawn until November or December. Small lish entering lhe lishery ~
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76 between March and July may originally come from spawning occurring between Septem
ber and November/December. However, those coming from May-June were never
noticed in the purse seine catch as they are not found in the fishing grounds.

A future investigation should be conducled in the "bagan" fishery around Karimun
java, Bawean and Kangean Islands, and in other small scale fisheries in the eastern
Java Sea.

2.3 5ize at first maturity

In this case, lenglh at lirsl malurity was delined according lo Ihe lenglh al which 50 %
01 the cumulative percentage Irequency of mature lish was obtained. To avoid any
mistakes in the identilication 01 recovery stage as immalure and to assume il as an
exception, we only used the data collected during the periods when mosl specimens
nearly reached ripe to spawning stages. An estimation 01 first maturity is also used to
describe a lish which is spawning lor the first time (Holden and Raitt, 1974). Data on
length and percentage of mature fish, collected during a two year period covering the

eastern Java Sea and the Makassar Strait are given in lable 11.

• SCADS

D. russelli, D. macrosoma

Calculated lengths at lirst maturity (1m) were 21 cm for D. russellifemales (Iig. 4a) and
20.7 cm lor D. macrosoma females (Iig. 4b). The average fork length at first spawning
01 the two species is respectively 20.5 cm and 20.1 cm, (fig. 5a and fig. 5b). Tiews et
al. (1970) suggested that in the Philippines waters, Ihese species mature at length of
18 -20 cm at the beginning of the third year 01 lile. They also suggested that D.
macrosoma spawns once in its Iife-span only.

• SPOTTED SARDINE

A. sirm

Females of spotted sardine begin first maturily al aboul 15 cm in August (Atmaja,
1993), whereas Ihis lish will spawn when at least 17 cm in fork lenglh. Calculated
lenglh al lirsl malurily (1m) was 18.6 cm lor lema les (Iig. 4c). The average lork length
al first spawning was 19 cm (Iig. 5c). Lazarus (1990) reported that Ihe minimum size
at maturity is about 18.0 lo 18.4 cm for females, while 50 % 01 Ihe females reach

maturily at 20.7 cm totallength.

• INDO-PACIFIC MACKEREl

R. kanagurta

This species reaches malurity at 21.4 cm in lork length (fig. 4d). The average lork
lenglh 01 the female al lirst spawning is 21 cm (Iig. 5d).

• 81G EYE SCAD

S. crumenophthalmus

Estimation 01 the size at lirsl malurily (1m) lor Ihis species is 18.7 cm (Iig. 4e). The
average lork length al first spawning is 18 cm (fig. Se).
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Figure 4 (Ie,t page, 'Ir.t and second row)
PERCENTAGE MATURE VERSUS SIZE

PERSENTASE IKAN MATANG TERHAOAP UKURAN

From left to rtght : D. russefli, D. macrosoma A. sirm, R. kanagurta, S. crumenophlhalmus, S. gibbosa

Figure 5 (Ie,t page, thlrd and 'ourth row)
PERCENTAGE OF RIPE ANO SPENT STAGES BY SIZE

PERSENTASE IKAN MATANG DAN SALIN BEROASARKAN UKURAN

From left to rtght : D. russelli, D. macrosoma, A. sirm, R. kanagurta, S. crumenophthalmus, S. gibbosa
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Ova diameter (mm)

2.4 Fecundity

The lecundity is usually car
ried out by counting the ripen
ing or ripe oocytes prior to
ovulation. As in the mos! ad
vanced batch the number 01
oocytes changes during the
development (Le erus, 1988).
Visual examination on spawn
ing s!ages 01 D. macrosoma,
A. sirm, S. /epto/epis showed
that the eggs are scattered
within the whole ovaries. Ob
setVations 01 the pattern 01
eggs diameter distribution
Irom three differenl parts 01
!he leltovary (anterior, middle,
poslerior) were presented in
A. sirm. The over 0.2 mm egg
diameterswere measured and
counted. Figure 6 is an ¡lIus
tration 01 the Irequency 01 egg
diameters distribulion Irom dil
lerent parts 01 ovaries imme
diately at prior and alter
spawning stages.

The pattems 01 the Irequency
01 eggs díameters distribution
in different parts 01 the ovary
are relatively similar, and re-

• SARDINE

S. gibbosa

Malure and spawning individu
aJs have been obsetVed in a
lor!< length size ranging Irom
12.5 to 13.4 cm, while 50% 01
the lemales reach length matu
rity (1m) at 14.7 cm (Iig. 4~.

The results show that length
at lirst maturity is close to
the average length at first
spawníng.
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Figure 7
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veal only a single batch 01 mature eggs (translucent eggs), sharply separated with smaller ova 81
stock (opaque eggs) (Iig. 6A). Observation 01 spent lemales indicates that the ripe eggs Irom
different parts are spawned at the same penod (Iig. 68). The same pattems were also shown by
scads D. macrosoma (lig. 7) and D. russelJi (De Jong, 1940; Atmaja et al., 19B2).

The eggs non shed are probably reabsorbed back into the ovarian tissue or expelled as
inlertile eggs. Raja (1972) reported that in Sardinella longiceps alter spawning, the remaining
eggs 01 different stages get slowly reabsorbed. De Jong (1940) expressed that several small
pelagic species as D. russelli, S. crumenophthalmus and Atule mate have only one batch 01
mature eggs and that alter spawning, the ovary resembles an empty sack. Luther, in Sal and
Rao (19B4), examined mature ovaries 01 R. kanagurta. He lound a maximum 01 three modal
groups 01 eggs at this stage, and he postulated that thís species Iiberates the ripe eggs in a
succession 01 three batches in a single spawning season. Thus, we suggest that these
species have a synchronous spawning pattern and produce only asingle batch per season.

The size 01 mature eggs lor sorne species is depicted in ligure B. The average diameter 01
mature eggs (translucent eggs) lorvarious sizes 01 A. sirm is between 0,70 and 0.B9 mm; lor
D. macrosoma it is between 0.61 and 0.70 mm, while 10r S.leptolepis~ is about 0.52 mm. The
structure 01 the eggs 01 small pelagic species has been described by Delsman (1926).

EGGS DIAMETERS ACCORDING TO

FORK LENGTH

a.

Figure 8
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The batch lecundity given in table 111 shows that lecund~ 01 A. sirm ranges lrom 15000 to
24000 eggs (average 19000 per 17.5to 20.5 cm 10rk length lish), lecund~ 01 D. macrosoma
is about 43 OOOto B8 000 eggswith an average 01 61000 perlemale.lnthe Philippines waters,
Tiews et al. (1970) noticed that the lecund~y 01 D. macrosoma is about 68 000 to 106000
eggs and lecund~y 01 Selar crumenophthalmus about 7 000 to 60000.

18.2-19.4 88-142

D. lTlaorosoma 19.2"20~6

Table 111

BATCH FECUNDITY OF SOME

SMALL PELAGIC SPECIES IN THE

JAVA SEA

FECONDITAS MUTLAK DARI

BEBE RAPA SPECIES IKAN PELAGIS

KECIL D1LAUT JAWA.
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82 Batch lecundity 01 spotted sardina is lower than lar S. longiceps (37 000 to 38 000 eggs)
(Raja,1972) and lar Japanese sardine (24 000 to 48 000 eggs) (Nikaí in Boonprakop, 1978).

2.5 Sex ratio
These lishes are hetera-sexual, but Ihe two sexes are not distinguishable lrom their extemal
appearance. From ganad examination, sex can be differentiated lar lish bigger than 13 - 14 cm in
lar!< length. The sex ratio 01 small pelagic is calculated lar every centimeler, then lar the whole
dislribution (lab. IV). Tha resulls show lhal males and lemales are 01 equal proportion, except lar D.
macrosomawhich has apreponderance 01 lemales (61 %; ..t = 69.5), and lar R. kanagurtawhich has
a preponderance 01 majes.

CONCLusaON

For small pelagic species in the Java Sea tha spawning season is relatively long but each
individual spawns during a short periodo However, the presence 01 juveniles (size less than
12 cm) only occurs from March to July.

Table IV

SEX R'\TO OF MAN SMI'U. PELAGC sPECES GM3'I!'S 1HE PER:ENTAOE Of FEMAL.ES

PEfEA'-VNGAN~ DAR~ Sf'B:ES f<N'I f'EI..AGIS KH:L YN0K3 fYNYATI'KIW DilI..AM PERSENTASE BETNo\

FL 0.11. D.R~ S.O;, S.a; .

. (CII) N %F :N %F N %F N %F N %F N "Ief

12 2

13 1 30 63 52 64 53 51

14 18 39 67 54 1 46 60. 126 48 243 51

15 96 62 126 .48 4 158 68. 369 50 710 46

16 226 55 244 .5.1 17 1'6 .437 49 '·740 51 865 48

17 259 59 356 45 33 45 783 .38 728 54 237 42

18 324 63 440 ss. 77 45 1308 49 397 51 17 .. 53.'

19 254 63 377 ss. 194 42 853 82·: 493 47

20 185 65 . 359' .56 ~2 46 642 50 347 46

21 66 74 202 '5(1 183 .46 .103 34 154 47

22 13 46 89. '48 98 37 1 34 44

23 2 50 39 49 16 76 4 50

24 14 .43- 3 :33

25 .. :l. 3

T 1445 ;61 2347 52 888 46 4~? ~o :..3444 50 2109 47



Especia/ly for scads and Indo-Pacific mackerel, Ihe size of spenl resling slage ovary is very sma/l.
This can explain Ihe low value of GI found in adult fishes. The observed low values of GI seem lo
indicale Ihal lhe calches of Ihe purse seiners are dominaled by lish immalure and al recovery slage.

The environmenlal characterislics of the Java Sea have a direcl influence on Ihe fishing
pressure and the fluctuation of Ihe catches from April to June, when fishes reach sexual
maturity. During that period, most of the purse seiners move their fishing grounds to the
southern par! of the South China Sea. The fishing effor! increases after this period but this
also leads to an increase of immature fish in the catch.
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B. SADHOTOMO, S.B. ATMAJA

ABSTRACT

A growth parameters estimation of main pelagic fishes in the Java Sea based on length
frequency data and an identification of the monthly average length increment applied to the
Gulland and Holt plot and Von Bertalantty plot were carried out by the Java Sea Pelagic
Fishery Assessment Project from May 1991 to December 1993. A restructuring process of
the data by the ELEFAN system was also done. The estimates of growth parameters were
Loo = 24.5 to 26.5 cm, K= 0.9 to 1.3 for O. russellr. Loo = 24.6 to 27.2 cm, K = 0.5 to 0.9 for
S. crumenophthalmus; and Loo = 22.5 to 23.6 cm, K= 0.9 to 1.3 for A. sirm.

Dugaan parameter pertumbuhan dari ikan pelagis di Laut Jawa, berdasarkan data frequensi
panjang telah dikumpulkan oleh "Java Sea Pelagic Físhery Assessment Project" dari bulan Mei
1991 sapai bulan Desember 1993. Identifikasi dar; pertumbuhan panjang rata-rata bulanan
yang diaplikasikan terhadap model. GuJland dan Holt plot dan von Bertalanffy plot telah
dilaksanakan, demikian pula restrukturisasi data oleh metoda ELEFAN.
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86 Ni/ai dugaan parameter pertumbuhan ada/ah Loo = 24,S-26,S cm, K = 0,9-1,3 untuk
Oecapterus russe/li; Loo =24,6-27,2 cm, K =0,5-0,9 untuk Se/ar crumenophtha/mus dan
Loo =22,5-23,6 cm, K =0,9-1,9 untuk Amb/ygaster sirm.

The small pelagic lish caught by the purse s~iners in the Java Sea is landed on the North
coast 01 the Java Island (Tegal, Pekalongan and Juwana harbors). Eleven species contribute
to 90 % 01 the total production. Scads (Oecapterus spp.) are the main species lound in the
annual catch (more than 50 %), lollowed by Indo-Pacilic mackerels (Rastrelliger kanagurta)
lor about 18 %; spotted sardinellas (Amblygaster sirm) lor 7.4 %. Goldstripe sardinellas
(Sardinella gibbosa) and big-eye scads (Se/arcrumenophtha/mus) represent respectively 7
% 01 the total production.

This paper presents the lirst results on growth parameters 01 three species 01 small pelagic
in the Java Sea, Le. round scad (Oecapterus russe/IJ) , sponed sardinella (Amblygastersirm) ,
and bíg-eye scad (Se/ar crumenophtha/mus). The lirst two species are known as "oceanic"
species, and the last one as a "coastal" species.

In the Java Sea, a growth parameters estimation based on a length Irequency analysis has
already been studíed lor some species, such as O. macrosoma (Atmaja 1988; Widodo 1988a
and 1988b), O. russelli(Widodo 1988a and 1988b; Sadhotomo et a/., 1983), and R. kanagurta
(Sujastani 1974; Nurhakím 1993). Ingles and Pauly (1984) assessed the growth parameters
01 lishes in the Philippines basad on the length Irequency analysis. Besides, a study on the
growth 01 main pelagic species based on otolith reading increment and length Irequency
analysis has been reported by Conand (1991 )Ior Amb/ygastersirm in New Caledonia, Dalzell
(1989) lor the bíg-eye scad (S. crumenophtha/mus) in the Philippines, and Dayaratne and
Gjosaeter (1986) lor tour Sardinella spp. Irom Sri Lanka.

1. MATERIAL AND METHODS

1.1 Sampling procedure

Length Irequency data was collected lrom May 1991 to December 1993 Irom a commercial
purse seine lishery at Pekalongan and Juwana. A stratilied sampling was conducted every
day on board 01 vessels on one ortwo boxes (1 box = 25-30 kg.) ollish. The lishes were sorted
by species and counted. The lork length 01 some individuals 01 each species encountered in
the sample was measured. If the number 01 lish counted was less than 50 individuals, all 01
them were measured; but íl it was more than 50 individua/s, the length distribution measure
ment was only done Irom 50 individuals. The data was pooled by month and bylishing ground
and grouped into 1 cm class intervals. The details 01 the sampling procedures have been
described by Boely et al. (1990) and Potier and Sadhotomo (1991).

According to the knowledge on fish demographic distribution in the lishing grounds, the
length-frequency data coming Irom the traditional areas (North 01 Indramayu, North 01 Tegal



and Pekalongan, and around the Karimunjava Islands) is combined into one length frequency 87
set of data, Le. Area 1, and the data obtained from the catch samples around Bawean, the
Masalembo Islands, the Matasiri Islands, and Makassar Stran into another set of data, Le.
Area 11.

1.2 Estimation of growth parameters

In orderto assess the growth parameters, the length frequency distribution should be first split
up ¡nto different modes (Battacharya, 1967), which then should be plotted according to
Gulland and Holt, and Von Bertalanffy methods. The ELEFAN system (Gayanilo el al., 1988)
was also used to get these parameters.

• GULLAND AND HOLT PLOT.

The relationship of the standard Gulland and Holt plot can be expressed as :

dLldt =K(loo-Lt)

where : dL is an increment of the average length dUdt is the rate of growth in length
lt is the average length at t

(Lt = (l1 +l2) /2)

If lt is used as the independent variable and dUdt as the dependent variable, the
equation becomes a linear regression. The value of K and Loo can be obtained as

K =-b and loo =-a/b

• VON BERTALANFFY PLOT

This method estímating K and t-zero (to) parameters from age-Iength data first requires
an estímate of Loo. The Von Bertalanffy age-Iength relationship can be expressed as
(Sparre, 1989)

Lt =loo (1 _ e-K (1'10»

Growth Parameters of the main Small Pelagic Specles



88 where Lt is the average length at age t; Loo is the asymptotic length, which means the
maximum length of a fish from a given stock; K is a growth constant, a parameter
expressing the rate at which Loo was reached; to is the theoretical age t, which is the age
of the fish at zero length. By linearizing and transpos~ion of the variable the following
equation can be obtained

1-(LULoo) =e -K(t-to)

In (1-LULoo) =-K to + K t

Using t as the ¡ndependent variable and the left-hand side as the dependent variable, the
Von Bertalanffy growth equation becomes a linear regression. Estimation of K and to
values can be obtained as

K =b; to =-a/b

According to the spawning seasons and to the reading of otol~hs increments, the age of
the smallest fish modewas estimated by guesswork.

• THE ELEFAN SVSTEM

The ELEFAN System identifies the modes or peaks w~h an automatic restructuring
process, where peaks would represent individual cohorts. The bestmof a Von Bertalanfty
growth curve would be obtained through iterative method.

The monthly length-frequency data from the 1992-1993 periods, from fishing areas I and
11, is used to trace the growth curves of the studied species.

2. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION

2.1 Modal progression analysis.

Separating monthly length-frequency distribution ¡nto modal components according to
Bhattacharya's method gives one or more modes for area I or 11. An average length value is
assumed to represent an age/length group or acohort. Each length-frequency data set gives
1to 5 modes for O. russelli, 2 to 5 for S. crumenophthalmus, and only 1 to 3 for A. sirm. This
meansthat there can be more cohorts of round and big eye scads present in the catch. The
scatter diagram Of the modes plotted against the corresponding months during the survey is
shown in figure 1. The curves show which modes were used to estimate the growth parameters.
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D. russel1i

90 • ROUND-SCAD (D. RUSSEW)

Two major cohorts 01 this carangid could be lound in the lishery during the survey. The
lirst cohort was recorded in length-Irequency measurements during August 1991 (aver
age length 9.6 cm), and the second one was recorded in May 1992 (average length 8.5
cm) (lig. 1a). More than one cohort 01 this species in the same area, have also been
reported by Widodo (1988). The reproduction aspects analyzed by Atmaja el al. (pp. 71
86) showed that lishes in ripe stage could be seen lrom April to June and in spent stage
Irom May to December. Thus, we supposed that the lirst cohort has been spawn around
May 1991 (May cohort), and the second one around February 1992 (February cohort).
Based on the above assumption, both modes 019.6 cm in August 1991 and 8.5 cm in May
1992 seemed to correspond to about 3 month old lish.

• BIG-EYE SCAD (S. CRUMENOPHTHALMUS)

For this carangid we lound more than one mode during the year which also shows the
presence 01 several cohorts in the Java Sea: August 1991 (mode 8.0 cm), January 1992
(mode 8.4 cm), March 1992 (mode 8.7 cm), July 1992 (mode 7.0 cm), and January 1993
(mode 7.7 cm) (Iig. 1b). Smaller sized- lishes were also lound during May to December
1993. According to Atmaja el al. (pp. 71-86), no lish in spent stage were lound during the
survey and only lew in ripe stage. Nevertheless, a high value 01 Gonad Index (up to 110)
was lound in March/April and October 1992 and 1993. According to Dalzell's study (1989)
on growth paramelers based on reading otolith, 8.0 cm long (Iork-Iength) lish was
estimated to be 4.5 month old.

• SPOTTED SARDINEllA (A. SIRM)

Unlike lhe two species described above, tt seems there was only one cohort ayear during the
survey. Length-Irequency measurement recorded modes 0113.1 cm in July 1991, 9.3 cm in
May 1992, and 10.0 cm in June 1993. The three cohorts seem to come lrom the same
spawning period (around February). Fishes in ripe stage arelound lrom FebruarytoJune, and
in spent stage Irom February to July (Atmaja el al., pp. 71-84). By reading otolith in New
Caledonia, a 2 month old lish reaches the size 01 10 cm TL (totallength) and a 4 month old
one , the size 01 15 cm TL (Conand, 1991). Dayaratne and Gjosaeter (1986) supposed that
size 12 cm TL corresponds to a 6 month old lish. Thus the average length 9.3 cm FL (Iork
length) recorded in May 1992 would correspond lo about 3 monlhs.

2.2 Growth parameters estimation.

Based on lhe litted curves 01 acohort (Iig. 1), the dala used to estímate the growth parameters
according to Gulland and Holt plot is presented in tables I and 11. The results 01 linear
regressions 01 modes (L) versus growth rate (dUdt) are expressed below (n: number 01
observations; r: coellicient 01 regression):

• D. RUSSELLJ (FIG. 3A AND 3B)

May eohort : Y= 26.5 - 1.05 X (r=0.9); n=7)
February eohort: Y=23.3 - 0.95 X (r=0.9; n=12)



• S. CRUMENOPHTHALMUS (FIG. 2A, 26 AND 2c)
Mareh eohort : Y= 21.2 - 0.8 X (r= 0.9; n=11)
August eohort : Y = 15.9 - 0.6 X (r=0.9; n= 11 )
Oetober cohort : Y = 15.5 - 0.6 X (r=0.8; n=13)

• A. SIRM (FIG. 4)
February eohort : Y = 39.3 - 1.9 X (r=0.8; n=5)

S. crumenophthalmus
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Aeeording lo Ihe spawning periods assessed by Almaja et al. (pp. 71-84) and lo Ihe age 93
eslimaled by reading ololilhs (Conand, 1991; Dalzell, 1989; Dayaralne and Gjosaeler, 1986),
the length-at-age dala used in Von Bertalanffy plot is presented in table 111 and table IV.

The growth parameters estimaled bythe graphieal melhod and by Ihe ELEFAN I Syslem are
given in lable V. The Loovalues obtained from Gulland and Ho~ plot are usually lower than
Ihe one from ELEFAN 1. The same resulls have been found by other aulhors (Widodo, 1988;
Atmaja, 1988). This ean be explained beeause the ELEFAN I System only Iraees one eohort,
assuming Ihal this eohortwill appear everyyear atthe same periodo and Ihe grow1h eurve also
lends lo fil the highesl lenglh value found in Ihe eohorl. Consequently, the Loo lends to be
higher Ihan il should be. The modes used lo plol the growth eurves (fig. 1) vary from one
eohort lo another, Ihal explains Ihe differenl growth paramelers values found. The growth
paramelers eslimalions found by some authors in differenl parts of the world forlhe observed
speeies are summarized in lable VI.

·0; RUS:SELLI A. SIRM ...

Table '"
LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA FOR GAONTH

PARAMETERS ESTIMATICN USING

VON BERTALANFFY PLOT FOR

D. RUSSELLI AND A. SIRM
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CRUMENOPHTHALMUS
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94 CONelUSION ..

A polymodal distribution is usually noticed in the monthly length-frequency data obtained
during the survey. Basad on the resu~s of Bhattacharya method, it is supposed there may be
several cohorts in the fishery, especially for carangid species. The estímated growth
parameters derived from the different methods used in the study are gathered in table V.

The resu~s of this study showed for afact that the growth parameters of the different cohorts
are not the same. A theoretical study on analytical models is usually based on the analysis
of one single cohort, but as the growth parametars hare assessed have d~ferent values
according to each cohort, one modal should be implemented for each different cohort.

Table V

ESTIMATES OF GROWTH PARAMETERS FOR O. RUSSELLI, S. CRUMENOPHTHALMUS ANO A. SIRM

NILAI DUGAAN PARAMETER PERTUMBUHAN DARI O.RUSSELLI, S. CRUMENOPHTHALMUS DAN A. SIRM

SPECIES. GliowTH P~RAMETElls
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Table VI

GROWTH PARAMETERS ESTlMATlON FOR SOME PELAGIC FISHES FROM THE JAVA SEA ANO ELSEWHERE.

NILAI DUGAAN PARAMETER PERTUMBUHAN DARI BEBE RAPA JENIS IKAN PELAGIS DI LAUT JAWA DAN TEMPAT

LAINNYA

SPIi~I&S' LOCATIOII Loo :~ to AVTH,oils

A.SIFW JávaS&a 25:2 .. t·17 SadhOt,omo & Almaja,1985

A. SIRIo! Java sea 25.8 1.15 Dwip0ng9o elllL. 1980

AS/RIJ',' Sri Lankll 22t02~ 2,4 lo 3-.7 -0.1100.7 Dayaralne&Gj0s8eter.1gf36

D.~cRos~ Java sea 20.61024.2 0,910ts Almaja. 198$

D.~cROSOIIé4 JailaS&a 23.11024.4 0.73100:87 - WKlodo. ,lilas

D.MACROS0M4 Java sea 25.4 1.15 Dwíponggo ~tal.. 1986 '

D.RUSSEW Javaséa 24.71028.3 0.4 lo 0.5 '1.4.10'10&10' WKlodo, 1988

D.RUSSEW Java sea 25.91027.0 0,95 lo 1.18 Dwiponggo 91 aL, ',' 1986

S.CIlUMENO-

PlffHAI.JAUS 'Java sea 25.9 1.25 Dwiponggo 91 aL. 1986

S .CIlI1lKNO-

PlffHAlMUS Philippiries 29$ 1.94 -0.228 Dalzell,1989

Megalaspis cordyla (Tetengkek)

Elagatis bipinnulata (Sunglir)
Growth Parametera o, the maln Small Pelaglc Speclea
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REVIEW OF 97

THE LEMURU FISHERV
IN THE BALI STRAIT

GEDE SEDANA MERTA

Many studies have been carried out on the Ilemuru" fishery of the Bali Stra~ since 1959. The
research has covered many aspects, such as fishery, biology and population dynamics or
stock assessments. This paper presents a synthesis of these studies.

Oísajíkan hasíl tínjauan períkanan /emuru dí peraíran Se/at Balí. Sejak kíra-kíra tahun 1959,
te/ah banyak dílakukan pene/irían mengenaí períkanan /emuru dí peraíran Se/at Balí, baík
mengenaí sumberdayanya maupun língkungannya.

IN T R O O Ue T I O·N

According to Burhanuddin et al. (1984), the word of Ilemuru" includes four species as
Sardínella /ongíceps, Sardínella auríta, Sardínella /eíogaster and Sardínella c/upeoídes,
which in the fishery statistics of Indonesia lumped together wrth Amb/ygaster sírm. The Bali
Sardinella or Ilemuru", Sardínella /emuru, is a very important small pelagic species,
contributing to about 39.3% of the total"lemuru" production of Indonesia. The total produc
tion of Ilemuru" in Indonesia ranged from 44 175 to 145055 tons with an average 81 000 tons
per year during the period of 1981 to 1991. It increased about 12.6% per year.

This species is a highly rated fish for human consumption as well as a source of valuable by
products like sardine oil and fish meal for cattle and pou~ry feed. In 1990 there were 15
factories for canning and fish meal operating inthis area and about 250 traditional industries
for fish mea!. The capacity for canning was about 200 tons/day, and for fish meal including
traditional industries it amounted to about 2 000 tons/day.

Compare to other small pelagic fisheries, the Ilemuru" fishery in the Bali Strait is very
specific, in term that this fishery mainly develops in a relatively small area which was
estimated to be only about 2,500 km·2

• Although the Bali Stra~ waters cover a small surface,
the productivrty is very high due to the occurrence of upwelling process during the East
monsoon, from April to October (Salijo, 1973). During the upwelling season, the salinity
of surface waters is 34 %0, and the temperature, about 24.5 Q C is low (Burhanuddin and

Revlew of the Lemuru Flshery In the Sall Stralt



98 Praseno, 1982). Plankton concentration is generaliy higher on the Bali shell than in the middle
ofthe strait and on the Java shen (Subani and Sudradjat, 1981 ).In 1973, the number 01 diatom
celis was 58.8 x 103 celis/m-3 in March, and increased to 61.6 x 103 celis/m-3 in July
(Burhanuddin and Praseno, 1982). During this year, the nutrient contents (mainly nitrate)
were higher in July than in March.

1. F I S H E R V'. . . :_'"

1.1 Gears and Crafts

According to Soemarto (1959), belore the development 01 the purse seine in 1974, the
"Iemuru" lishery in the Bali Strait used traditional gears, such as ·payang oras" (seine
net), "jaring lemuru" ("Jaring eder" or gill net), "serok" (scoop or dip net) and "jala
tebar" (cast net). These gears are still used, but they are now very lew.

Purse seine gear has developed rapidly since 1974, starting with 10 purse seines, it
increased to 44 in 1975 and 119 in 1977. In 1990, the number 01 purse seines in the
Bali Strait was estimated to about 295 units, 273 units with Iicence and 22 units without
licence. One unit 01 purse seine consists 012 boats, the net boat which carries the net
and the "sleret" which hauls it.

Since 1980 the size 01 the net boats has increased. Before 1980, the size of the purse
seine used in Muncar (East Java) was ranging between 165 and 204 m length and 21
and 28 m depth, and in Pengambengan (Bali) between 135-142.5 m length and 19.5
52.5 m. depth (Bandíe in Kusuma, 1980). The size 01 the boats used in Muncar was
about 11 x 2.7 x 1.5 m lor net boat using one outboard engine, and 13 x 2.8 x 1.5 m
lor "sleret" with two outboard engines 0113 HP each.

At the end 01 the 80 's, the size 01 the net used in the Bali Strait was between 120 and
285 m in length and 50 to 95 m in depth. The size 01 the boats was 15 x 3.3 x 1.5 m
lor a "sleret" and 14.5 x 3.4 x 1.5 m for a net boat (net boat using 2 outboards engines
and "sleret" using 3 engines 01 19- 25 HP each).

1.2 Production

In the 80's the production of "Iemuru" in the Bali Strait developped Irom 3 233 to 49 104 tons
with an average 32 749 tons/year (Iig. 1)

The average production of "Iemuru" was about 78.5% 01 the total catch in the Bali Strait and
the monthly average catch was 76% (Merta, 1992a). The highest production of "Iemuru" in
the Bali Strait reached 49 104 tons in 1983, and the lowest production 3 233 tons in 1986,
According to lishermen, "Iemuru" disappeared in 1986.

It is still not obvious why "Iemuru" disappeared. From ligure 1, itcan beseenthatthe "Iemuru"
production was decreasing from 1984 to 1986 and increasing again up to its 1983 level in
1990. It was presumed that the very low production 01 "lemuru" in 1986 was due to the lailure
01 recruitment. This one was assumed to be affected by El Nino eventwhich occurred in 19821
83, and was certainly the most powerful yet studied (Longhurst and Pauly, 1987).
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While Mlemuru- was decreasing, olher species caughl logelher wilh "lemuru" among
which S. fimbriata, Decapterus Spp., Auxis Spp., Euthynnus affinis, Sarda orienta lis,
R. kanagurta, Scomber australasicus, lended lo ¡ncrease as depicted in figure 2.

1.3 Fishing Grounds

The fishing grounds of Ihe fishery are enlirely in the strait. Fishermen named the
fishing grounds according lo Ihe name of bays, mounlains and villages, as in figure 3.
Pangpang Bay is mainly a fishing ground for "bagan- (lift net). At Senggrong. coaslal
walers are for movable/rafl lift net and deeper waters for purse seine. The Jimbaran
fishing ground is very close lo Ihe coast, and particularly used for cast net fishery.

100...--------------------,
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MAP OF THE "LEMURU" FISHING GAOUNDS IN THE BALI STAAIT

PETA DAEAAH PENN-lGKAPAN LEMUAU 01 SELAT Bo.u
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6. Karang Ente (J 6)

7. Teluk Pangpang (J 7)

Ball Shelf
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3. Perancak (1 3)
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Pemancar/

Lampu Merah (15)

6. Seseh (1 6)

7. Tanjung BukitlUluwatu (1 7)

B. Jimbaran (1 8)



Table I 101
DISTRIBUTKJN OF ABUNDANCE (%) BY SlZE OF FlSH ANO FISHING GROUNOS, IlASED ON SAMPLES TAKEN

FROM MUNCAR. PENGAMBENGAN ANO KEOONGANAN (FIG.3)

DISTRIBUSI KELIMPAHAN (%) BERDASARKAN UKURAN IKAN DAN DAERAH PENANGKAPAN, BERDASARKAN SAMPLE

DARI MUNCAR, PENGEMBANGAN DAN KEOONGANAN (GAMa. 3)

(August 1989-JuIy1990)

Source : Merta (1992a)
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102 2. BIOLOGV OF THE STOCK

2.1 Taxonomy

Formerly, many scientists used the word Sardinella longiceps as the scientilic name lor
"lemuru" in the Bali Strait. This species belongs to Sublamily Clupeinae, Family Clupeidae,
Suborder Clupeoidei, Order Clupenormes,lnlradivision Clupeomorpha, Subdivisíon Teleostei,
Division Halecostomi, Inlraclass Neopterygii, Subclass Actinopterygiiand Class Osteichthys
(Nelson, 1984).

After revision 01 Family Clupeidae by Wongratana (1980), the scientnic name used lor
Ilemuru" in the Bali Strait is now Sardinella lemuru (Bleeker, 1853), and its English name ís
Balí Sardinella (Whitehead, 1985). There are sorne synonyms stHI in use lor S. lemuru as
(Whrtehead, 1985) : Clupea nymphea (Richardson, 1846), Amblygaster posterus (Whiley,
1931), Amblygasterpostera (Munro, 1956), Sardinella samarensis (Roxas, 1934), Sardinella
longiceps (Fowler, 1941), Sardinella aurita (Raja & Hiyama, 1969), Sardinella aurita terrase
(Lozano and Rey) Sardinella lemuru (Wongratana, 1980).

2.2 Distribution

Accordíng to Whitehead (1985), the geographical dístríbution 01 the Sardinella lemuru
is reported in the eastern Indían Ocean (Phuket, Thailand, southern coast 01 East Java
and Balí; western Australia) and the western Pacilic (Java Sea North to the Philíp
pines, Hong Kong, Taiwan Island to southern Japan). In Indonesia besides in the Balí
Strait, Ilemuru" is usually caught in the South 01 Ternate, the Jakarta Bay and
sometimes also in the Java Sea out 01 Central Java (Weber and De Beaulort in
Soerjodínoto, 1960).

Acoustic surveys carried out by the Research Institute lor Marine Fisheries indícated
that the distribution 01 "lemuru" in the BaH Strait is only concentrated on the shelves
01 Java and Balí Islands, and could almost not be lound in waters deeper than 200
m (Merta, 1976; Amín and Sujastani, 1981). The number 01 schools is more ímportant
in the Bali shell and theír average volume is also bigger than on the Java shell (Merta,
1976; Amin and Sujastani, 1981).

The dístríbution 01 abundance (% number) 01 "sempenit" « 11 cm), "protolan" (11-15 cm),
Ilemuru" (15-18 cm) and "lemuru kucing" (> 18 cm) is presented in table 1. It can be seen
that "sempenit" lish are lound in al! the lishing grounds, in the Java shell as well as the Bali
shen, in coastal waters less than 70 m deep. Sempenit is more concentrated in bays, such
as the Pangpang and Senggrong Bays on the Java shen and the Jimbaran Bay on the Balí
shen. Beside, dense concentratíons were also lound in Tanjung Sembulungan (J 2) and
Perancak (13). Protolan is more abundant in the northern part 01 the strait than in the southern
one, but "lemuru" and "lemuru kucing" are more abundant in the southern part than in the
northern part 01 the strait. The largest sized lish were mainlycaught southernmost 01 the strart,
in the lishíng grounds 01 Tanjung Bukit (17) in Bali and Karang Ente (J 6) in Java (Merta, 1992a
&b). According to Garcia and Josse (1988), the distribution 01 juveniles sardine and mackerel
ís generally near the coasts (inner shell) and moves to deeper waters (outer shen) as the lish
grow. "Sempenit" lish appear on both shelves nearly at the same time, Le. about May/June
to September and sometimes in other months.



103Table 11

LENGTH AT AGE

OF LEMURU AS DERIVED FROM

VON BERTALLANFY GROWTH

FORMULA ACCORDING TO SOME
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2.3 Feeding
The -Jemuru- is azoo (90.5-95.5%) and phytoplankton (4.5-9.5%) feeder. The highest
zooplankton component is copepod (53.8-55%) and decapod (6.5-9.4%) (Burhanuddin and
Praseno, 1982).

2.4 Age
On the basis of length frequency data, the I~e span of the -I&muru- derived from Von Bertalanffy
Growth Formula (VBGF) was determinad by some authors to be four years, and ~s length at age
is presentad in table 11. Sardinella Iongiceps, one of the species very close to -Iemuru- (Sardinella
lemuru) could also attained 4years of age, w~h their average length at age of 115, 155, 186 and
203 mm for age 1,2, 3 and 4 years respectively (Bal and Rao, 1984).

2.5 Spawning

• SPAWNING SEASON

The location and time ofthe "Iemuru" spawning inthe Balí Stran isstill notclear. Soerjodinoto
(1960) notices thatthe -Iemuru· tends to come toward thecoast for spawning because ofthe
Iow salinity. Dwiponggo (1972) presumes that -Iemuru- spawns in June-July, which is
just~ied by Ritterbush (1975) and Burhanuddin et al., (1984). From gonad maturity studies,
Merta (1992a & b) concludes that the -Iemuru- in the Bali Stra~ spawns in July. This resu~

is also justifying the conclusion of Dwiponggo (1972). WMehead (1985) says that the
"Jemuru" spawns at the end of the rainy season every year.

Dwíponggo (1972) assumes that the spawning area of -Iemuru- in the Bali Strait is not
far from the coast . Merta (1992a) presumes that in the Bali Stra~ the -Jemuru- spawns
in deep waters which cannot be reached by the gear.

• FECUNDITY

Studies of fecundity for -Jemuru- are scarce. Ritterbush (1975) estimates the fecundity
of -Iemuru- in the Bali Strait for both gonads to be 60 000-70 000 eggs.

• SEX RATIO
According to Soe~odinoto (1960), the sex ratio of -Jemuru- in the Balí Stra~ is not constant,
but males generally domínate the population. Ritterbush (1975) shows the sex ratio of
-I&muru- to be 1:1. A recent study indicates that the sex ratio for male and female -Iemuru"
is 0.97 : 1 (Merta, 1992a).

Revlew of the Lemuru Flshery In the Bs" Stralt



104 .LENGTH AT FIRsT MATURITY

The "Iemuru" length at first maturity is assessed as 17.79-18.3 cm with an average 18.O
cm by Merta (1992 a & b).

• LENGTH-WEIGHT RELATlONSHIPS AND CONDITION FACTORS

Generally, the length-weight relationships of "Iemuru" in the Bali Strait were allometric,
the highest exponent was in October 1989 (3.6889), while the lowest value was in August
1989 (2.8438). The monthly length-weight relationships considerably varied and could
not be reduced to only one length-weight relationship (Merta, 1993).

Relative FactorConditions (Kn) were from 0.90 (August 1989)to 1.14 (September 1989). The
low value of Kn in August may be due to the presence of many spent fish (Merta, 1993).

3. P O PUL A T ION D Y N A.M I e s

3.1 Growth Parameters

The growth parameters of "Iemuru" have been estimated by some authors mainly using the
Modal Class Progressíon Analysis and the ELEFAN package. The estimated values of L=and
K, when using MCPA, were ranging from 21.2 - 23.8 cm and .50 - 1.00 per year, while using
ELEFAN theywere ranging from 20.6 -23.2 and 0.79 -1.28 peryear. Merta (1992a &d) estimated
the growth parameters using Complete ELEFAN Ver 1.1 Package (Gayanilo el al., 1988) they
were 22.71 cm and 0.961 per year respectively. Budihardjo el al., (1990) obtained smaller L=
values and higher K, Le. 21.4 cm and 1.37 per year respectively.

3.2 Mortalities

The total fishing and natural mortalities which have been estimated by some authors using
various methods are presented in table 111.

Table 111
AUTHOJl::,S Z M F

TOTAL (Z), NATURAL (M) ANO (JYearl :(JYear) (/year)
FISHING (F) MORTALlTlES

ESTIMATED BY SOME AUTHORS.

DUGAAN KEMATIAN TOTAL (Z),
Rltterbulih (1975) 1.4 0.8·0.9 0.5-0.6

ALAMI (M) DAN PENANGKAPAN

(F) OLEH BEBERAPA PENULlS.
SU¡-.t8lii " 2.74 (19n) 1.42 ' 1.32

Source: Merta (1992a & d) and Nurhaklln(198?l 2-76(1978) 1,.42 1.34
1.43(1979), 1.42 0.01
2:89(1980) 1..42 1.47

G",miiar(198~) ~:~~ k22, 2.01

For Budihardjo el al. (1990), the mortality parameters for "Iemuru" were Z = 5.08 and M = 2.17
peryear, whereas Merta (1992a &d) has estimated smallervalues forthe total (4.82) and natural
mortalities (1.0).
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Rastrelliger kanagurta (Banyar)



AB5TRACT

This study of "Ikan Banyar"
(Rastrelliger kanagurta) is
based on length frequency
measurements data taken
from purse-seine fishing
during the 1991/1992 period
in the Java Sea. Several dy
namics parameters concern
ing growth and mortality
were obtained. Analytical
models were employed to
determinethe current status
and to analyze the effect of
changes in the explo~ation

pattern of the "Ikan Banyar"
fishery in the Java Sea. The
results showed that the
present fishery is probably
exploiting fish just below the
optimum level.lt meansthat
decreasing the mesh size or
increasing the fishing effort
would decrease yield per
recruit.

Te/aah tentang /kan Banyar
(Rastrelliger kanagurta) ini
berdasarkan frequency pan
jang dari kapa/ Purse seine
pada tahun 1991/1992diLaut
Jawa. Beberapa parameter
yang berhubungan dengan
dinamika popu/asi seperti
pertumbuhan dan kematian
te/ah didapatkan. Mode/ana
litik dipergunakan untuk
menentukan tingkat peman
faatan dan menganalisa aki
bat suatu perubahan po/a
pengusahaannya pada per
ikanan /kan Banyar di Laut
Jawa. Hasil yang dipero/eh
memperlihatkan bahwa ting-

POPULATION
DYNAMICS

OF IKAN BANYAR
(Rastrelliger kanagurta)

S. NURHAKIM

MJJASONDJ FMAMJ
Month

Figure 1
MODES OF RASTRELLIGER KANAGURTA FROM MAY 1991 TO JUNE

1992 BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE SUCCESSIVE MAXIMA METHOD

MODUS R. KANAGURTA DARI MEI 1991 SAMPAI DENOAN JUNI 1992
BERDASARKAN HASIL YANO DIPEROLEH MELALUI MElODA ·SUCCESSIVE

MAXIMA"

Populatlon Dynamlc8 of Ikan Banyar (Rasfrelllger kanagurfa)

109



110 kat pengusahaan saat ini diduga hampir mencapai tingkat yang optimal. Ini berarti bahwa
penurunan dan penambahan ukuran mata jaring dapat menurunkan hasil tangkapanper rekruit.

INTRODUCTION

The small pelagic lishery in the Java Sea plays an important role in the lishery development
in Indonesia, because it could answerthe need 01 animal proteins lor the population 01 Java.
Add~ionally, this activity is a major source 01 employment and revenue in the coastal
communities along the North coastol Java and the South coastol Kalimantan. Consequently,
a rational management 01 the natural resources, namely lishery pelagic resources, is
essential to support national economy, social and nutritional goals.

The Indo-Pacilic Mackerel (Rastrelliger kanagurta) is widely lound in almost alllndonesian
waters and abundantly in thé Java Sea. It is the second largest catch of the purse seine
lishery in the Java Sea. Since the purse seine is the main lishing gear in the explo~ation 01
small pelagic species, this study will only cover the purse seine lishery in the Java Sea.

Basically, there are three major sources 01 data used lor lish stock assessment: catch and effort
data, research survey data, and biological studies. In the absence 01 accurate specilic catch and
effort information and considering the changes of explo~ed areas, the analysis 01 the stock could
not be basad on these sources. Acoustic research surveys on pelagic fish in the Java Sea are
scarce and inadequately documented, which leads to apoorstock assessment. Accordingly, the
main approach in this study was to carry out independent biological studies. Growth parameters
and mortal~ rates were analyzed on the basis 01 the size and age composition 01 the samples.

The length-based method used in this study is based upon modal progression analysis. The
yield per recruit is an easily accessible piece 01 data used in lishery management. This
method can be used even w~hout knowing the recruitment. W~hout any knowledge 01 the
recru~ment R, it is impossible to estimate the total production. The software ANALEN created
by Chevaillier et Laurec (1990) and which allows catch data analysis per length classes and
simulation 01 mu~i-gears lisheries with sensibility analysis, is used in this study.

This study has two purposes : to estimate the dynamics parameters such as growth
parameters and mortality rates, and to analyze the yield per recruit and the effects on the yield
by manipulating the length at lirst capture and lishing eflort. We hope that all inlormation
obtained can be used as input data in the small pelagic lishery management in the Java Sea.

. 1. DVNAMICS PARAMETERS

Beyond the recru~ment, the groups 01 animals are inlluenced by two important dynamics
parameters: growth 01 individuals and mortality. Those parameters must be known to
maintain the future balance 01 the stock.

• GRüWTH PARAMETERS

The growth 01 recruited groups 01 lish in the lisheries is well described by the Von
Bertalanfly model (1938).
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Lt = Loo ( 1 - e -K (t-tO) )

Lt = length at age t.

Loo = theoretical asymptotic length

K = 9rowth coef1icient

.0= theoretical age when the growth curve cross the age axis

The estimation of the growth can be done either from the
length frequencies analysis or from the analysis of the regu
lar structure of some hard parts of the fish (otol~h, seale, first
dorsal fin). In our case, only the length frequencies analysis
was used. The method of successive maxima (Gheno et Le
Guen, 1968; Le Guen et Morizur, 1989) was employed in this
study in order to separate the monthly length frequencies
distributions. The growth parameters, K and Loo were esti
mated by the iterative procedure of the software
·Statgraphics· and the Gulland and Hon (1959) model. The
results of modes separation by the Successive Maxima
method are depicted in table 1. The modes ofthe cohorts from
table Iwere plotted against the corresponding months of the
survey (fig. 1). To illustrate the approximate growth path of
each cohort, the modes assumed to be part of one cohort
were joined.

The growth path depicted in figure 1 suggested that two
cohorts of Rastrelliger kanagurta entered the purse seine
fishery in the Java Sea.

The first cohort was detected jn November at the mode of
85 mm, while the other was in September at the mode of
135 mm. Since there were two basic spawning periods, Julyl
August and December, it was most likely that fish entering
the fishery in November belonged to the August cohort (3
month old fish of 85 mm length), while those entering in
November belonged to the December cohort (9 month old
fish of 135 mm length).

By taking August 1 and December 1 as birth dates of the

rabie I
MODE5 OF THE COHORT5 OBTAINED BY 5PLlTTING UP THE POLYMODAL

DI5TRIBUTION INTO UNIMODAL DI5TRIBUTIONS THROUGH THE METHOD OF

SUCCESSIVE MAXIMA

MODU5 DARI BEBERAPA KELOMPOK UMUR YANG DIPEROLEH DENGAN CARA

PENGURAIAN DI5TRIBU51 "POLYMODAL" MENJADI D15TRlBU51 ·UNIMODAL"

MELALUI METOOA ·SUCCESSIVE MAXIMA"

PopulaUon Dynamlc8 of Ikan Banyar (Rast,.,llge, kanagurta)
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112 two cohorts, respectively, length-age data could be approximately calculated (tab. 11).
From the data in table 11, an iterative procedure of fitting the Von Bertalanffy growth
curve was carried out. The estimated growth parameters derived from iterative
procedure are shown in table 111.

The annual growth rate of the two cohorts of Rastrelliger kanagurta (tab. IV) was
estimated by employing the growth parameters shown in table 111.

Sekharan (1958), estimated that, in South Kanara - India, Rastrelliger kanagurta is
from 12 to 15 cm in totallength during the first year and reaches 21 to 23 cm at the end
of the second year. Using the Bhattacharya method, based on monthly dafa of
Rastrelliger kanagurta caught by purse seine in 1980 and 1981 at Manglore, Gangolli
and Karwar, Udupa and Krishnabhat (1984) reached the conclusion that there were
three age classes of 1,2 and 3 years with an average total length of 19.45 cm, 23.45
cm and 25.20 cm respectively. Based on studies of scale and otolith, Sheshappa
(1969) showed that Rastrelliger kanagurta reached the totallength of 11 to 15 cm at
the end of the first year, 21 to 24 cm at the end of the second year, 25 to 27 cm at the
end of the third year and 28 to 29 cm at the end of the fourth year.

Growth parameters of Rastrelliger kanagurta were also estimated by using Gulland
and Holt plot (1959) (fig. 2 and 3). The input data Le., 11 + 12/2 and dl/dt derived from
table V. The results of this analysis were :

K: 0.633 Lo:): 263.12 mm for the August cohort (fig. 2A).
K: 0.759 Lo:): 261.19 mm for December cohort (fig. 2B).

. ','

Ag.(yr) ·MQ~'(mn'l)"g'(~r} ·'-4fX1$(mm)

Table 11

LENGTH-AT-AGE DATA FOR

AUGUST ANO OECEMBER

COHORTS OF RASTRELLlGER

KANAGURTABASED ON THE

ASSUMPTlON OF AUGUST 1 ANO

OECEMBER 1 AS THEIR RESPEC

TIVE BIRTH DATES

PANJANG BERDASARKAN UMUR

UNTUK KELOMPOK UMUR

AGUSTUS

DAN OESEMBER DENGAN ASUMSI

TANGGAL 1 AGUSTUS DAN 1
OESEMBER SEBAGAI TANGGAL

KELAHIRAN

0.2:5·

0.67
0.15
0:92
0,92
1"00
t25
1.58
1.75
1.83
HJ3
1.92
2.00

85·
135
135
135
·145
165
11'5

t~5

200
2Ód
<205
2Q5
2:QS.

0]5

0,83
1.00
1.08
1.25
1.33
L50
L58
1,75
1.83
2;00

K08
2.~33

2A2

135
135
1;45
155 .

155

175
165
175
190·
190
495·
200
205

205
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PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF THE VON BERTALANFFY GROWTH EOUATION FOR RASTREL1.IGER KANAGURTA
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ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (CM) OF RASTREL1.IGER KANAGURTA IN THE JAVA SEA BASED ON THE GROWTH

PARAMETERS DERIVEO FROM THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE.
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The estimation of Looderived from the above various methods was in term of fork length. to
provides the estimation of Looin term oftotallength, the relationship between fork length and
totallength was employed. In summary, the estimation of the Rastrelliger kanagurta groWth
parameters derived from the length-frequency distribution using different methods is shown
in table VI.

For further calculation, the values in table VI were utilized as the reference values of growth
parameters. Sujastani (1974) mentioned that the growth parameters of Rastre/ligerkanagurta
in the Java Sea were Loo =23.89 cm (TL) and K =0.23 per year.

Populatlon Dynamlc. ot Ikan Sanya, (R..t,ellIge, k.n.gurl.)
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Figure 2a and 2b
GULLAND AND HOLT PLOT FOR

AUGUST (A) AND OECEMBER

(B) COHORTS OF RASTREL

LlGER KANAGURTA

PLOT DARI METODA GULLAND

DAN HOLT UNTUK KELOMPOK

UMUR AGUSTUS (A) DAN

OESEMBER (B) UNTUK

R. kanagurta
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Figure 3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LENOTH

OF RASTRELLlGER KANAGURTA AND

RETENTION RATE OF PURSE SEINE

IN THE JAVA SEA

HUBUNOAN ANTARA PANJANO R.
KANAGURTA DAN "RETENTION

RATE" PURSE SEINE DI LAUT
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ITERATlVE

.August cohort.· 0.681 26:33 28.~& -0;32
Decenibér·ciohort 0.526 26,14 28;79 -0;57

GULLAND •
.ndf:lOLT

Augu$tcohort . <>.633 26.31 28,97
.OecemberOohort· (ÜS9 26.11 28~68

Population Dynamle8 o, Ikan Banyar (Rastrelllger kanagurta)

Table VI

115

loo (CM>
FL . TL

K

AUGUST COHORT DECEMSEA COHOf\T

(110+12)12 dJldt (lf+12Y2 . dVdt

110.;0 100 145.0 80

170.0 40 165;0 80

182.5 ··60···
..

177.5 75

192.5 60 195.0 40

2OZ.5 30

INPUT DATA FOR THE GUlLAND ANO HOLT PlOT BASED ON MIXTURE

ANAlYSIS OF lENGTH-FREClUENCV DISTRIBUTION USING THE SUCCESSIVE

MAXIMA METHOD (l1 +l2/2 IN MM ANO DLlDT IN MM/VR)

INPUT DATA UNTUK MODEL GUllAND DAN HOlT PlOT BERDASARKAN

ANALlSA GABUNGAN DARI DISTR/BUSI FREQUENCY PANJANG DENGAN

MEMPERGUNAKAN METODA "SUCCESSIVE MAX/MA" (l1 +l2/2 DAlAM

MM DAN DLlDT DALAM MM/TAHUN)

Table V

ESTIMATlON OF THE GROWTH PARAMETERS OF RASTRELLlGER

KANAGURTA USING THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE ANO GUlLAND ANO

HOlT PlOT

DUGAAN PARAMETER PERTUMBUHAN DARI R. KANAGURTA IN THE

JAVA SEA MELALUI PROSEDUR ITERATlF DAN MODEl GUlLAND DAN

HOlT PlOT

Sadhotomo and Atmaja
(1985)obtained thevaluesol:

Loo = 25.7 cm
K =1.625 per year.

In the Malacca Strait,
Tampubolon (1988) reported
that Looand K01 Rastrellíger
kanagurta were 28.7 cm (TL)
and 0.78 per year respec
tively. Thed~lerentvaluesol
growth parameters were
due to the different length
intervals 01 the sampled
individuals and the various
mathematieal treatment
used (Lauree et Le Guen,
1981 ).

1.2 Length at first
capture

According to the selectiv
ity curve 01 purse seine
utilized in purse seine lish
ery in the Java Sea (tab.
VII, lig. 3), we can admit
that the length at first cap
ture is about 18 cm, length
at which 50% 01 the lish
are retained in the net. The
obtained values 01 L251 L5t'
and~ were about 170, 180
and 195 mm respectively.

1.3. Parameters of
mortalities

• NATURAL MORTAllTY

COEFFICIENT

The natural mortality co
efficient Mis the most diffi
cult parameter to evaluate
in the population dynam
¡cs 01 the exploited stock.
However, it is a vital pa
rameter in the structural
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Table VII

/Jw:.ult- CATCH

(MAv 1991 TO MAv 1992)
~ RAsrF1EuJGER KA/llAGURTA BV

LENGlH a.ASSES N

NJMBER NID N CLM.JI.ATlVE

PEACENTAGE

HASll. T_fIN TAHLNAN

(Ms 1991-Ms1992) OAAI R.
KA/llAGURTA BEROASARKAN KaAS

PANJANO DALN.II ..IJM.AH 8<OR DfIN

PERSENTASE Kl.MUATIF

Table VIII
Esnw,flO\l~ NATURAl.

'-'JRTIt-ITY M FOA RAsrRE11JGER

KA/llAGURTA DERIIIED FRa.4 SEVERIt

EMPlRlCAl FORMAA, L6NO INPUT

DATA OF lHE 0f0NlH PARAMETERs

DERlVED FAOM rTERATlVE PAoce

DURE fINO Gw.AND fINO Ha.T
M:)()El

DJOAfIN NllAI KEMATIAN ALAMI (M)
DARI R. KlWAGURTA VflNO

DIPEFO..8-t DARI BEBERAPA RLMU5

DENOAN MEMPERGUNAKAN INPUT
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model. Sorne authors try to provide estimations of M, based on empirical relationship 117
between different biological and physical parameters.

The relation established by Pauly (1980) Iinked the value of M with the growth
parameters ( K and Loo) and the mean water temperature:

lag M = -0.0066 - 0.279 lag Loo + 0.6543 lag K + 0.4634 lag T

The other empirical formula, from Alverson and Carney (1975) established are/ation between
the age when sorne cohorts produce their maxima/ biomass (tmb), the growth parameter (K),
and the natural mortality (M).

then, M =

L (M+3K)n __

M

3K

Alverson and Carney estimated thattrm = 0.38 tm, tmis the maximum age reached by the species.
It is difficu~, in case of Rastrellíger kanagurta, to appreciate the validity of the value 0.38.

The equation of Rikhter and Efanov (1976) Iinked the natural mortality Mand the age at maturity
t
m50

which is the age when 50% of the fishes are mature, called "age at massive maturity" :

1.521
M=-----

tmso ' 0.720
- 0.155

In our case the estimation of t
rn50

varies according to the season.

The last one is Hoenig (1984) empirical formula:

Ln M = 1.46 - 1.01 . Ln Tmax,

where Tmax =3/K+toI T max =maximum age reached by the species.

In spite of doubts and crijics in employing those empirical methods, we noticed sorne
homogeneity in the resu~s around the value of M= 1.00. This latter will be adopted as the first
approximation value.

• FISHING MORTAUTY COEFFICIENT

From pseudo cohort analysis with ANALEN (Chevaillier et Laurec, 1990) we can assess
the fishing mortalijy vector, F, per length classes, according to Fterminal. We chose 1.00
as the value of M, and we showed in figure 4, the fishing mortalijy vecto, s Ffor 1991/1992
wijh that value of Mand by varying the Fterminal of the calculation inijialization. It shows
a good convergence of F at length 240 mm for final coefficients varying from 1 to 5 (fig.

Populatlon Dynamlc8 o, Ikan Banyar (Rastrelllger kanagurta)



118 4). This shows that choosing the fishing mortality terminal value between 1and 5 has little
influence on the results. The value of Fterminal for innialization of the next calculation was
chosen as 3.00. We can see that the fishing mortality has a role only when the size is aboye
100 mm. They are about 0.25, 2.5 and 3.5 for 150 mm, 20Q mm and 220 mm length
respectively.

Figure 4 5
F

RASTRELLIGER K.4.NIIGURTA, 4 -<> F + = 0.5 -o-F+=1
VECTOR OF FISHING MORTALITY .... F+=2 ... F +=3
F ACCORDING TO F TERMINAL -F +=4 ... F += 5

(M = 1.00 ; YEAR 19911 3
1992)

NILAI KEMATIAN PENANGKAPAN F 2
DARI R. K.4.NIIGURTA MENURUT

NILAI F AKHIR YANG DITETAPKAN 1
(M = 1.00; TAHUN 19911

1992). o
o 50 100 150 200 250

FL (mm)

2.ANAlYTICAl MODEL USEO

In agiven year the group of individuals present in the stock, forms one group which is treated
as ~ they were yearly successive cohorts. If the stock is stable, it is possible to make a
pseudo-eohort analysis based on the data collected only during one year.lt is assessed that
one stock is stable when the recruitment and the diagrams of mortalities have been constant
during the explonation period of the concerned cohorts (Chevaillier et Laurec, 1990). When
only length structures are available, the pseudo-eohort analysis of Jones (1981), allows to
estímate the coefficient of fishing mortality based on grouped length c1asses according to
age. The pseudo cohort analysis stands on two basic equations of structural model. The first
one describes thé decreasing strength of the cohorts according to their age equation (1). The
death which occurs in a given interval time is expressed by the catch equation (2).

N =N e -ZI. dtl (1)
1+1 I

where:

i = length class indexo
e, = number of dead individuals due to fishing at length between 11and 11+1

F, = fishing mortality coefficient of length class i



ZI =total mortality coefficient =F¡+M (M, natural mortal~y coefficient, assumed to be 119
constant)

NI = number of individuals which reach the length
dt, =necessary time for some individuals to grow from L, to L1+1,

We replace dt¡ in the equations (1) and (2) with its expression in Von Bertalanffy
equation:

dt =~ . Lag (Loo - L¡)
I K (Loo - ~I + ,)

The dt¡can be only calculated if L
1
+1 is below LV AII individuals which have a length aboye

or equal to the terminallength L
1
+ are grouped together. Forthis last group the catch equation

is:

(3)

The system formed by the equations (1), (2) and (3) has a bigger number of unknown
variables than of equations. Then, a value for one of the unknown variables has to be
chosen. It has been demonstrated that the maximal robustness of the cohort analysis
was reached when the fishing mortality (F1J of the group terminal was taken into
account. The solutions for each length class can not be directly calculated. They were
solved with ANALEN by an iterative procedure.

The pseudo cohort analysis requires the knowledge of the following parameters :

• Number of individuals per length classes.

• K and Loo of Von Bertalanffy equation.
• Natural mortalny M, assumed to be constant during the period of observation.
• Fishing mortality of group terminal, F1+

• Lower class of length group terminal L,+

Fishing mortality integrates al! the causes of death due to fishing. Landed species as well as
those thrown back in the sea should be taken into account. In Indonesia, this problem does
not occur, since purse seine fishery never throw back any catch in the sea.

The principie of yield per recruit calculation consists of observing a theoretical cohort
during its Iife span and determining the biomass of the fishery after it totally disap
pears. By this calculation the recruitment does not need to be known. However, the
fishery has to be in a stable situation with a fishing mortality by length class not varying
from one year to another.

The basic equation is the catch equation (2). This equation allows to calculate the

Populatlon Dynamlc8 o, Ikan Banyar (Rastrelllger kanagurta)



120 death of fish for each length class. The catches in number are then converted in
weights by the length-weight relationship :

where
W1 = average weight at length class i
L, = average length at length class i

Multiplying W,by C¡(2), gives the production of length class i (VI)

the total production (V) is:

(4)

If the survival equation (1) is initialized to NI = 1, the equation (4) gives the yield per recruit.

Previous data entering into models are depicted in the table IX.

Table IX

INPUT DATA FOR YIELD PER

RECRUIT ANALYSIS OF RASTREL

LlGER KllNAGURTA USING

ANALEN SOFTWARE

(CHEVAILLlER ET LAUREC)

INPUT DATA UNTUK ANALlSA

·YIELD PER RECRUIT" DARI R.
KllNAGURTA DENGAN PROGRAM

ANALEN SOFTWARE

(CHEVAILLlER ET LAUREC)

·············.~itIAf!Y.....
.. ···tU;t4mrn

..............;;=1"
.... :Al;.OO"··:·······:
.t~rn'"

•. 1~mM
.• ·.:.·... 1"in~·

·1~~f¡m
1,.O&m~

26.~mm
·····31.75mllt

K
L<>o
a ófVWni¡lallonsl\lp
bor l.JINtélationshlp

·M~naturalmortallty
F+ termínaJflShmgl'lll?r~lity

L25
L60
1.]5
MeshsiZeof

From the data in table IX we have calculated the yield per recruit ( fig. 5, 6 and 7)
according to :

• Different values of M : 0.8 ; 1.00 and 1.2.
• Multiplicative factors of mortality coefficient F (from 0.25 to 4) ;
• The different mesh-sizes (from 6.35 mm to 31.75 mm).



It appears that, using differ- 121
ent values 01 M, w~h the cur- 35

'" =0.8
"IIR

rent effort and the mesh size 30
used, the resu~ we obtained ... = 6.35 mm

is close to the best yield per 25 +.='270mm

recruit. 20 .¿. • =19051lYTl

"*" •=2540 mm
15 * .= 31.75 mm

10 -G- '=38101lYTl

Basedon the results we ob- -é- • =44.45 mm

tained ,we conclude that: g. • =50.80 mm

• The length at lirst cap- 0.5 10 15 2.0 2.5 30 35 4.0

ture 01 Rastrellíger kana- mF
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recruitmenl relationship,
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however, we should re-
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Figure 5
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M=l.000

Figure 6

• It seems that the current
status of Rastre/liger kana
gurta fishery is close to the
optimum leve!. The increas
ing 01 Ihe lishing eHort could
lead lo a decreasing of yield
per recruit. II would also be
certainly dangerous lo de
crease Ihe mesh size used.

• Wilhoul biological and
dynamics informalions from
the other species, and based
on Ihe current status of Ras
tre/liger kanagurta fishery, it
is better to keep Ihe presenl
mesh size.

• In order lo gel more
accurale information on
age, jt js necessary lo per
form deeper sludies about
growth (sclerochronology
of ololiths, scales, elc.).
Furthermore the other in
formations collected from
surveys on echo-integra
lion, allow to estimale the
lolal biomass, which is al
ways inleresting to know
and to put in relationship
with the production.

• Since Ihe purse seine
fishery in the Java Sea ex
ploits simultaneously several
species, while Ihe analylical
model was based on asingle
species analysis, it seems
Ihat the achieved result will
be influenced by some fac
tors of interaclion between
Ihe specjes. Hopefully, the
mu~i-specrtics model will give
more accurate intormation
on mulli-specific tisheries
management.
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DYNAMICS
OF IKAN LAYANG,

SCADS
(Decapterus spp.)

J. WIDODO

Decapterus russelli (Layang biasa)

Decapterus macrosoma (Layang deles) ~
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126
"Ikan layang" or scad mackerel, Decapterusspp. (Pisces: Carangidae) which consists of two
species, viz D. russelli and D. macrosoma plays a sign~icant role in the pelagic purse seine
fishery in the Java Sea.

Relerring to management policy using an E•.,criterion (analogous lo F.) showed thal the currenl
level of exploitation rate (E = 0.41) for D. russelli was below the estimate 01 the Eo., level (E =

0.57), while lor D. macrosoma (E =0.70) it was beyond Ihe E..,level (E =0.55). Consequently,
increasing Ihe currenllevel of exploilalion rate 01 D. russelli, lo avalue c10se to its Eo.,level, would
increase the yield per recruil by 21 %. On the conlrary, reducing Ihe current level 01 exploilation
rate 01 D. macrosoma, to avalue close to ils Eo.llevel, would reduce Ihe yield per recruit by 10%.

As a mixed pelagic lishery, increasing the mesh size from the commonly in practice (# = 15
mm) to 20 mm would reduce the overalllanding 01 as much as 58%. Conversely reducing the
mesh size from 15 mm to 10 mm would increase the overalllanding as much as 36%.

/kan /ayang atau scad mackere/, Decapterus spp. (Pisces : Carangidae) yang terdiri dari dua
spesies yaitu D. russelIi dan D. macrosoma mempunyaiperanan penting dida/am perikanan
purse seine di Laut Jawa.

Dengan memperhatikan kebijaksanaan penge/o/aan yang fT)empergunakan kriteria f •. I

(ana/og dengan Fo. 1 )' ter/ihat bahwa tingkat /aju pengusahaan sahat ini (f= 0.41) untuk D.
russelli ada/ah dibawah ni/ai tingkat dugahan f,.1 (f= 0.57), sedangkan untuk D. macrosoma (f
= 0.70) ada/ah te/ah me/ewati tingkat fo.

1
(f = 0.55). Sebagai akibatnya, dengan meningkatkan

/aju pengusahaan D. russelli mendekati ni/ai fu nya kiranya dapat meningkatkan yie/d per
recruit sebesar 21%. Sebaliknya pengurangan /aju pengusahaan saat ini untuk D. macrosoma
mendekati ni/ai f •. rkiranya dapat mengurangi yie/d per recruit sebesar 10%.

Sebagai suatu perikanan pe/agis yang terdiri /ebih dari satu spesies, dengan memperbesarmata
jaring dari yang ada sekarang (15 mm) menjadi 20 mm akan mengurangi jum/ah hasi/ yang
didaratkan secara kese/uruhan sebesar 58%. Seba/iknya dengan memperkeci/ mata jaring dari
15 mm menjadi 10 mm akan meningkatkan hasi/ yang didaratkan sebesar 36%.

The pelagic fishery in the Java Sea exploits a community 01 small coaslal pelagic
species dominated by "ikan layang" or scad mackerels, Decapterus spp. (Carangidae);
sardines, Sardinella spp. (C/upeidae); "ikan kembung" or Indo-Pacilic mackerels,
Rastrelliger spp. (Scombridae); and "ikan selar" ortrevallies, Se/arspp. (Carangidae).

The "ikan layang" fishery, usíng purse seine nets with an effective 15 mm mesh size,
is one of the most important in the Java Sea, ranking first in both total linlish value and
in volume. The bulk of the lishery is dependent upon two species, first the "Iayang",
or Indian scad D. russelli (olten wrongly identified as D. maruadsi --reslricled,
according to Gushiken (1983), to the coasts of Japan and China--) which predomi
nates in the catch, second the "Iayang deles" or shortlin scad, D. macrosoma.



The yield per recruit analysis has been an important basis for yield assessment, 127
especially concerning the effects of changes in the fishing effort and in the gear
selectivity on yield. Its popularity is primarily related to the abílity to set up an optimum
combination between fishing mortality and age of entry which maximizes the yield per
recruit. This level of fishing mortality, F",u' Le. the fishing mortality giving the maximum
yield per recruit, has been an important part of the assessment biologists advice for
decades. However, since the concept of fishing mortality rate at F•.

l
• namely the level

of fishing mortality that corresponds to arate of increase at the beginning of the stock
exploitation. was introduced in the North Atlantic fisheries in the early seventies, it
became widely used in managing the fishery resources in the region (Anthony, 1982).
An analogous concept of F'.1' Le., E•. l was introduced by Deriso (1987) by re-
parameterization in term of F =M [~]

1-E

1 • M A TER I'A L A N O M E T H O D S

In ns original form the annual catch per recrun (VIR) as developed by Beverton and Holt
(1957) ínvolved seven independent variables: the parameters of growth (K,Loo, and t. of the
Von Bertalanffy growth model), the natural mortality rate (M), the fishing mortality rate (F), the
age at first capture (te)' and the maximum age attained (ti)'

Beverton (1963) developed a re-parameterization of the original model, so that adimension
less index of catch per recruit can be expressed as :

where:

y
Y=RWoo = E

3

L
n=o

Un (1 - e)n

1 + ( nK ) (1 - E)
M

y = dimensionless term of yield per recruit
E =rate of explonation =_F_

F+ 11

M = natural mortality rate
e =ratio of the mean selection length and maximum length~

Loo

K,LOC\to =parameters ofthe Von Bertalanffy growth formula

V = yield

R = abundance of the year-elass at le

Woo = asymptotic weight, proportional to LcxJ

Un =summation coefficient, taking value of 1.-3,3,-1 for n =0,1,2,3, respectively.
Populatlon Dynamlea o, Ikan Layang, Seada (o.c.pt.ru••pp.)



128 In this case, y is the yield of a cohort recruited at length le during its I~e-time. To examine
the effect of a~ering le on yield per recruit, a re-parameterization was made by Beverton and
Holt (1966)

V' =[-!]I =__V__ = (1_e)M/K y
R N(to) Woo

where:
N(to) is the number of a cohort present at age to (to is a parameter of tha Von Bertalanffy
growth formula). Note that : R=N(t) e -11(11'-40) for age at recruitment t

r
.

The model assumed an isometric growth, kn~e-edge recruitment, and upper limit of the life
span (tI) was equal to oo. Additionally, natural mortality and fishing mortality rates were
assumed to be constant and independent of age beyond te,Le.,age of recruitment into the
fishery. The relative yield, Y', was a function of three parameters - the rate of exploitation E
and relative size e and M/K. The first two parameters (rate of exploitation Eand relative size
e) were governing variables subject to management control, while MlK was the only biological
parameter required to perform the analysis.

For making first-hand approximations of the value of the yield per recruit, a series of table
developed by Beverton and Ho~ (1969) was used. To convert this dimensionless quantity
[1.]' into yield (Y), it is necessary to multiply by Ro : the theoretical number of recruits at age
t~ As a first approximation to this quantity, it is sometimes the practice to substitute theo
average annual recruitment (R) in number for Ro' and then mu~iply by an estimate of the
asymptotic weight (Woo):

V= (V)' Woo.R

R

Estimation of Woowas derivad from the lengthlweight relationship W=alb and from eslimates
of Loo by. Woo =aLocP , while a rough estimation of Rwas obtained from C lE where C isn n
the catch in numberfrom the cohort bythe end ofthe exploitation phase, where Cn=YIi. The
change in yield per recruit for species A is then given by:

and for tha summalion of species I =1,2,3,."n by:



The population parameters that consist of the mean selection length, l., growth parameters 129
of Von Bertalanffy growth equation (K, Leo), rates of natural mortality, M, and fishing mortality,
F, of the dominant pelagics were derived from several references. AII the population
parameters resulted from a length frequency analysis of the concerned species.ln addition,
the totallanding of each species was derived from Potier el al. (1993) which based on those
landed by big purse seiners in the major fisheries in the North Java coast.

Finally, the randomly chosen population parameters of each species were used to calculate
the yield per recruit of each species (tab. 1).

2.RESUlTS

2.1 Single Species Yield per Recrult Analysis

• RESPONSE OF EQUILlBRIUM YIELD ro CHANGES IN EXPLOfTATlON PATIERN

Mhough the yield from recruit fisheries will fluctuate significantly wnh the recrunment, it
is nevertheless useful to consider the equilibrium snuation. The change in equilibrium
yield per recruit as expressed in relative terms atvarious levels of explonation rates E, and
at various relative lengths at first capture were consequently examined for both D. russelli
and D. macrosoma.

Table I
PCA...lAn::::N PAFW.4ETERS OF ll-E MI\N P!3.AG[; RSH N ll-E ..&o.VA SEA usa:> FOA ll-E CAl.CU.An::::N OF ll-E FH>I'H:ThIE Y1BD

P8'l FB:R.IT

PAAMETm Fa'U.ASI OARI BEFBAGAl.-ur_ KAN PEI.AGS DI LAl.JT J.owA YN«JD~ LNn.J( M8'IGHT\..NO

MASN3-MASN3 BERAT l-l'\St. T1'I'QQIP1'N PER~
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MENOOUNAKAN NILAI MlK = 1.92

• D. RUSSELLI

AII calculations were carried
out using MIK = 1.92 as the
most likely value (1.64 to 2.36
as extremes 01 the likely
range). The curves 01 relative
yield per recrurt against Elor a
given value 01 MIK and vari
ous values 01 relative size at
lirst capture c (= I !loo) aree
shown in ligure 1.

A sign~icant conclusion was
that there were some gain to
be achieved by delaying the
relative size at lirst capture c
until the value 01 0.40, but a
lurther delay could be coun
terproductive. Potential ben
elits Irom altering Ic (Iig. 2)
were most signilicant at high
levels 01 exploitation rate E.
1I the D. russelli lishery was
regulated at acurrent level 01
explortation rate (E =0.41)
and le(c =0.56), 1rt1le benelit
could be derived by control
ling the size at lirst capture.

The estimate 01 Ea.1 lor D.
russelli was 0.57 (Widodo
1988a) and the optimal yield
per recruit corresponded to
a value 01 c = 0.40 (Iig. 2).
Increasing E Irom the cur
rent level 01 0.41 (Widodo
1988b) to a value closer to
Ea.1 (E = 0.57)would increase
the yield per recrurt by 21 %.

• D. MACROSOMA

Figure 3 shows the relation
ship between relative yield
per recruit and exploitation
(ate lor MlK = 1.47 (0.78 to
2.16 as extremes 01 the likely
range). Maximum yield per
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Figure 3

131recruit could be achieved at
relative length e = 0.50. The
estimate 01 Ea.1lor D. macro
soma was 0.55 (Widodo,
1988a) and the optimum
yield corresponded to avalue
01 e = 0.50 (Iig. 4). Reducing
E lrom the current level 01
0.70 (Widodo 1988b) to a
value c10ser to the Ea.1 level
(E = 0.55) will reduce the
yield per recrun by 10%.

2.2 Current condition
of the ¡kan
layang fishery
in the Java Sea

• D. RUSSELLI

Yield isopleths showing con
toured levels olyield lorcom
binations 01 E and c(l

e
/loo)

were constructed. This has
been done in ligure 5by put
ting Eon the horizontal axis,
con the perpendicular axis,
and connecting equal values
01 relative yield.

The length at lirst capture lor
a 15 mm mesh size 01 purse
seine is le: 14.8 cm (e: 0.52
to 0.60 lor Loo: 24.7 to 28.3
cm), and the current exploi
tation rates lie in the range 01
E = 0.24 to 0.57 (Widodo
1988b). The current status
01 the lishery (eS in lig. 5),
when plotted on the yield iso
pleth diagram wnh MIK = 1.92,
is such that by increasing the
explonation rates, a greater
yield per recrun would resu~.

ObvK>usly, the current exploi
tatK>n rate 01 the lishery was
belowthe Ea.1(corresponding
to E : 0.57 and e : 0.40),
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ISOPLET DARI BERAT HASIL TANGKAPAN PER REKRUT DARI

D. RUSSELLI. KEADAAN PERIKANAN YANG TENGAH BERJALAN (CS)
DIPLOTKAN DIATAS ISOPLET DENGAN

MlK = 1.92, DENGAN SELANG UKURAN PERTAMA KAL! TERTANGKAP

e =0.52 slo 0.60 DAN E =0.24 slo 0.57.
NILAI E O•

1
TERLETAK PADA NILAI E =0.57 DAN e =0.40. UKURAN

PANJANG RELATIF PERTAMA KAL! MATANG SEKSUAL

COI (L.. /Loo= 0.52 slo 0.57) DILUKISKAN DENGAN ARSIR

ISOPLETHS OF EQUAL RELATlVE YIELD PER RECRUIT FOR

D. RUSSELLI. THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE FISHERY (CS) IS

PLOTTED ON THE YIELD ISOPLETH FOR MlK =1.92, WITHIN THE

RANGE OF RELATIVE LENGTH AT FIRST CAPTURE

e =0.52 TO 0.60 AND E =0.24 TO 0.57.
THE E

O
•
1

LEVEL(+) CORRESPONDS TO

E lO: 0.57 AND e =0.40.
RELATIVE LENGTH AT MATURITY COI (L.. /Loo= 0.52 TO 0.57)

IS INDICATED BY CROSSHATCHING
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• D. MACROSOMA

The current length at first cap
ture le =16.3 cm (e =0.67 to
0.71) corresponded to an ex
plo~ation rate of E=0.55 to
0.81. The currentstatus (CS)
01 the fishery of D. macro
soma in the isopleth diagram
of yield per recru~ could then
be illustrated by plotting
these values (fig. 6).

The present físhery is prob
ably explo~ing lish above the
levelol E

O
.
1

(E = 0.55). Reduc
ing the current status 01 the
explo~ation rate to the EO•1
level (E =0.55, e=0.55) would
reduce the theoretical yield
per recru~. Sincethe 8everton
and Ho~ model does not con
sider recru~ment overfishing,
however, this is probably a
reasonable goal.

It seems that D. russelli and
D. macrosoma have a simi
lar response to the changes
in e and E. For example, il E
was increased while leaving
e at the same level, the yield
per recruit would increase
for both species. In additíon,
by reducing e and keeping E
at the same level, an in-

however this region was
close to the estímate of
length at matur~y. Conse
quently the explo~ation in this
region may impose unrea
sonable risks on the fishery.
Areduction in eto about 0.40
would also increase the yield
per recruit (by about 17.8%)
but would increase the catch
of immature fish.
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M/K: 1.47
creased yield perrecru~would

resu~ lor bolh species.
133

ISOPLETHS OF EaUAL RELATlVE YIELD PER RECRUIT FOR

D. MACROSOMA. THE CURRENT STATUS OF THE FISHERY (CS) IS

PLOTTED ON THE YIELD ISOPLETH FOR MlK =1.47. WITHIN THE

RANGE OF RELATlVE LENGTH AT FIRST CAPTURE

e =0.67 TO 0.71 ANO E =0.55 TD 0.81. THE EO•1 LEVEL (+)
CORRESPONDS TO E :; 0.55 ANO e =0.50.
RELATIVE LENGTH AT MATURITY C" (L,,'Loo= 0.62 TD 0.63)
IS INDCATED BY CFOSSHATCHNG.

2.3 Relalionship
between size al
first capture and
size al malurily

Considering lhe effecl 01 size
limils on spawning capability,
il is importanllo examine lhe
relalion between lhe lenglh al
lirslcaplure (le) and lhe lenglh
al malurity (1m)' The values 01
I and I lor lhe two species
e ·m

were superimposed on lhe
yield per recruil isoplelhs (Iig.
5 and 6) lo evaluale, in a
preliminary way, the likely risk
01 recruilmenl overfíshing.0.10

0.30

0.20

1.000.800.60

The lenglh al lirsl caplure lor
D. russelli I = 14.8 cm (corre-e
sponding lo CI= 0.56) is close
lo lhe size al malurily 1m =
13.91015.2 cm (correspond
ing lo cm = 0.52 lo 0.57)
(Widodo, 1988a). In lhis si/u
alion, exploilalion could re·
sull in recruilmenl overfishing
il lhe lishing mortality is much
grealer lhan lhe nalural mor·
lalily (Caddy, 1982). How
ever, lhe eslimale 01 lhe cur
renl exploi/alion rale was be·
low lhe eslimale 01 Eo.1 (E =
0.57) so lhal recruilmenl over·
lishing seems unlikely.

The lenglh al lirsl caplure lor
D. macrosoma le = 16.3 cm
(CI = 0.68), was relalively
higher lhan lhe size al malu
r~y 1

m
=14.86 to 14.89 cm

(c =0.62 to 0.63) (Widodo,m ,
1988 a). In lhis s~ualion, re-
cru"menl overfishing would
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134 be unlikely unless the progeny from the first spawners had relatively lower survival rate than
from the individuals with ahigher length value than at first capture le (Caddy 1982). However,
since the current exploitation rate has already exceeded the Eo.,level, reducing the fishing
mortality will reduce the probability of recruitment overfishing.

2.4 Multi-species yield per recruit analysis concerning the effects of
changes in gear selectivity

For mu~i-species fishery we may use value of yield per recru~ to predict the direction of
change in overall yield fer amixture of species in the fishery. For preliminary resu~s, no attempt
has been made to linearly interpolate the values of yield per recru~ given in tables 11 and 111.

By increasing the mesh size from 15 to 20 mm the overall yield per recru~ of six major species
will decrease as much as 58% (compared with 61 % in Widodo, 1989) ranging from 5 to 100%,
(tab. 111). On the other hand, by reducing the mesh size from 15 to 10 mm the overall yield per
recruit will increase as much as 36% (compared with 46% in Widodo, 1989) ranging from 9
to more than 200% but S. leptolepis shows a negative change of as much as 16% (tab. 111).

~ONCLUSION

The yield per recruit models provide the simplest, most rapid approach for making first-hand
approximations of the effects of changes in fishing mortal~y and size limits of single species
stock. For mu~i-species fisheries, due to possible biological interactions between the
species, the yield of each component will not depend solely on the effort put forth, but also
undoubtedly on the abundance of other present components. One other shortcoming of the
yield per recru~ models is that they do not put into account the probability of the two types of
overfishing, namely the classical growth overfishing and the recruitment overfishing. AI
though none of these problems can be overcome by the models, we may use the analysis to
predict the possible impacts of changes in the fishery regime on the direction of change in the
overall yield for a mixture of species in the fishery. The mesh size is important to a seiner
skipper, mainly because he wants to avoid gilling fish. A too small mesh only presents minor
problems, especíally when dealing with light-fishing (such as the Java Sea pelagic fishery)
which catches amixture of pelagic species. Consequéntly, the enforcement ofthe mesh size
regulations is often difficult. Furtherm,ore, the price that fishermen have to pay for new nets
of legal mesh size will not always be acceptable.

The effects of increasing the mesh size can be classified into two terms. The short-term effect
will be a reduction in the catch and proms, because of the 1055 of small fishes which would
otherwise be caught. The long-term effect will be the conservation of the spawning stock
(since the large mesh willleave a larger stock of mature fish) and potential increases in the
long-term yield. Eventually the stock size will increase thereby improving the catch rates.
ActuallY' each individual in a mu~i-species fishery needs adifferent mesh size. A mesh size
whích captures fish with an average length at entry of 10.6 cm (corresponding to e= 0.40) and
of 11.19 cm (corresponding to e = 0.50) is required for D. russelli and D. macrosoma,
respectively. As the major~y of the coastal small pelagic fish in the Java Sea have somewhat
an homogeneous body shape and size, the balance of interest among the species might be
well maintained. Setting mesh size based on ikan layang data probably does not entaillarge
costs in terms of yield of the other species.



Table 11
ESTIMATES oF YIELD PER RECRUIT (Y/A)' OF THE MAIN PELAGIC FISH IN THE JAVA SEA DERIVED FROM

BEVERTON ANO HOLT TABLE OF YIELD FUNCTlON (1966)

NILAI DUGA HASIL TANGKAPAN PER REKRUT (Y/A)' YANG DIPEROLEH DARI "TABLE OF YIELD FUNCTION"

DARI BEVERTON DAN HOLT (1966).

D.' =D.russ9/1i, D.m =D.macrosoma, A.s =A.sirm,R.k =R.kanagurta, S.e: S.crum9nophtha/mus, S./ =S./9pto/epis

SPECIES

PÁRAMETERS O.r D.m A.s R~k S.e S.I

E 0.41 0.69 0.65 0.69 0.61 0.62
~(=IJLoo) 0.56. .0.68 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.52
MlK 1.92 1.48 1.79 1.61 1.74 1.84
(VIR)' 0.023 0:051 0.031 0.054 0.033 0.038

Table 111
ESTlMATION OF YIELD PER RECRUIT AS THE CHANGES OF LENGTH AT FIRST CAPTURE BY MANIPULATION oF MESH

SIZE ON THE JAVA SEA PURSE SEINE FISHERY.

ESTIMASI DAMPAK BEAAT HASIL TANGKAPAN PER REKRUT AKIBAT ADANYA PERUBAHAN UKUAAN IKAN YANG

TERTANGKAP DENGAN MENGATUR UKURAN MATA JARING DARI PERIKANAN PUKAT CINCIN DI LAUT JAWA.

D.' =D. russelli, D.m =D. macrosoma, A.s =A. sirm, R.k=R. kanagurta, S.e =S. crum9nophtha/mus, S./ =S./9ptO/9pis

SPECIES

PARAIoIETEFlS O.r O.m A~8 R.k S.C SJ 'Total

1, MESH StzE((l", 15MM

SF" 1.00 1.10 1.20 1.10 1.20 0.60
I~(cm) 14.80 16.30 18.80 16.90 .17.8.0 . ··R90
c(=VL=) 0;56 0.68 0.73 0.66 0.69 0.52 ,:
E 0.41 0.69 0.65 0.69 0.1;)1 0.62 ..
MIl< 1.92 ',lA8 1.79 1.61 1.74 1:84
(ViR)'·. 0.023 0.05.1 0,031 0.054 0.033 0.038
Vi (gin) 49.17 .•• 42~79 61.48 52.41 .121.62. 9.92 '.
Wcxl(gm) 197 140 106 156' 328 61
Cr(OOO t<m) 38 19 19 22 7 7
R l()") 1.88 0.64. 0.48 0.66 0.21 1.14.
Vi(ton) 8,518 4,570 1,577 5,560 2,273 2,642

..
25,140

2. MESH SIZE(It)=20 MM

l~(cm) 20 22 26 22 24 14
e 0.75 0,92 1.00 0:86 .0,93 0.74
(V/R)' 0.014 0.013 0.000 0.013 0:006 0.036
titon) 5,185 1,164 0.000 1,338 413 2,503
VW(ton) . . -$:333 -3,406 -1,577 -4,222 -1,860 -139
('¡~~Y~)iY,(%) ~39 -75 ~100 -76 -82 -5

~'''EsHslZE(')=10 Mil

Io.(cm). 10 11 13 "p 12 7
e 0.38 0.46 0.50 . 0.43 0.46 0,52
(Yil:l)' 0.25 '.0.047 0,040 ... 0:Q49 0.038 0.032

~3 ~tj"hon).
9,259 4;211 2M5 5~O45 2,617 2 ..225

741 2,543 1,385 3,117 1;774 417
fl./(~h,(%) g 152213. 176 210. -16
'SF(~nfaetor) was calcuTat9d by. using tf¡99quatiOn Lc--SF •m~sh slze (ÉqualiOn ~.3 or Pluíly ,19134)... '

Populatlon Dynamlc8 of Ikan Layang, Scads (Decapterus spp.)
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Biomass, yield and value 01 the Bali Strait "Iemuru" lishery have been predicted using
Thompson and Bell Model. The data used in this analysis is the result 01 Jones' length
cohort analysis carried out by Merta (1992 b). The input prices are the average price
lor "sempenit" « 11 cm TL lish), "protolan" (11-15 cm) and "Iemuru" (> 15 cm) lor the
period 01 August 1989 to July 1990.

The results 01 the analysis showed that biomass, yield and value 01 the "Iemuru"
lishery in the Bali Strait were 19 628 tons, 32 835 tons and 5 357 million Rp.
respectively. The yield and value have exceeded the maximum yield and value, which
were estimated to be respectively 34 041 tons and 5 883 million Rp.

Disajikan prediksi biomassa, hasil dan nilai perikanan "Iemuru", Sardinella "Iemuru"
Bleeker 1853, di perairan Selat Bali dengan mempergunakan Model Prediksi Thomp
son dan Bell. Input data yang dipergunakan dalam Model Prediksi Thompson dan Bell
ada/ah data output dari hasil analisís kohor (cohort), yang telah dílakukan oleh Merta
(1992b). Harga ikan adalah harga rata-rata per kilogram untuk íkan-íkan sempenit «
11 cm TL), protolan (11-15 cm TL) dan "Iemuru" (> 15 cm TL). Selama període bufan
Agustus 1989 sampaí dengan bulan Juli 1990.

Hasil analisís menunjukkan bahwa hasíl dan ni/aí darí períkanan "Iemuru" dí Selat Balí
adalah sebesar 32835 ton dan Rp. 5357 juta dengan bíomassa sebesar 19628 ton.
Hasíl dan nílaí yang díperoleh íní telah melampauí hasíl dan nilaí maksímum masíng
masing sebesar 34 041 ton dan Rp. 5883 juta.

I N T R O D U e T ION; - - . "';:" n¡¡:'¡"i~'-':'-;:
• ..! ~ .. __ "_ ...... ':' - It l' " •• ,1

Mhough aquatic living resources such as lish and shrimps are renewable, they are lim~ed.

In this relation, stock assessmentcan be stated as determining the level 01 exploitation which,
in the long run, will give the maximum yield (weight) 01 a lishery . The ""Iemuru 'll' lishery in
the Bali Stra~ is one 01 the most important small pelagic lisheries in Indonesia. So that, in order
to provide an advice lor optimum exploitation 01 this lishery resource, stock assessments
have been carried out using various methods or models, such as acoustic method (Amin and
Sujastani, 1981), surplus production model, analytical model, or yield-per-recruit model 01
Beverton and Holt by Gumilar (1985),01 Jones (Ricker, 1975; Pauly, 1984; Wilimovsky and
Wicklund, 1963) by Merta (1992 a) and cohort analysis (Merta, 1992 b). The acoustic method
is used to estimate the biomass 01 the ""Iemuru'"' resource, production surplus and
analytical models are used to predict the level 01 exploitation 01 IIl1lemuru'"' lishery, while
cohort analysis is used to estimate the number 01 IIl1lemuru'"' by size.

This paper presents the resu~s 01 the "llemuru" 1 lishery stock assessment in the Bali Strait,
using the prediction model 01 Thompson and Bell (Ricker, 1975). In this model, the number
01 recru~s was obtained lrom cohort analysis, and the result was stated in total yield. This
model could be used to predict the levels 01 biomass and yield and ~s value in the luture, il
there are any changes in effort or lishing mortality.
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Data used in the model of Thompson and SeU are the results of the length cohort analysis
carried out by Merta (1992b). as presented in table I (columns a, b, cano d).

The resuhs prices are the average prices of MsempenW (Iess than 11 cm TL fish), Mprotolan"
(between 11-15 cm) and ""Iemuruu including ""Iemuru" kuclng" (Ionger than 15 cm) Rp.
100,-; Rp. 125,- and Rp. 200,- per kg .. respectively (column e).
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140 The calculations carried out in the model of Thompson and Bell are as follows :

1 X • F, X o F,
N(L'+l) =N(LI)o{( - - --) : (H,- --)}

H, ZI ZI

( Loo - L1 )(M/2K)
-->Natural Mortality

Factor

= XL (in Jon.s· I.ngth cohort analysis)

Fi

el = [ N(L,) - N(L1+1) ] oX o
Z,

( L, + L1+1 ) b
w = a . -->a and b from length-

( 2 ) w.lght relatlonship



The biomass of last length class =

x =F-Factor =1.0
el = catch (number of fish) for length class I
Y

I
= yield (weight) in length class I

VI = value of yield (Rupiah: Rp.)

w
1

= average weight of fish in length class I

VI = average price of fish (Rp. / Kg.) in length class I

2.RESULTS AND OISCUSSION

The results ofthe Thompson and Bell analysis with the data from table I are presentad intable
11. They assessed the present status of "'emuru· fishery in the Bali Strait. Using the same
procedure, biomass, yields and values for different F-Factors are depicted in table 111 and
figure 1.

Figure 1shows that maximum yield and value have been exceeded. The estimated biomass,
yield and value at the present situation are 19 628 tons, 32 835 tons and 5 357 million Rp.
respectively. If F-Factor continuously increases, yields and values will continuously de
crease. But if F-Factor continuously decreases, yields will reach their maximum at the F
Factor level of 0.8, Le. 34 041 tons. This means that yield could increase by about 3,7% from
the present status. The maximum value is obtained when F-Factor is 0.5, Le. 5 883 million
Rp. If F-Factor continuously decreases from the present status (X = 1.0) down to 0.5, value
can increase by about 9.8%. The biomass level at maximum yield is about 24%.

The results of the analysis using the Thompson and Bell model show that the status of the
"Iemuru" fishery in the Bali Strait is overfishing. These results are similar to the results
obtained when using Jones' Yield-per-recruit model (Merta, 1992a).
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142 Table 11

RESULTS OF THOMPSON ANO SELL ANALYSIS OF THE LEMURU (SARDINELLA LEMURU SLEEKER 1853)
FISHERY IN THE SAL! STRAIT WITH A VALUE OF X =1.0

LUARAN DAR! ANAlISIS THOMPSON DAN SELL DARI PERIKANAN LEMURU (SARDINELLA LEMURU SLEEKER

1853) DI SELAT SAL! DENGAN NILAI X = 1.0
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144 The MSY estimated by previous stock assessments using acoustic method as wel! as su rplus
production models (40 000 tons) is higherthan the one found in the present study (Thompson
and Sel! analysis). Results of both Jones Y/R and Thompson and Sel! models are very close.
Fishing should be decreased by about 20-21.5% from the present status (Merta, 1992).

The total number of licensed-boats in the Sali Strait was 273 un~s, while the number of boats
which were still active and the average number of boats operating every day were 261 and
55 boats respectively . To reach the maximum yield, the number of vessels has to be
decreased both in Jones and Thompson and Sel! models (tab. IV).

1. Conclusions
• The current status of "lemuruN físhery in the Salí Strait is over-fishing.
• Maxímum yield and value are 34 041 tons and 5 923 million Rp. respectively,
at the level of X=0.8 and 0.5.
• If value of X(F-Factor) decreases from 1he ament 1.0 to 0.8, the yield wiI ncrease by about 3.7%.
• Biomass and value estimates at lhe maxinJm yield are respeclively 22 734 and 30 742 tons .

2. Recommendations
• The number of 273 licensed-boats in the Balí Strait should be decreased to 218 boats, or
• The number of boats active in the Salí Strait should be decreased to 209, or
• The average number of boats operating every day should be decreased to 44.
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This study is based on the catch and effort data, collected 1rom different sources between
1976 and 1986. The composite model 01 Caddy and Garcia (1982), one 01 the models derived
1rom the Schae1er and Fox model, was used to estimate the MSY (Maximum Sustainable
Yield) and the optimum effort 01 the small pelagic resources in the Java Sea. It seems that
the current status 01 exploitation is near ~s maximallevel. The 1isheries exploit a /ot 01 species
w~h various ecological behaviors. Some, such as the coastal species, are 1ully and heavily
exploited while others, such as the oceanic ones, are partially exploited. Thus it is difficu~ to
give an accurate assessmenl. Other approaches (analytical models) would allow more
precise results. This is why the statistical data collection as well as the biological and
behavior study must be continued. Since 1976 the catch 01 small pelagic increases
contínuousfy, in 1985 it reaches 150000 tons. During this period the CPUE 11uctuates a 101.

Penelftian iniberdasarkan data hasiltangkapan dan upaya penangkapan yangdikumpulkan dari
berbagai macam sumber sejak 1976 sampai dengan 1986. Model komposit dari Caddy dan
Garcia (1983), adalah model yang diturunkan dari model Schaefer dan Fox dan dicoba untuk
menduga MSY dan upaya optimum dari sumberdaya pelagis kecil di Laut Jawa. Tampaknya
sítuasitingkatpengusahaan saatinihampirmendekatitingkatmaksimum Pengusahaanperikanan
ditujukan terhadap ikan-ikan yang mempunyai sffat dan kebiasaan yang berbeda, ikan-ikan
yang dekat pantai tampaknya telah menga/ami tekanan penangkapan yang tinggi, sedangkan
ikan-ikan yang bersifat oceanik belum se/uruhnya diusahakan. Oleh sebab itu suatu kajian
sumber daya yang tepat tidak mudah untuk dilaksanakan. Pendekatan /ain (model analítik)
diharapkan dapat memberikan hasil yang /ebih baik, sehingga pengumpu/an data statistik,
biologidan lingkah /aku harus tetap terus di/aksanakan. Sejak tahun 1976 hasi/ tangkapan ikan
pe/agis keci/ meningkat terus dan pada tahun 1985 mencapai 150000 ton, se/ama ini hasíl
tangkapan per unit upaya menga/ami peningkatan dan penurunan.

INTRODUCTION
The continuous increase 01 the 1ish catch intheJava Sea reflects the development that has taken
place in the last decade. As 1ish resources are not unlim~ed intense 1ishing may greatly affect
them. To assess the 1ishing effect on the resources there should be reliable in10rmation on the
main parameters 01 the 1isheries such as catch, effort and biology 01 the main species caughl.

. Stock assessment is one 01 the important component 01 the 1isheries management. Althoug h
there has been an increasing' number 01 assessment models in the recent years, they
generally 101l0w three major streams : (1) analytical models, (2) surplus production models,
and (3) linear models.
The surplus production model allows to estimate the MSY (Maximum Sustainable Yield) and
the optimal effort. A~hough the concept was initiated by Graham (1935), it was Schae1er
(1954) who 1irst described it as a mathematical 1unction based on the logistic growth model
01 Velhurst·Pearl. The simplicily 01 the model, which only requires catch and effort data, is
very attractive especially in a s~uation where biological data is lacking.

The catch and effort data 01 the small pelagic species caught between 1976 and 1986 in the Java
Sea was collected 1rom several sources by the project, while the data on mini purse and Danish
seines was extracted 1rom the national statistical data 01 the Directorate General 01 Fisheries.



In this paper we present the data used lor the study and we apply the composite model 01 147
Caddy and Garcia (1982) one 01 the model derivad Irom Schaeler and Fox models.

Schaeler (1954, 1957) supposed that the relationship between CPUE (elf), catch (e) and
effort (f) could be represented by :

then,

c/f = 8 + bf

c =f (8 + bf)

(1)

(2)

Fox (1970) has substituted to the linear relationship 01 Schaeler an exponential relationship
where the equations are:

then

c/f =8 • e-bf

c = f (8 . e-b~

(3)

(4)

In this model any lish population is treated as a single unn without any consideration 01 the
structure 01 the population ; thus, the dynamic 01 the population depends on the population
itself. The model relies on asteady state condition where the yield balances the growth 01 the
population.

Considering that the small pelagic biomass exploned in the Java Sea increases in relation
wnh the extension 01 the lishing ground eastward, we apply the composne model 01 Caddy
and García, derived Irom Schaeler and Fox models. It is built by normalizing the catch and effort
data in order to use tha data which originates Irom different sizes 01 the stock in the same model.

This method is based on the relationship between CPUE and lishing intensity (effort divided
by the surface 01 the exploited lishing area). The linear and exponential relationships are
represented as lollows :

c/f = 8 + b(f/A)

c/f =8 • e -b(f1A)

where A =surface 01 the lishing area.

(5)

(6)

Composlte Model on Small Pelaglc Reaources



148 By multiplying the equations (5) and (6) by f/A, we obtain the following normalized
production model :

e/A = (f/A)(a + bxflA)

e/A =(f/A)(a . e-b(tlA»

(7)

(8)

From the equations (7) and (8), we can rebuild the theoretical production model for each
considered zone by mu~iplying the two axes of the model by the surface of the fishing area (A):

e = f (a + btlA)

e =f (a . e-b(tlA»

(9)

(10)

Since 1976 the large seiners fishery has extended twice its fishing areas (fig. 1). Three fishing
areas can now be recognized :

• The North coast of Java, Karimunjava, Bawean (91 000 km'2), since 1976.

• The Masalembo and Matasiri Islands (88 000 km'2), since 1983.

• The Makassar Strait (23 000 km'2), since 1985.

2.1 Cateh

The small pelagic species in the Java Sea are mostly caught by large purse seines. Only a
small part is caught by mini purse seines and Danish seines, ·Payang". The annual catch
for every fishing gear is given in table I from 1976 to 1986.

Between 1976 and 1978 the catch slightly increased. It kept stable from 1979 until 1982,
before increasing sharply in 1983. The stagnation of the large purse seines catch between
1976 and 1982 seems due to the heavy fishing pressure exerted on the trad~ional fishing
ground. The extension of the fishing area to the East in 1983100 to an ¡ncrease of the catch
related to the beginning of the exploitation of new small pelagic resources or a larger part of
the s10cks already exploited. The mini purse seines catch increased regularly. In 1986 it was
4 times higher than in 1976 while during this period the Danish seines landing kept stable .

2.2 Flshlng effort

Among many indexes, the fishing effort can be expressed in number of fishing vessels
registered or in number of days at sea. If we had used the number of fishing vessels as aunit
of fishing effort, the result would have been biased.lt would have been over estimated since
many vessels while not fishing anymore are still registered.



Allhis stage of lhe sludy, considerlng Ihe available documenls (based on Ihe large purse seine 149
dala from Ihe fishing por.tand harbormaslerof Pekalongan), lhe besl estimalion forfishing effort
on small pelagic species in lhe Java Sea is lhe number of days al sea. Since every year lhe
average horse power of seiners increases, a correclion of Ihe fishing effort was used in lable 11.
Olher paramelers affecting lhe fishing poweroflhe fisherysuch as lhe lncreaseof lhe fishing vessels
capacity, lhe nel size or lhe changes in lhe flshing lactics are nollaken inlo accounl in lhis sludy.

Conceming Ihe days al sea, Ihe correcled fishing effort of!he Iarge purse seines increáses from
197610 1986 wilh a peak in 1985 (aimosl20 limes lhal of 1976). This sharp increase is due lo
Ihe fasl exlension of lhe fishery since Ihe Irawl ban in lhe Java Sea in 1980 and 1981. Many
Irawlers were Iransformed ¡nlo purse seines and widely modlfled Ihe figure of Ihe flshery.
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Small pelagic species are caughl eilher by large purse seines, mini purse seines or Danish
seines ("Payang" and "Lampara"). The large purse seine is lhe mosl importanl lishing gear
exploiling lhe smaJl pelagic resources in lhe Java Sea. In 19B3 and 19B4 large purse seiners
expanded lheir lishing area up lo lhe Masalembo and Malasiri Islands (Iig. 1). Around 63% 01
lhe effort 01 lhe large seíners was exerted in lhis area, and only 37% in lhe lradilional area. In
19B51he easlern exlension 01 Ihe fishery continued, reaching lhe Makassar Slrail. The fishing
elfort in lhe lradilional lishing areas decreased and was aboul25% 01 lhe lolal elfort, while Ihe
rale 01 exploilalion in Masalembo - Malasiri area increased lo aboul 66% in 19B5. Since 19B5
Ihe lishing eflorl 01 lhe large seiners is dislribuled among Ihese Ihree fishing areas.

Using lhe composile model 01 Caddy and Garcia, lhree lishíng areas were laken ¡nlo
consideralion. This model allows lo use alllhe available series 01 dala lrom 1976 lo 19B6 in a
same model, allhough since 19B21he surface 01 lishing areas changed (Iab. 111). To oblain Ihe
lishing inlensily, Ihe correcled lishing eflort was divided only by Ihe surface 01 Ihe Iradilional
lishing area Irom 197610 19B2. while since 19B3 il was calculaled lor Ihree fishing areas.

Table 111
TOTAl. CATCH, TOTAL EFFORT (N OAYSAT SEAlAAGE SENERSSTNDARO), e PU EAND TOTAL FlSHNG NTENSITYOF SMAU.

PElAGlC RESO.JR::ES N THEJAVA SEA ll-lREE FlSHlNGAREAS~ 1976TO 1986

T OTAl. HASIL TANGKAPAN, TOTAl. UPAYA P8'IANGKAP1W (OENOAN STNDARHARlI..NJT PURSE SENE BESAR), HASL

TANGKAPIW PEA UNITUPAYAOIW TOTAl. NTENSITASPe-lANGKAPIW DARI SUMBEAOAYA PElAGIS KECL ollAuT JAWA

BEFDASARKANTIGA DAERAH PENANGKAPIW YIWGBEABEOADARlTAHJN 1976SAMPAlDENGAN TAHJN 1986

f'lSHlllO AREA TciT~LCATCH. (:f»!JE TOTALl:FFORT TOrAt"'ISH1NQ
(TON~}LARQl:SElNEll~. ·"Tsu, . . ir;¡Ys~~seAJ

....f,;:A'M~~~,'¡ERS ·lW'~t) .
Trlldltlorial ·ÚU6

1917
19]8

W7ll
l~aO

19a1
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1st exten.lon1983
1984·

19a5
1986

2ndextelu!lon198S
1986

·46980
52214
61:46·(
V'~§ ..
~5205

80~()

89~Ó

62?37

70655
7~4El2

69110
48705
52204

7?>~77
78911
58.63

·9728

·3á62·'
3:368:,:
200a
1263
fUI~

. ]8((
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,"io
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1-480'

91Q
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4. MAXIMUM
SUSTAINABLE
VIELD AND
OPTIMAL
EFFORT

rabIe IV

RESULTS oF MSY AND OPTIMAL EFFORT ACCORDING TO THE

SCHAEFER AND Fox MODELS

NILAI HASIL TANGKAPAN LESTARI DAN UPAYA PENANGKAPAN OPTlMAL

MENURUT MODEL SCHAEFER DAN Fox
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The relationship between the
lishing intensity, CPUE and
productivity (Iig. 2) provides a
normalized model (indepen
dent 01 the surlace 01 the lish
ing area), which can be sub
divided in three models ; lish
ing area 1976-1982 (91 000
km'2), lishing area 1983 -1984
(179000 km'2andfishingarea
1985 -1986 (202000 km'2), by
multiplying the lishing inten
sity and the produclivity by
the respective surtaces (Iig. 3).

The fishing intensity in the
traditional lishing area in
creased between 1976 and
1982 and decreased in 1983
due to the eastward exten
sion 01 lishing area which re
duced the lishing pressure
elsewhere. The lishing inten
sity was then translerred lo
the other lishing areas where
it increased quickly (tab. 111).

The decrease 01 the CPUE in
Ihe tradilional area urged Ihe
large seiners lo search lor vir
gin fishing areas .

The resulls obtained by Caddy
and Garcia models are given
in table IV. The results
achieved by Ihe differenl mod
els are very similar. The MSY
is lound between 175000 and
180 000 tons wilh an optimal
effort comprised between 138
000 and 187000 days at sea.



152 The calch and effort regislered in 1980 exceeded Ihe MSY and lhe oplimal ~ffort for Ihe Iradilional
area. Although Ihe effort increased in 1981 in lhis area, lhe CPUEdecreased and Ihe Iraditional
fishing areaseemed fully exploited. In 1983 the large seiners began to fish around lhe
Masalembo - Matasiri Islands. In lhis area, lhe ¡ncrease o, lhe effort is related to the increase of
CPUE. The same Irend Is observed in lhe Makassar slraitsince 1985. In 1986, Ihe catch of small
pelagic and lhe effort exerted on the resources in Ihe Java Sea are close lo lhe MSY and.optimal
effort values.U could mean that in 1986lhesmanpelaglcstockin lheJavaSeawasnealtyfullyexpoited.

Applying lhe composite model, we suppose lhal the considered stocks only differ in Iheir size
(lhen in lheir biomass) and thallhe olher sources of variations can be neglected (Garcia, 1984).
The pelagic species with high migratory behavior do not fully comply with this hypothesis. The
migratíon of the pelagic species is nol taken intoaccount by lhis model, and it is known Ihat in
the Java Sea the fish availability according to the years is highly related lo lhis behavior.

AII fisheries explo~ing pelagie resources ofthe Java Sea tend to ex1end theirfishíng ardas and
improve the fishing effieiency. Size and vessels number increase. Thus the fishing pressure
on the stock is higher. As the small pelagie are highly variable resources, it is necessary to
remain cautious about this trend. The numbef of days at sea woulu be one of the effort
estimation, but corrections have to be done to improve the qualíty of the effort estimatíon.

The resuhs given by this type of model depend on the accuracy of collected data statistics,
and the knowledge we have of the fisheries. Regarding the catch and effort data belween
1987 and 1991 concern, it seems that the data do not fit well with the model used, as some
important changes in the fishing strategyand tacties occurred and are not taken into account
by the model. However all pieces of inforrnalion cannot be taken ¡nto account. Those are only
tools allowing to give a first approximation of the exploited stage. Among the management
measures, allocation of the effort on the different fishing areas or freezing of the effort at the
current level can be considered. Ahhough fishery resources are Iimited the improvement of
the resource management entirely depends upon a good communieation among scientists,
administrators, fishermen and others ¡nvolved parties.

200.--------------------,

Figure 3
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156 A 8 S T R A e T ,< : ,
In orderto obtain the catch 1requency length 01 the species caught by the purse seiners
Ileet a sampling scheme was set at two main landing places. The presenl arlicle
covers the data collected Irom December 1991 to December 1993.

In the Java Sea there is a spatial stratilication 01 the lish population, the juveniles
staying more inshore than the adults, while the evolution 01 the average length 01 the
lish caught by the seiners ¡ncreases Irom West to East, lollowing a West-East axis.
Due to diflerent lishing tactics, the large seiners tend lo catch bigger sized-lish than
the medium one do.

Oalam rangka mendapatkan komposisi hasil tangkapan berdasarkan species dan
panjangnya, dari hasil tangkapan purse seine, cara-cara pengambilan contoh
diterapkan pada dua pendaratan utama. Tulisan ini mencakup data yang dikumpulkan
dari Oesember 1991 sampai dengan Oesember 1993.

Terdapat suatu stratifikasi berdasarkan tempat, dimana ikan-ikan muda tinggallebih
dekat ke pantai dari yang dewasa, sedangkan evolusi panjang rata-rata dari ikan-ikan
yang tertangkap menunjukkan penambahan dari Barat ke Timur. Karena adanya
perbedaan daJam taktik penangkapan, purse seine besar cenderung untuk menangkap
ikan yang mempunyai ukuran lebih besar dari pada purse seine sedang.

Oua rekruitment tahunan tampak terjadi dalam perikanan, rekruitment utama terjadi
dari Juni sampai Agustus dan rekruitment yang tidak begitu besar timbul pada periode
musim Barat daya.

1N T R O O U e TI o N '~

The pelagic fishery in the Java Sea has developed sharply specially alter the spreading 01 the
purse seines in the 1970s. Improvement 01 the lishing boats design as well as changes in the
lishing tactics have marked this development (Nurhakim et al., 1987: Boely et al., 1992). The
need 01 assessment (e.g.. equilíbriumyield) lor lishery regulation is obvious and it becomes very
important to determine the regulalory scheme. Values 01 the maximum equilibrium yield have
been estimated by investigators using landing statistics and other oflicial data unti11976. Alter
that the National Statistical data base colleclion system had been introduced .

The results tend to the conclusion that the maximum equilibrium yield is close to the
highest catch used in the analysis ( ses, 1979; Sujastani, 1978). An attempt to use
the same method with longer series 01 data without any modilication will lace some
constraints due to the change 01 lishing pattern and the inter-annual variation 01
abundance in the Java Sea (Sadhotomo and Widodo, 1992).

The second approach, so called analytical model of Beverton and Holl (1957) includes
biological population aspects and can give optimal values of the fishing mortality as well as
other figures or parameters such as an average length at first capture. This model or others
based on age structure based models can also be used with length structure, as it has been



done by Widodo (19~8) and Nurhakim (1993) for respectively Decapterus spp. and 157
Rastrellíger kanagurta . Nevertheless, when one applies the model it is impossible to
¡nclude sorne phenomena (e.g. inter·annual change of environmental characteristics)
or other disturbances that cannot be explícitly measured. We believe these latent
characteristics could eventually make the assumptions underlying the model invalid.

The purpose of our analysis is to briefly ¡lIustrate the nature of the length composition
data of the main pelagic species in the Java Sea, to see the insight of the data and the
possibility to apply the data to suitable models.

1 . M A TER I A L A N O M E,T H O D::5

A length frequency sampling was carried out in Pekalongan and Juwana harbors as
part of the operation of the project. The procedures have been described in details by
Boely et al. (1990) and Potier and Sadhotomo (1991). The sampling scheme aims to
get the most accurate data of length frequency, the species composition in the
samples, as well as the statistical data. The compilatíon and study of these sets of data
give the structure of the catch at length which will serve as input data to sorne model
analysis for pelagic fish stock assessment in the Java Sea.

The length frequency data of the six main pelagic species sampled from December
1991 to December 1993 are used in the analysis. Informal exploratory data analysis
such as simple summary of the data and graphical presentation are applied in order
to interpret these data.

2. R E S U L T S A N O OI S eu I O-N

2.1 Summary of length composltlon and migratlon
We use descriptive techniques, such as average length, as summary and histogram
to indicate the central tendency and the shape of the length frequency distribution. We
present the monthly evolution of average length to show the general tendency of
geographic distribution by size (fig. 1 and 2).

As seen in that figure, the average size tends to ¡ncrease following a "West-East axis".
It can be shown that the average size forthe six species from the Karimunjava samples
is generally lower than those from Lumu-Iumu (Makassar Strait). Young fishes enter
the fishery, first in the West part of the Java Sea (i.e. Karimunjava Islands and coastal
waters North of the central part of Java) from May to August (fig. 2a, p.1 p).

In this case the average size represents all cohorts. We present a rough average size
estimation of the first (youngest) and the second cohorts (modes of distribution) of D.
russe1Ií, D. macrosoma, R. kanagurta and A. sirm. Based on the appearance of the
young fishes, we determine three recruitment patterns (fig. 3 and 4). To clarify further
explanation, we name "major young cohort" the young fish entering the fishery in June
August and "minor young cohort" the fish entering at other periods. The first one is the

Exploratory Scheme for the Recrultment and Mlgratlon of the maln P.aglc Specles



158 type of O. macrosoma and A. sírm, for which young fishes only appear during June
August. For the second one, young fishes appear during the June-August period and
during the North-West monsoon, as shown by O. russellíand R. kanagurta.ln the third
type, the appearance of minor ones occurs more than once a yearwhile the major one
appears during the June-August periodo S. crumenophthalmus is an example for the
last type. AII pelagic fishes of this type are coastal inhabitants of which the seiner
fishery never covers the entire distribution in the Java Sea waters. For this reason, we
do not discuss ~ any further..

Assuming that the average age of the recruits is around six months, it can be indicated that
the major recru~ment originally comes from September-December spawning periods. On the
other hand, the minor recruitment of O. russellí and R. kanagurta which occurs during the
North-West monsoon period may result from spawning from March to July.

These recru~s entered the fishery in the West part of the Java Sea (í.e. the North coast of
Central Java and Karimunjava Islands in 1991 and 1992) whíle in 1993, they enter it in the
Central part of the Java Sea U.e. Bawean and Masalembo waters). However, these recru~s

never fully enter the fishery at that age, but sometimes at older ages. This is one of the
reasons why some length classes are missing in the length distribution for some cohorts.

For all species, particularly for oceanic ones, the catch is made on part of the stocks, and
more than 50% of it consists of immature fish. This may be attributed to the highly migratory
behavior of the pelagic species. No data has been collected outside the fishing grounds of
the seiners fleet, such as Flores Sea or the deepest part of the Java Sea (í. e. near the
continental slope). Thus the hypothesis cannot be confirmed yet.

Meanwhíle, cruises carried out by RIMF (Research Institute for Marine Fisheries) last year
foundthesame species (í.e. O. russellí, O. macrosoma and R. kanagurta) caughtby small ríng
nets (local name : "ga8") in South-East Sulawesi in August and October. The fishing season
occurs at the same period as in the Makassar strait waters for large seiners. The difference
in /ength of adu~ fishes born during different spawning seasons is small and not obvious. An
attempt to trace such cohorts will be difficult except if age data are available.

Change in occurrence for juveniles of oceanic species may be caused by the change in
surface salin~y profile in the Java Sea. High rainfall which occurred during 1993 can explain
the pattern of recruitment for that year. During the peak season (September-November),
when prevailing winds and currents come from the South-East, the range of the fish size is
narrower than the previous quarter, when more oceanic species such as O. macrosoma
dominate in the catch compos~ion of the seiners. For instance, we can notice, the narrow
range of length c1ass of A. sírm that is found in almost all the samples.

Figure 1

MONTHLy EVOLUTION OF THE JAVA SEA MAIN PELAGIC SPECIES

AVERAGE LENGTH ([, CM) FOR 1992-1993

EVOLUSI BULANAN DARI PANJANG RATA-RATA IKAN PELAGIS KECIL DI

l..AUT JAWA <L, CM) UNTUK 1992-1993
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Figure 2 (len page) 161
MONT~ y EVOLunON OF THE JAVA SEA MAIN PELAGIC SPECIES AVERAGE lENGTH (r, CM) FOR 1992-1993

EVOlUSI BULANAN DARI PANJANG RATA-RATA IKAN PELAGIS KECll DllAuT JAWA(L, CM) UNTlJK 1992-1993

For all species the appearance of the same length class every month during the year
can be interpreted as a result 01 the spatial distribution pattern and differences among
ecological needs between juveniles and adults due to the prolonged major spawning
season or to the existence of a minor spawning season.
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Based on these informations, the hypothetical movement of
the fish in the Java Sea would be as follows (fig. 5 and 6):

Quarter 1: March-May

• T VPE 1: O. MACROSOMA AND A. SIRM

a. Minor spawning probably still occurs around
Masalembo and Matasari

b. Emigration of aduh 1ish to the Flores Sea and
Makassar Stra~, or disperse migration in the
Java Sea

c. Minor recruitment in the West part of the Java Sea

• TVPE 2: O. RUSSEUI AND R. KANAGURTA

a. Minor spawning probably occurs around
Masalembo, Matasiri and Karimunjava

b. Same pattern as Type 2, point b.

Quarter 2: June-August

• TVPE 1.
a. Major recru~ment

b. Immigration from the Flores Sea

c. Minor spawning

• TVPE 2. Same as Type 1.

Quarter 3: September-November

• TVPE 1
a. Immigration from the Flores Sea

b. Major spawning

• TvPE 2
a. Same as above

b. Minor spawning

c: Beginning of minor recruitment in the East
part 01 the Java Sea (November)

Quarter 4: December-February

• TVPE 1
a. Emigration to the Flores Sea

b. Major spawning in the East part 01 the Java Sea

• TVPE 2
a. Emigration to the Flores Sea

b. Major Spawning in the East part of the Java Sea

c. Minor recru~ment in the West and East parts
01 the Java Sea

Exploralory Scheme lor Ihe Recrultmenl and Mlgratlon 01 Ihe maln Pelaglc Specles
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Qua,t., 1 : March-May

Qua,t.,2 : June -August

Qua,t.,3 : September

November
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Figure 6

MOVEMENT OF FISH "TYPE

TWO"(O. RUSSELLI ANO R.
MNAGURTA) IN THE JAVA SEA
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2.2 Average slze of the catch 165
To clarify the background we decided to smooth the presentation 01 the data Irom a monthly
to aquarterly basis by setting June-August period as aquarter. Also, this way enabled us to
reduce errors caused by the differences in lishing dates 01 the sampled boats and gave a
more real biological description.

We apply this procedure on the six species caught by the two types 01 seiners. Length
at which the cumulative catch reaches SO % is determined Irom the graph. Proximity
values are presented in annex 1.

Filty per cent 01 the seiners catch consist 01 juveniles approximately less than one year old and
still immature. The low values 01 the probability 01 capture are mainly caused by two lactors.

• First, the entering 01 a huge recruitment occurs in the lishery Irom June to August which
significantly inlluences the shape 01 the distribution.

• Second, the presence 01 young lish Irom June to December 1993, probably caused by
changes in the salinity prolile in the Java Sea.

This method gives rough estimates because some graphs are plotted Irom a mixture or
asymmetric distribution data. Nevertheless, the non gaussian type 01 the distribution is believed
to be the real one and is lound in nature. Statistically, the polymodal dislribution would raise some
problems in estimation, but, in the context of the application lo Virtual Population Analysis model
those can be ignored.

Due mainly to lishing tactics the large seiners catch bigger lish than the medium seiners do.

CONCLUSION

The spatial distribution 01 the size 01 the main pelagic species in the Java Sea is related to
hydrographic conditions and to lile cycle olthespecies. The gradient observed in the average
size is related to physiological characteristics common to almost al! pelagic species. 11
lishermen knew this pattern and would not select the size ollish in lishing grounds, the length
compos~ion would represent the length compos~ion 01 the population in the sea.

The boundaries 01 the stocks units, at least lor the oceanic pelagic species caught in the Java
Sea, extend eastward beyond the Java Sea until South-East Sulawesi.

However, to apply the analytical model with the catch at length, the total number 01 the same
unloaded species, Irom lisheries exploiting the same stocks outside and inside the Java Sea,
should be considered.

Annex I (next page8)

LENGTH (FL : FIRST LENGTH) PROXIMATE AT 50 % OF THE PROBABIUTY OF CAPTURE

DUGAAN PANJANG PACA PELUANG 500/0 TERTANGKAP

Le,t page:

Top : Decapterus russe/ll. Allddle: Decapterus macrosoma, BoNom: Rastre/liger kanagurta

Rlght page:
Top : Amblygaster sirm. Allddle: Selar crumenophthalmus. Botrom : SardineJJa gibbosa

Exploratory Scheme tor the Recrultment and Mlgratlon o, the maln Pelaglc Specles
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172 ABSTRAer
Físhing strategíes and tactícs are related to the knowledge físhermen have about environ
ment, to the behavíor of the fish and to the socío-economical factors which affect the físhery.

The físhermen knowledge ís applíed to the strategy (time scale from the trips -Iess than one
month up to one year), and to the tactícs whích ís the way físh are caught (time scale, físhing
operations). The strategy of the Javanese fishermen is highly correlated wíth the monsoons
regime. The a~ernatíon of these seasons induces changes ín the abundance of fish in the Java
Sea. Fishermen choose their fishing areas according to the fluctuatíon of the abundance.

Before 1992, the trip strategy was to choose one fishing ground and to spend all the físhíng
days in thís zone. Sínce then, sorne technícal changes have appeared. AII fishíng vessels are
now equipped wíth radío and the strategy is to prospect two or three fishíng zones duríng one
trip. The strategy which was an índivídual one is becomíng afleet one. But even now the aim
ís to be at sea duríng the new moon when the catch ís believed to be hígher.

Because of the fish behavíor and of the vessels they use, the fishing tactic of the Javanese
físhermen consists of concentrating the fish by means of Fish Aggregating Devíces (FAD)
and lamps. During the first development stage of this físhery the FAD had the main role in
aggregating the físh. Since 19881amps have replaced the FAD ín this functíon. The number
of set by níght wíll vary from one ín full moon to two ín new moon. Seiners are not randomly
dístríbuted ín the físhíng grounds.

Strategi dan taktik penangkapan ada/ah berhubungan dengan pengetahuan a/ami dari
ne/ayan, tingkah /aku ikan yang akan ditangkap dan faktorsosia/ekonomiyang mempengaruhi
perikanan.

Pengetahuan tersebut diterapkan da/am pengaturan strategi dan taktikpenangkapan untuk
penangkapan ikan. Strategi penangkapan ne/ayan Jawa sangat berhubungan dengan
musim muson. Pergantian musim mempengaruhiperubahan kelimpahan ikan di Laut Jawa.
Ne/ayan akan memilih daerah penangkapan menurut naik turunnya ikan yang tersedia pada
daerah tersebut. Sebe/um 1992, da/am satu trip dipilih hanya satu daerah penangkapan.
Se/anjutnya sete/ah kapa/-kapa/ di/engkapi denganradio, maka da/am satu trip dapat
beroperasipada beberapa daerah penangkapan. Pada bufan baru penangkapan meningkat
dengan harapan hasil tangkapan /ebih baik.

Sesuai dengan tingkah /aku ikan dan kondisi kapa/, maka dipakai rumpon dan /ampu untuk
mengumpu/kan ikan. Pada awa/nya rumpon mempunyaiperanan yang penting dan sete/ah
tahun 1988 peranan tersebut digantikan o/eh /ampu. Jum/ah tawur per ma/am berbeda,
tergantung apakah saat itu bufan penuh atau bufan baru. Penyebaran kapa/ pada suatu
daerah penangkapan ada/ah tidak acak.

Fishermen want to catch the fish ín the most efficíent way ín order to maxímize the tíme they
spend at sea and raise theír prom. To achieve thís goal, they are wíllíng to quíckly adopt new
technologíes. The íntroduction of the seine ín the Java Sea was atechnological ímprovement
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174 which allowed the Javanese fishermen to físh all along the year and to have a higher catch
compared w~h the catch of traditional nets such as "payanga

.

Fishermen rely on their knowledge of the environment and of the fish behavior then they apply
it to the fishing strategíes and tactics. The fishing strategies are related to mid and long time
scales (Ferraris, 1993) such as the trips or the yearly occupation of the fishing space by the
fisheries. They are aset of coordinate actions to track and find the fish. The fishing tactics are
related to short time scale, mainly the fishing operation to catch fish.

In this paper, we analyze the strategies and fishing tactics of the Javanese seiners fisheries.
We used the data collected by the Project since 1985, as we know the number of trips by
fishing ground only since that year. We also performed monthly enquiries among the fishing
masters of large, medium and mini seiners.

FISHING STRATEGIES

Three times scales can be used to understand the fishing strategies followed by the seiners
fisheries of the Java Sea; a long-term one (historical evolution), a mid-term one (yearly
occupation of the space) and a short-term one (trip).

1.1 Long-term strategy : Occupation of the availabJe space.

Since ~s implementation in 1971, the seiners fisheries continuously extend the prospected
space. The large seiners fishery had two extension phases;

• In the first one, from 1973 to 1985, lhe fishery occupied lhe whole Java Sea above 50m
deep. Concentrated on the trad~ional fishing grounds until1982, il exlended its fishíng
zones eastward to Masalembo, Matasiri and Kangean (fig. 1).

• In lhe second one, from 1986 to 1988, lhe seiners left lhe fishing grounds of the Java
Sea to extend eastward lo lhe Makassar Straít, and northward lo the South China Sea.
First, localed in the fishing grounds of the Central Java Sea, lhe medium seiners which
appeared in 1987 al Pekalongan extended eastward lo Masalembo and Matasiri since
1990.

1.2 Mid-term strategy : Use of the space.

It is based on the yearly occupalion of the space and differs from one fishery to another.

• URGE SEINERS.

The stralegy of large seiners is to change físhing grounds according lo lhe environmenlal
condilions and lo lhe fish accessibility. A multivariable analysis in principal componenls of lhe
number of lrips according lo lhe fishing grounds since 1985 shows lhal lhe scheme is almosl lhe
same year after year (fig. 2). From January lo April lhe vessels are concenlrated on lhe Makassar
Slrail grounds. In April-May lhey move lo lhe grounds of lhe Soulh China Sea. In Augusl lhey
come back on lhe Cenlral Java Sea fishing grounds close lo the landing places and move
eastward as the North-West monsoon approaches. In December lhey reach lhe easlem limil of
lhe Java Sea (fig. 3). At lhe time being, half of lhe fishing year is spent oulside the Java Sea.
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Large Seiners Trips (1992)

Large Selners Trlps (1989)

• MEOIUM SllE SEINERS

These seiners stay along the
year in the Java Sea and
followa strategy used by the
large seiners before 1985. In
May-June, when the fish ac
cessibility is low, they lay up
or dock. They start fishing in
July-August on grounds
close to the landíng places.
Until December they move
eastward as the larga sein
ers do. From Januaryto April
they stay close to the coast
because of the bad weather
(strong winds) (fig. 5).

However, this strategy can be
easily adapted. Sometimes,
when the environmental con
ditions prevailing in the Java
Sea are not good (1989) the
fishing vessels spend more
time outside the Java Sea (fig.
4a). Similarly, due to low rain
falls during the first months of
the year or to a delay in the
beginning of the North-West
monsoon, the oceanic waters
enter lar in the Java Sea and
the lish is lound in the lishing
grounds c10se to the landíng
places (1992). In this case
the lishing vessels stay
longer on these lishing
grounds (lig. 4b) .

• MINI SEINERS

The mini seiners based along
the northern coast of the Java
Island move along the coast
toward the Sunda Strait and
the Salí Strait (lig. 6). During
the July-December period
they remain in the vicinily 01
Iheirregistration places. From

East Java
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Central Java
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Figure 6
MINI SEINERS FISHING GROUNDS ALONG THE YEAR

PERIKANAN MINI PURSE SEINE, DAERAH PENANGKAPAN MENURUT
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MEDIUM SEINERS FISHING GROUNDS ALONG THE YEAR.
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January to April, lhe mini sein
ers 01 the province of East
Java move to the Madura
Strait and the western part of
the Java Island in order to
avoid the rough conditions of
the Java Sea. In May-June
they leave the Java Sea and
reach the Bali or Sunda Strait
as during the "Musim 5epi"
(quiet monsoon) the Java Sea
seems to be empty 01 fish.

To avoid the prevailing winds
of the monsoons, the mini
seiners of South Kalimantan
migrate from around the Laut
Island during the North-West
monsoon and to the "Mata
siri" archipelago during the
South-East monsoon.

Sorne of them can change
fishing gear according to the
target species. The Laut Is
land fishermen use seines
for the mackerel season
which occurs from Novem
ber to April (Rastrellíger
kanagurta and Rastrelliger
brachysoma) and gill nets to
fish smalltunas.ln Bulu, the
fishermen change the bunt
of the seine according to the
target species.

1.3 Short-term
strategy: The trip

• LARGE SEINERS.

Since radio (S.S.B.) has been
set on the vessels board, the
fishery has changed from an
individual to a fleet strategy.
Before 90-91, the vessels
did not prospect more than
one fishing ground per trip.



178 W~h the radio, they use apackstrategy. Seiners from a same fishing company prospect
different fishing grounds. When one of Ihem fínd the fish ~ calls the olhers which Ihen
concenlrale on Ihis area. When Ihe catch decreases they spread again on several fishing
grounds in orderto find the físh. W~h this expansion-contraction strategy they can survey
two or three fishíng grounds during the trip. For a few years the strategy was lo stay at
sea until the vessels were full. Nowadays, most of the owners can call their vessels and
ask them to come back to the landing places when the price of the fish is high. But, the
strategy is still to be at sea around the new moon when the catch is believed to be higher.

• MEDfuM SEINERS.

These vessels still spend most of the trips on the same fishing ground and land in the
registration place. They stay 8 to 10 days at sea, their strategy being to landfresh fish.

• MINI SEINERS.

The strategy is adapted to the target species.lf they catch small tunas or mackerels, they
only stay one day at sea, looking for fish during daytime.

For the ones which catch small pelagic as scads, sardines and mackerels, the strategy
is to maximize the benefit of the trip. They can stay at sea up to eight days even if they
only have 4 days food and water stocks. Staying along their FAD they sell their catch at
sea to some buyers coming on small boats who provide them some food and fue!.

2. FISHING TACTICS :"

Traditionally the Indonesian fishermen used the FADs or "rumpon" to catch fish. Around
1950, the use of light (paraffin pressure lamps) spreads. AII the seiners fisheries in Indonesia
use these tools widespread in Asia. In the seiners fisheries ofthe Java Sea lamps and rafts are
combined. More often, the fishing operation takes place at night (Potier et al., 1992) after
aggregation of the fish.

2.1 Traditional Fishing tactics

The tactic is similarfor all the fisheries and only differs in small details. It can be divided in two
parts; the mooring of the rafts and the fishing operation itse~.

• MOORING Of THE RAFTS.

The choice of the rafts on a fishing ground depends on the color and the transparency of
the water. A good fishing ground should be with transparent and deep-blue colored
waters. The catch of fish with lines around old rafts or the observation of shoals at the
surface just before dusk are good indicators.

Until 1988 the large seiners used to moor around 12 rafts on the same fishing ground.
Now, the number decreasesto fourorfive rafts, moored several nautical miles aparto They
are laid according to compass bearings the first one used as astarting point, and marked
w~h distinguishing flags to identify the parent vessel. The rafts remain there for several
fishing trips (two to three months) until they deteriorate.

Mini seiners often mooronly one raftwhich can stay five to six months in activity. This raft
is moored 20 to 30 nautical miles of the coas!. It is not usad before 3 to 4days, average time
to get colonized. However, sometimes the sets occur the first night after the raft is moored.
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Figure 7

\

DIFFERENT PHASES OF A PURSE SEINE SEr

URUTI\N OPERASONAI. PENANGKAPAN DENGAN PUASE 5ElNE

• FISHING OPERATION.

Choice of the "rumpon": it
starts in the afternoon when
the vessel inspects the rafts.
Every time lines are laid on,
the raft in which ·the catch is
the best or around which
shoals have been seen is
chosen. Before anchoring
close to the raft, the vessel
moves to find the best posi
tion according to the current
and to the wind. The raft is
secured with a rope remain
ing 10 to 20 m behind the
stern of the vessel. As soon
as mooring is done, before
dusk (17h15-17h45), lamps
are turned on and their sup
porting framework lowered
to the horizontal so that they
shine down into the sea. Mini
seiners leave their landing
place at 14hOO-15hOO to be
near their raft at dusk. After
mooring they light on some
paraffin pressure lamps
placed on the raft.

Hauling the "rumpon": the
setting starts by hauling the
raft (fig. 7A) which is put on
board with the bailas!. The
upper part of the line, around
18m, is laid on and placed
along the hull. Paraffin pres
sure lamps are placed on
floats in the water. Every 2
minutes thevessels lights are
gradually turned off.

Setting: the vessel weighs
anchor and moves away
from the raft.1t moves arou nd
the raft following the infor
mations given by the "Juru
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The mini seiners catch the
small pelagic species as
scads and sardines in the
same way. To catch small
tunas and mackerels they
tísh during the day "at sight"
when the shoals are near
the surface. At nightthey can
catch sorne mackerels (Ras
trel/iger brachysoma). The
tishermen look tor the lumi
nescence coming 1rom the
shoals 01 this species.

arus" (current master) about
the current direction and the
1ish posnion .

Starting leeward, the net is
shot over the stern (1ig. 78)
while one 1isherman in the
water, wnh an in11ated inner
tube, holds on to a bamboo
pole attached to the 110ating
tine and acts as a marker
buoy. In order to be seen in
the dark he carries an elec
tric torcho The net is shot in a
circle at 1ull speed, the bam·
boo pole and the 1/oating line
are picked up at the bow.
The boat is kept leeward1rom
the net so that it does not
drift ¡nto n. The setting op
eration is very 1ast, 3 min
utes10rtheshooting,15 min
utes 10r the purse line haul
ing (1ig. 7e) and 35 minutes
to 10rm the bag (1ig. 70). Ac
cording to the moan one or
two sets will take place dur
ing the night (80ely et al.,
1988). Setting times are usu
ally between 11 p.m. and 1
a.m. and between 3a.m. and
5 a.m. (1ig. 8).
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1812.2 Evolution of the
traditional tactic
It only occurs in the medium
and large seiners fisheries .

• LIGHT FISHING

Since 1987, the use of auxil
iary generators has widely
replaced the paraffin pres
sure lamps formerly used in
the large seiners fishery,
most of the vessels carrying
12-36 lamps of 200-1000
watts. First using mercury
lamps, sorne are now using
enclosed halogen floodlights.

Today the Iight in~ializes the
concentration and the raft
only helps to the aggrega
tion and the setting. The tra
d~ional roles of these tools
have been ¡nverted (fig. 9).
Fish search is still done late
afternoon. When the fishing
master estimates an area
good, he stops the boat. The
lights are turned on before
dusk. Two rafts called
"1endak" are moored at the
stern and the bow of the boat
respectively. Before setting,
they are hauled on board.
The upper part of the one
placed at the stern is moored
again and the setting occurs in
the same way as before.

• PACK FISHING.

Wheneverfishermen go at
sea they try to find the fish
ing area where fish is most
abundant. To achieve this
aim radio communication
is very helpful. The fishing
vessels adopt a ·pack"
strategy. They can track
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182 the fish in several fishing grounds during a trip. The distribution of the fishing vessels
in the fishing areas is highly related to this strategic change.

To illustrate these changes, some visual and radar observations made during acoustic
cruíses in the fishing grounds add to the informations collected during enquiries on the field.
The survey of these distributions consísted of the following method. The trips made on Bawal
Putih I followed atransect line Semarang-Matasiri. This line goes through the fishing area of
medium and large seiners in the Java Sea. At night, when the fishing vessels are grouped,
theirspotting is easy. According to the size ofthe clusters they can be detected 30-35 nautical
miles away. When the distance between Bawal Putih I and these clusters is less than 15
nautical miles, the position of each fishing vessels is noted with the help of the radar.

In October and November 1992, large clusters of purse-seiners were observed South of the
Matasiri Island and in April1993 South the Midai Island (South China Sea). In October 1992
and April1993 their movements were observed during several days. Such clusters consisted
of 36 vessels in October and 79 vessels in April. They make up patches of 20 to 30 nautical
miles in surface (fig. 10A and 10B). The number of light spots echoed by the radar control
allow us to confirm that most of the observed vessels were in fishing operation. In such
clusters, the average distance between the seiners is 1.4 nautical miles and the maximal 4
nautical miles. Sometimes seiners ara less than ha~ a nautica~ mile apart (fig. 11 A and 11 B).

From such obsarvalions, we can assess that lhe tishing vessels ara nol randomly distribuled
in afishing area. Using this strategy, even if lheirfishing zona is not located over areas where
lhe fish abundance is lhe highesllhey can exploil a fishing ground lo ils maximum level.

The average surface of attraclion of the fishing vessels is not yel known and we don'l know
~ such aslralegy leads to acompetition among the físhing vessels for lhe aggregation of the fish.

• •
The use of rafts in a fishery sets the question.of their presence and their utility. In the case
of lhe Javanese seiners fisheries several inlerpretations can be given :

• Firsl, the seiners are nol able to físh at "sight" shoals seen at the surface because of
their low spaed.
• Second, shoals are small and not numerous. Fish is often scattered.

In both cases, it has to be aggregated and fixed before being fished. Thís is a problem of
resource availability. The fluctuation of the number of rafts in an area can also reflects the fish
accessibility. More numerous are the rafts less is the físh accessibility and vice versa. The
evolution of the tactics sinca 1987 sets the two aspects of the question .. ln a first approach
the increasing use of electric lamps could be away to increase the fish vulnerability because
there would be abetter aggregation around the boat. In asecond approach, the replacement
of rafts by lighls could be linked to a change in the fish accessibility since 1990-1991.
Changes in strategy and tactic happen when the físheries have to face difficulties as
stagnation or decrease of the catch (tig. 12).

The mini seiners still use the traditional methods of the Javanese físhermen and don't show
any innovative tendencies.
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184 Figure 12
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These different behaviors seem related to geographical and economical reasons. In Central
Java there are rivers where seiners can easily enterand land theircatch. Before the trawl ban,
these landing centers were used by traw/ers owned by ethnic Chinese ofthe Sumatra Island.
When the trawl ban became effective they heavily invested in the seiners fishery. Comíng
from ethnic groupsfishing for many centuries, they are open to technological innovations and
can adopt them very quickly. In East Java, the owners are small operators which are unable
to híghly ¡nvest. nis difficult for them to adopt the new technics.

In the actual state of the technology the seiners fisheries in the Java Sea exploit all the space
available. As the knowledge of Javanese fishermen about environment and fish behavior is
quite good, the fishing strategies and tactics are efficient. The fishing pressure is high on the
prospected fishing grounds. A new evolution will be only possible with changes at high cost
not only leadíng changes in fishing strategy but also in economic and commercial ones.

BOELYT., POTIER M. and NURHAKIM S., 1988. Study on the big purse selners lishery in the Java Sea.
11I. The fishing method. J. Mar. Res. Fish. Inst., 47, 69-86.

FERRARIS J. etSAMBA A., 1992. Variabilittl delapliche artisanalestlntlgalaise etstatistique exploratoire.
SEMINFOR 5, ORSTOM, Montpellier, 169-190.

FERRARIS J., 1993. Dtlmarchemtlthodologique pourl'analyse des comportements tactiques etstrattlgiques
duplicheur artisan stlntlgalais. Table ronde "Questions sur la c1ynamique de I'exploitation
halieutique", ORSTOM, 21p.

POTlER M., BOELY T. et PETlT D., 1992. La pkhe á la s9flne en Mer de Java. Les dspositifs agrtlgatifs et
I'attraction lumineuse. Action lncitaIive Comportement agrégatif, ORSTOM Montpellier, 11-21.
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FISHERIES :
PRELIMINARY

OBSERVATIONS
ON SMALL SEINE NETS

EXPLOITATION.

T. HARIATI,
MARIA M. WAHYONO,

SUWARSO,
D. KRISSUNARI.

The small seines such as payang, lampara and the small purse seine fisheries have an
important role in explo~ing the small pelagic fishes in the North coast of Java. In orderto have
abasic knowledge ofthis fisheries several aspects such asthe catch, the effort and the CPUE
as well as the catch composition and the size composition have been studied.

The resu~s show that the catch compos~ion of the small seiners from Eretan Wetan and
Rembang is different from the catch of the large purse seiners from the same origin, while in
Brondong it is almost similar. It is supposed to be due to the fishing grounds prospected. The
catch, the effort and CPUE of the small seiners tend to increase from 1990 to 1992. Most of
their catch consists of immature fish.

Perikanan payang, lampara danpurse minimempunyaiperananpentingdalampengusahaan
ikan pelagis kecil di Laut Jawa. Untuk mendapatkan pengetahuan dasar dari perikanan

North Java Coa.t FI.herl.. : Prellmlnary Ob.ervatlon. on Small Net. Exploltatlon



186 tersebut beberapa aspek seperti hasil tangkapan, hasil tangkapan per unit upaya seperti
juga komposisi hasil tangkapan dan komposisi ukuran hasi/ tangkapan te/ah dipe/ajari.

Hasil pengamatan menunjukan bahwa komposisi hasil tangkapan yang didaratkan di Eretan
Wetan dan Rembang ada/ah berbeda dengan komposisi hasi/ tangkapan purse seine
besar, sedangkan komposisi yang didaratkan di Brondong tidak menunjukan
perbedaan. Hasi/ tangkapan dan hasi/ tangkapan per unit upaya cenderung meningkat
dari tahun 1990 sampai tahun 1992. Sebagian besar dari hasi/ tangkapan purse mini
merupakan ikan·ikan yang be/um matang te/uro

Coastal small pelagic lishes 01 the Java Sea are mainly exploited by seine nets such as small
purse seine, Danish seine (payang), and encircling net (lampara). These lisheries are
important and contribute to more than 50% 01 the total production 01 small pelagic, in the
whole Java Sea. During this period the average catch was 79 800 tons.

The small purse seines were introduced bylishermen lrom the province 01 EastJava and then
extended to the provinces 01 Central and West Java. The lishing grounds are located in
shallow waters (20 - 50 m) along the northern coast 01 the Java Island (Iig. 1) up lO Biawak,
Karimunjava, Bawean, Masa/embo, and Kangean (Iig. 2a, p. 17). The Danish seine is the
traditional net 01 the Javanese lishermen and is used along the northern coast 01 Java since
1950. The "lampara" or encircling net is a modilication 01 the Danish seine and it operates in
the same areas as this last one.

The small purse seiners operating along the north coast 01 Java are typically 12 - 17 mtotal
length wrth a gross tonnage 01 14 GT and powered with one or two ou1board engines. The
length 01 the seine net is usually 300 m. Vessels which carry Danish seine and encircling net
are smaller, 4 to 11 m long with 10 GT and are powered by outboard or inboard engine.

In 1991, 1555 small purse seines were counted on the North coast 01 the Java Island, while
both Danish seínes and encircling nets consisted 015748 units. Most lishermen are lrom
Madura Island, East Java (Lamongan, Tuban) and Central Java (Rembang, Batang, and
Pemalang). They land in the province 01 East Java at Pasongsongan (regency 01 Sumenep,
Madura), Brondong, Kranji, Labuhan, Weru (Lamongan) and Bulu (Tuban) but also in Central
Java at Tasík Agung and Sarang (Rembang), Tayu (Pati), Bulu (Jepara), Klidang Lor
(Batang) and Pemalang, as well as in the province 01 West Java at Dadap and Eretan Wetan
(Indramayu), Blanakan (Subang), Muara Angke (Jakarta) up to Labuan on the coast 01 the
Sunda Strait (Widodo and Mahisworo, 1991). This paper tries to give a basic knowledge 01
small seine nets fisheries in the coastal waters of the Java Sea.

Data used in this study consists of total catches per fish commercial category,number 01
trips, number 01 days at sea, and fishing grounds explorted by these nets. They were collected
at three landing places : Eretan Wetan (Indramayu, West Java), Tasik Agung (Rembang,
Central Java), and Brondong (Lamongan, East Java) as shown in ligure 1.
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188 Catch data was collected from daily landing books (buku bakul). Usually the Danish seines
and the encircling nets catches are mixed in the statistics. The fishing grounds of the vessels
were obtained from enquiries to the fishermen. Only the number of trips is available at the
landing places. Nevertheless the effort of the three fishing gear devices is expressed as an
estimate of the number of days at sea which is derived from the number of trips, muhiplied
by the average of days at sea pertrip known from asample of boats. The CPUE is expressed
in kgs/days at sea. Some length frequencies measurements (FL: Fork Length) we¡e made
during some months in these landing places. They give afirst figure ofthe catch demographic
structure of these nets.

2. CATCH AND EFFORT

2.1 Total catch

The annual catch landed in the three landing places is presented in table I . The catch
of the mini-seines tends to increase while the catch of Danish seines and encircling
nets stays stable or decreases slightly. This can be explained by the tendency of the
small scale fishermen along the North coast of Java to replace the Danish seines
which are their traditional fishing device by small seines as this device is believed to
have a better efficiency. In Brondong the catch recorded in table I is not a real figure
as a large part of the mini-seines and Danish seines catch is not recorded in these
categories. It is due to the factthat most of the catch is bought at sea by traders called
"gendong" which sale it later at different landing places. Usually the trader uses his
own vessel and collects the catch of several fishing boats. During his trip it supplies
the fishing vessels with food and fu el to allow them to stay longer on the fishing 9rou nd.

Table I

CATCH (IN TONS) LANoEO BY SMALl SEINES NETS IN THAEE LANolNG PLACES

ON THE NORTH COAST OF JAVA.

HASlL TANGII<M'AN (TON) YANG olDl'RATKAN a.EH PURSESElNE KECn., PAYAJ-KJ DAN

LAMPARA PADA TlGA oAERAH PEN)ARATAN DI PANTAI UTARA JAW
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The seiners and Danish seines which usually stay at sea two to three days, can extend 189
their trips up to one week. In 1992, a survey made at Brondong estimates that more
than 50% of the vessels which landed fish there were "gendong" vessels.

1.2 C8tch
compositlon

The sardines (Sardinella spp.) are the main species caught by the small seines in
Eretan and Rembang (fig. 2 and 4). The catch composition of the Danish seines is
more varied and the category "diverse or others" dominates the catch (fig. 3). In
Brondong (fig. 5), the scads (Decapterus spp.) domínate the catch of the two fishing
gears. That difference in composition is due to the various locations of the fishing
grounds and the different fishing tactics. In Eretan and Rembang, the fishing grounds
are close to the coast (10 to 30 nautical miles) and located in the western and central
part of the Java Sea. In Brondong, the fishing grounds are more offshore (30 to 50
oautical miles from the coast) and located in the central and eastern part of the Java
Sea. As in the Java Sea pelagic distribution is based mostly on its tolerance to the
salinity, the catch composition varies according to the location of the fishing grounds.

Figure 2

CATCH COMPOSITION OF 5MAU.

PElAOIC SPECIES lANDED BY

MINI PUASE SEINES IN EAETAN

IN 1992
KOMPOSISI HASL TANOKAPAN

!KAN PB..AOIS KECL YANO DI

DARATl<AN OlEH PUASE SEJNE

MINI DI EAETAN, TAHUN 1992
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Figure 3

CATCH COMPOSITION

OF 5MAU. PELAOIC SPECIES

LANCEO BY

OANISH 5EINES

IN EAETAN IN 1992
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lAMPARA DI EAETAN, TAHUN

1992
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190 When the fleet uses "rumpon"
(Fish Aggregating Device) as
in Brondong where the small
and Danish seines use this
fishing tactic along the year,
the catch is dominated by the
scads and the catch compo
s~ion is comparable to the
large and medium seiners.
This is not the case in Eretan
and Rembang where this tac
tic is used only during the
"musim ¡kan" (fish season)
from August to January. The
rest of the year, mainly be
tween April and July, lamps
are used alone and sardines
(Sardinella gibbosa) , mack
erel (R. brachysoma) as well
as rainbow sardines (Dussu
mieria acuta) form the bulk of
the catch. Among the scads
D. russelli are captured in
great quantity in Eretan and
Rembang, while D. macro
soma is rarely found there.

1.3 Effort

The total effort of the fleet
shows great annual varia
tions due to the fact that
small purse seines and
Danish seines migrate
along the northern coast of
Java. The number of ves
seis which land in every
harbor can vary a lot from
year to year.

In Eretan the peak of activ
ity occurs from September
to February (fig. 6). From
1991 to 1992, 3 was the
average number of days at
sea per trip for Danish and
encircling net seines.

~ A. sirm
~ s. leplo/epis
ITIJ] Sardinel/a spp

D R. brechyosom8

lSSi R. kenergute
m S.crumenophthalmus
~ Decapterus spp

• Others

Figure 4
CATCH COMPOSITION OF BMALL PELAGIC SPECIES LANOEO BY MINI

PUASE SEINES IN REMBANG IN 1989
KOMPOSISI HASIL TANGKAPAN IKAN PELAGIS KECIL YANG OIOARATKAN

OLEH PURSE SEINE MINI DI REMBANG, TAHUN 1989

L\l!l Auxis 5pP
~ Scomberomorus sp

m:n Rastrelliger spp
o s. gibboss

ml Of1cspterus 6pP
• S.crumenophthslmus

Figure 5
CATCH COMPOSITION OF SMALL PELAGIC SPECIES LANOEO IN

BRONOONG IN 1992
KOMPOSISI HASIL TANGKAPAN IKAN PELAGIS KECIL YANG OIOARATKAN

DI BRONOONG, TAHUN 1992
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Figure 6
DAYS AT SEA OF PAYANG ANO MINI PURSE SEINES LANOING AT

ERETAN, INDRAMAYU

LAMA HARI DILAUT DARI PAYANG DAN PURSE SEINE MINI YANG

MENDARAT 01 ERETAN, INORAMAYU



191The mini-seines trips lasted
longer, from 5 days in 90 - 91
to 10days in 92. Butthisvalue
has to be corrected since me
dium seiners from Pekalon
gan started to land in Eretan,
this port being closer to the
Biawak Island lishing ground.
These vessels stayfrom 10 to
15 days at sea and are regis
tered in the mini-seiners cat
egory. It explains the sharp
increase in days at sea no
ticed in 1991 and 1992.

o Payang
• Mini puras .sine

J FMAMJJASOND
Month (1992)

50

200

250.----------------------,

Figure 7
DAYS AT SEA OF PAYANG ANO MINI PURSE SEINES LANDING AT

BRONDONG, EAST JAVA

LAMA HARI DILAUT DARI PAYANG DAN PURSE SEINE MINI YANG

MENDARAT DI BRONDONG, JAWA TIMUR
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JFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASOND

Month (1990 - 1992)
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" Pey..ng
• Mini purse .sine

In Rembang lhe peak of ac
tiv~ is the same as in Eretan
and the trips of mini-seiners
lasl one day or more exactly
one night fishing. The ves
seis leave the landing place
between 3 and 4 pm. and
come back between 4 and 5
amo to sale their catch.

In Brondongthe peakol activ
~ is registered in May - July
larmini-seines and in May and
Septemberfor Danish seines
(fig. 7). But, ~ is difficun to
obtain an accurate view ofthe
effort exerted by these fleets
as most of the fishing vessels
do not return always to their
landing place.

o N OJ
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" Payang
• Mini purae Reine

~1.2

~
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~
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Figure 8
CPUE OF PAYANG ANO MINI PURSE SEINE, LANDING AT ERETAN

WETAN, INDRAMAYU

HASIL TANGKAPAN PERUNIT UPAYA DARI PAYANG DAN PURSE SEINE

MINI YANG DIDARATKAN DI ERETAN WETAN, INDRAMAYU

Figure 9

1.4 Catch per
unit effort

The CPUE of th~se f1eets
tended to increase from 90
to 92 showing a great sea
sonality (fig. 8and 9). During
the first part of the year from

CPUE (TONs/DAY) OF PAYANG ANO MINI PURSE SEINE LANDING Januaryto Junethe CPUE is
AT BRONDONG, EAsT JAVA

HASIL TANGKAPAN PER UNIT UPAYA DARI PAYANG DAN PURSE SEINE usually low, as in the second
MINI YANG DIDARATKAN DI BRONDONG, JAWA TIMUR part ~ reaches high value.

Norlh Java Coasl Flsherles ; Prellmlnary Observatlons on Small Neis Explollatlon
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194 In Eretan Wetan CPUE values reached 700 kgslday lor small seines in September 92 and
250 kgslday lor Danish seine during the same period.ln Brondong the In Eretan Wetan CPUE
values reached 700 kgs/day lor small seines in September 92 and 250 kgslday lor Danish
seine during the same period in Brondong the CPUE 01 small seines is higher, reaching 1.5
tons/day in September 92.

In the sameway theannual effortshows agreatseasonalitywhích is acharacteristic 01 alllisheries
in the Java Sea.

Due to the lew length Irequencies measuring, they were grouped by year. As shown in ligure
10, there are no signilicant differences between the landíng places, the average length
varying between 10 to 14 cm, except lor R. kanagurta whose average length ranges between
14 and 18 cm. Comparing with values lound lorthe large purse seine Ileet, the average length
01 the lish caught by the small purse seine and Danish seine Ileets is smaller.

As the lishing grounds 01 these Ileets are close to the coast in waters with high salin~y

f1uctuations they tend to lish on young indivíduals which are olten more euryhaline than the
older individuals. In term 01 exploitation and management ~ is important to note such a lact
as the catch 01 these fleets consísts 01 immature lish only (Iig. 11).

2 . I Z E e-Q M P O S I ir JO N

The three landing places selected lor this study can be considered as representative 01 the
small seine nets lisheries on the North coast 01 Java. The catch composition 01 the landings
at Eretan Wetan and Rembang is different lrom the large purse seine catch, while in
Brondong it is almost similar. The catch, the elfort and the CPUE tend to increase. Most 01
their catch consist 01 immature lish. As they play an important rolelorthe coastal commun~ies
and are a receptacle 01 manpower, this lisheries ought to be studied more in depth.
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OFTHE LARGE
AND MEDIUM

SEINERS FISHERIES

M. POTIER, B. SADHOTOMO

REPAIRING THE NET

MENJURAI DAN MEMPERBAIKI JARING

ABSTRACT
Since the trawl ban in 1980
pelagic species arethe main
resources exploned in the
Java Sea by numerous fish
eries. Among those the
purse-seinefisheries arethe
main ones. The large and
medium seiners Iocated in
the province of Central Java
are heavily involved in this
exploitation. The fleets con
sisting of wooden vessels
prospect the Java Sea, the
Makassar Strait and the
southern part of the South
China Sea.

Pekalongan and Juwana are
the main centers where 70%
of the vessefs gather and
90%ofthe catch islanded.lf

..•. . the activity in Pekalongan is
ExploltllUon of the L.rge .nd Medlum Selnera Flaherlea



196 high since 1976 it is new in Juwana and related to the displacement of the main fishing
grounds to the eastern part of the Java Sea.

Since 1979, the landing ofthe seiners has increased fourtimes reaching 155 000 tons in 1992.
Among the thirty species caught bythe seiners seven species form 90% of the landings. Two
species of scads are the main targets ofthe explo~ation and represent up to 60% of the catch.
Mackerels, sardines and big eyes scads are the other species caught in great number by the
seiners. Their importance in the Jandings varies according to the years. These specíes are
part of different populations w~h different ecological needs. According to the environment
and the geographlc location of the catch, they are more or less exploited by the seíners. The
fishing pressure is high on the coastal and neritic populations and lower on the oceanic
populations. Modelization ofthese resources is difficun as sorne parameters are stilllacking.

Sejak larangan trawl pada tahun 1980, íkan-íkan pelagís adalah sumber daya utama yang
díusahakan dí Laut Jawa, dímana sumber daya tersebut díusahakan oleh bermacam-macam
alat tangkap. Díantara alat tangkap yang ada, purseseíne merupakan alat tangkap utama. Purse
seíne besardan sedang yangberada dí PropínsíJawa Tengah mempunyaíperanan yang palíng
pentíngdídalam pengusahaan sumberdaya tersebut. Armadapurseseíne terdírídaríkapalkayu
yang beroperasí díseluruh Laut Jawa, Selat Makassar dan bagían Selatan Laut Cína Selatan.
Pekalongan dan Juwana merupakan pusat darí penangkapan purse seíne, 90% darí hasíl
tangkapan dídaratkan dísana dan 70% daríkapal-kapalpurseseíne berasaldarí Pekalongan
dan Juwana. Kegíatan dí Pekalongan sangat tínggísejak tahun 1976, sedangkan díJuwana
berkembang belum lama setelah daerah penangkapan bergeser lebih ke Tímur Laut Jawa.

Sejak tahun 1979 íkan yang dídaratkan oleh purse seíne mencapaí 155.000 ton pada tahun
1992. Díantara tíga puluh species yang tertangkap, 7specíes díantaranya merupakan 90%
darí hasíl tangkapan yang dídaratkan. Dua specíes íkan layang merupakan tujuan
penangkapan dan mencapaí60% daríhasíltangkapan. Banyar, Síro dan Bentong merupakan
specíes laín yang tertangkap cukup banyak oleh purse seíne. Berdasarkan tahun, jumlah
masíng-masing species yang tertangkap sangat bervaríasí.

Specíes-specíes tersebut merupakan bagían dari populasí yang berbeda yang mempunyaí
kebutuhan ekologíyang berbeda. Berdasarkan keadaan Iingkungan dan lokasí geografídarí
pada hasíl tangkapan, mereka lebih banyak tertangkap oleh purse seíne. Tekanan
penangkapan lebíh besar dí daerah pantaí dan populasí neuritík darí pada populasí yang
bersífat oseanik. Modelísasí dari sumber daya tersebut adalah tídak mudah, sepanjang
beberapa parameter belum díketahuí.

Since the trawl ban in 1980, pelagic species arethe main resources exploited in the Java Sea.
Their exploitation by artisan fisheries is veryold and has an important socio-economic impact
on the islands bordering that sea. First Iimited to onshore resources of the North coast of the
Java Island, the exploitatíon extended offshore since the implementation of the purse seine.

The purse seine was introduced in the Java Sea in order to have a longer fishing period and
ahigher catch than w~h the trad~ional nets. It spreads out quíckly and the seiners were able



to extend their exploitation area outsidethe Java Sea in orderto freethemselves from the high 197
seasonal tluctuations of the catch occurring there. The explonation ot the resource by the
large purse seiners is now twenty years old and during this period many changes occurred.

The fishery is not astatic but adynamic system which quickly reacts to internal and external
changes. In 1987 smaller seiners coming trom the Pekalongan harbor entered the fishery
The geographic distribution of pelagic is such thatthe mini, medium and large seiners are now
exploiting same or overlapping populations. This Is why in the statistics analysis on large and
medium seiners the data collected on other fisheries has also to be taken into account.

1.MATERIAL AND METHOOS

Accurate data has been available since 1979. Before that year a lack of accuracy in the
national system orthe implementation lag ofthe sampling scheme proposed by FAO in 1976
did not allow to have reliable data. Since 1985 with the beginning otthe cooperation between
ORSTOM (French Institute for Research and Development in Cooperation) and BPPL
(Indonesian Research Instnute tor Marine Fisheries) a sampling scheme for the collect ot
data coming from the large seiners fishery has been set in the different landing places. The
catch and effort are now known by fishing ground and by commercial category.

Since the Java Sea Pelagic Fishery Assessment Project started in May 1991 the sampling
scheme has been improved. Catch is known by species and by tishing ground. Effort data
is collected trom the fishing port administration ot Pekalongan where entries and exns of the
seiners are registered. At other landing places the effort estimation is derived from enquiries
on board of the seiners during every landing. Such data has been available since mid-1984.
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198 2. EXPlOITED SPECIES

The Javanese seiners catch around thirty pelagic and semi-pelagic species. Eleven of these
species form 90% of the landings. According to official statistics, these eleven species are
gathered in five statistical categories. In the different landing places the names of these
categories are replaced by local names related to species and size (tab. 1).

3. FLEETS

The large selners fleet Is the oldest to use the selne net In the Java Sea. The number of fishing
vessels increased from 1979 until1985 when the fleet reached 520 units. In 1987 and 1988,
the number of large seiners drastically decreased. Desp~e the construction of many new
vessels in the last years the number of seiners, w~h 357 un~s in activ~ in 1992 (fig. 1), is
still far from the 1985 figure. This fleet represents 61 %of the whole seiners in activ~y in the
province of Central Java.

Medium seiners appeared in 1987 and their number slightly increased unti11991. In 1992,
w~h new investors, the fleet quickly expanded and reached 232 un~s (fig. 1).

These twowell distinctfleetswith differentvessels and fishing strategies tend to overlap each
other. Since 1979, size, horse power (fig. 2) and fish hold capacity have increased. This
evolution Iinked w~h abetter fishing efficiency (fig. 3) allowed the exploitation located in the
traditional Javanese fishing grounds to extend to the eastern part of the Java Sea, to the
Makassar Stra~ and to the South China Sea. In 1992, we can assess three segments (fig. 3)
exploiting different fishing grounds in the fishery :

Table 11

SEINERS LANDINl3S IN THE DIFFERENT LANDINl3 PLACES OF THE FISHERY FROM 1979 TO 1992

PENDARATAN PURSE SEINE PADA TEMPAT PENDARATAN IKAN YANl3 BERBEDA DARI TAHUN 1979 SAMPAI

DENl3AN TAHUN 1992

,";,"

1700
:51:PQ
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200 • The first one which exploits the traditional fishing grounds of the Javanese fishermen
consists of the old medium seiners (15-18 meters).
• The second one whose fishing grounds ex1end from the Karimunjava Islands (fig. 4) to
Matasiri is made of old large seiners built before 85 and a new generation of medium
seiners.
• The last one which mainly exploits the eastem part of the Java Sea, the Makassar Strait
and the South China Sea consists of the newest large seiners built since 1985.

4. LANOING PLACES

At the beginning of the seiners exploitation the fishing vessels landed in five harbors of the
province of Central Java: Tegal, Pemalang, Pekalongan, Batang and Rembang. Quickly
Pemalang was abandoned and the landings concentrated in the three areas of Tegal,
Pekalongan-Batang and Rembang-Juwana. Since 1979 Pekalongan is the main landing
place (tab. 11, fig. 5). Most part of the fleet is registered there.

As the fishing grounds moved eastward their distance from Tegal increased which led
landings to decrease there. Batang and Rembang are secondary landing places dependent
on the Pekalongan and Juwana activity. The activity of Batang is hampered by a fast si~ing
up which prevents the large seiners to enterthe river. At Rembang the auction is made along
the beach and the seiners cannot land directly.

04"N

04°

Figure 4

Ciª"""¡~111II ..New urge
11 New Medlum + Old urge

1 EJ otd Medlum

FISHINQ AREAS OF THE DIFFERENT SEINERS FLEETS IN 1992

OAERAH PENANQKAPAN DARI ARMADA PURSE SEINE YANQ BERBEDA PADA TAHUN 1992.



In 1992, 90% of the seiners catch was landed at Pekalongan and Juwana but the s~uation 201
ofthe two harbors is ratherdifferent. Thefishing vessels landing at Pekalongan are registered
there, while the activity 01 Juwana mainly depends on vessels registered in other places (fig.
6). Opened in 1984 to the large seiners the landings made at Juwana, quickly grew. The
harbor is welllocated, near the main físhing grounds.
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l..A/I()NQS EVCl.Un::N OF THE MAI'l~~CATEOORES CNJGHT BY F'l.JRSE SENERS~ 1979 TO 1992
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Decapterus macrosoma

Sardinella glbbosa
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Lemuru: Amblygaster sirm

Bentong: Se/ar crumenophthalmus
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Landings of large and medium seiners show great variations. But since 1979 the catch
increases four times reaching 155000 tons in 1992 (tab. 111),

5.1 ComposJtlon o, the commerclal categories

Ninety to ninety-five per cent of the catches consist of six commercial categoríes including
seven species (tab. 1). Two species of scads (Oecapterus russel/í and Oecapterus macro
soma) are caught by the seiners. The catch shows high fluctuations w~h two peak produc
tions in 1985 and 1992 (fig. 7a). Since 1993, every year, they account at least for 50% of the
total catch and form the bulk of the catch in each fishing ground (fig. 8), The.totallandings of
the seiners fishery is highly related to the fluctuations of thescads landings (fig. 9). As the
fishing grounds move eastward, the catch of the two species shows different trends. The
landings of Oecapterus russellídecrease while those of Oecapterus macrosoma ¡ncrease. In
1992 Oecapterus macrosoma is dominant in the landings (fig. 10). Due to different fishing
areas, the explo~ation of the two fleets do not focus on the same species. Medium seiners
mainly catch Oecapterus russel/í.
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205Most mackerels represented
in the large and medium sein
ers catch are Rastrelliger
kanagurta, Rastrel/iger bra·
chysoma being accidentally
oresent in the landings. The
evolution of the Rastrel/iger
kanagurta catch shows the
same trend as for the scads
w~h high fluctuations and a
peak production in 1986 (fig.
7b) when 23 000 tons were
landed. Mostpartofthecatch
comes from the eastern part
of the Java Sea and the
Makassar Stra~.

The landing of Ambtygaster
sirm was important between
1979 and 1983. It could rep
resent up to 20% of the sein
ers catch. From 1983 and
until 1988 the landing de
creased a lot before ¡ncreas
ing again sharply in 1991 and
1992 (fig. 7c). Tne bulk ofthe
catch is made in the Makas
sar Stra~. It is mainly caught
by the large seiners and ac
counts for a small part in the
medium seiners landing.

Landing of -tanjan- (Sar
dinel/a gibbosa. Sardinel/a
fimbriata, Sardine/la lemuru)
shows regular fluctuations.
These fishes are not the tar
get species of the seiners
f1eets. They are caught by
the large as well as the me
dium seiners. In 1992 the
landing sharply increased
(fig. 7d). The major part of
the catch is made in the Java
Sea in May-June.
The big-eye scad (Selar
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206 crumenophthalmus) is caught in small quantity by the large and medium seiners. Since 1979,
the landing tends to decrease slightly (Iig. 7e). The bulk 01 the catch is made in the Java Sea.
Certain years, some important catch occurs in the South China Sea.

The other species accounl lor 6 lo 8 % 01 the tolal calch. They are accidentally caught and,
among others, consist 01 "japuh" (Dussumíeria acuta), "Bawal hitam" (Formio niger) and
small tunas as Auxis spp.

5.2 Seasonal and geographic composition

Landings show a high seasQnal trend which is more or less related to the monsoons (Potier
el Boely, 1990). Amonthly seasonal index based on average ratio tothe moving average shows
two peaks, a minor one in March-April, a maximum one in September-November (Iig. 11).

The decrease 01 Ihe landings in December-January is highly relaled lo Ihe North-West winds
which blow at that season and prevenl the lishing vessels to go al sea. The environmental
conditions 01 Ihis part 01 the year are extremely important lor the seiners explo~ation. As the
rainlalls are posilively correlaled to the winds strength during this period, they condition the
extension of the area covered by low salinity walers, the length 01 the stagnation 01 these
walers and the entry 01 oceanic waters in the Java Sea. Thus, they inlluence the lenglh 01 the
low lishing season, the movements 01 the fish and the displacements 01 the lishing vessels
among the fishing grounds.

During the peak fishing season (Seplember-December) most of Ihe catch is made in the Java
Sea, while lrom January to March-April it is made in the Makassar Slrait. As the waters of low
salinity extend eastward and reach their maximum 01 extensioil in May-June, the bulk of the
calch is made in Ihe Soulh China Sea.
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Figure 12

HASIL ANAlISIS "SUN RAY PLOT" PADA IKAN-IKAN YANCl TERTANGKAP

OLEH PURSE SEINE

RESULTS OF A SUN RAY PLOT ANALYSIS PERFORMED ON THE SPECIES

CAUClHT BY THE SEINERS

• OCEANIC POPULATIONS

Decapterus macrosoma,
Amb/ygaster sirm, Ras
treliger kanagurta. They live

According to these moves
the catch 01 the d~lerent spe
cies change. Because of
their different ecological
needs, the species are not
equally distributed in the lish
ing grounds.

A sun ray plot analysis per
lormed on the distribution 01
the catch in various lishing
grounds loreach species (Iig.
12) shows that the geo
graphícal distribution 01 the
species varíes. Decapterus
macrosoma and Amb/yg
aster sirm are found in the
eastern part 01 the Java Sea
and the Makassar Strait, the
mackerel Rastrelliger kana
gurta in the eastern part 01
the Java Sea, Decapterus
russelJi and Se/ar crumeno
phtha/mus in the Central Java
Sea and the South China Sea
while the "tanjan" (mainly
Sardinella gibbosa) is lound
in the Java Sea waters.

A cluster analysis carried out
with the average distance
method allows us to groupthe
diHerent species into c/usters
of ·similar" points (lig. 13).
Taking into account the sun
ray plot resu~s, the yearly
catch and the CPUE trends,
three groups are lound. They
correspond to three diHerent
types 01 populations among
the seiners catch.
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210 near the continental shell edge. They are lound in waters where saliníty is more than
34%0. They are caught at the end 01 the year when the oceanic waters enter the
Java Sea .
• NERITIC POPULATlONS

Decapterus russelli. They live on the continental she~ in waters w~h salin~ies between 32
34 %0. They are caught along the year by the seiners.
• COASTAl GROUP

Selarcrumenophthalmus, Sardinella gibbosa. They are lound nearthe coasts and live in
waters w~h high f1uctuations 01 salin~y. They are lound along the year in small quant~y
in the seiners catch.

It is difficu~to classify the seinerslishing powerand deline astandard lishing vessel. Length, width
and gross tonnage are underestimated in the registration lorms. The engine power is the only
parameter which could allow to perform this task, as ~ is well reported and acts on the lishery at
one level; the surface 01 the prospected area grows when the engine power grows.

The time spentto search actively the lish has been delined as the best index 01 effortlor purse
seine fisheries by Marchal (1967) and Fréon (1980). Accordíng to them the days not related
to search actively lor fish, i.e. route from harbor to lishing grounds, settíng time and rest time,
have to be deducted lrom the days spent at sea. Since the Javanese lishermen lish around
rafts, the seiners cannot be considered as searching actively lor the lish. Thus, that index
might not be the best one lor the study 01 this lishery.

The numberol sets, the numberolraftsorthe light powercould give agood estim,ation olthe effort.
Because the Pellish Project has not yet enough data to use these estimations, the numberol trips
and lishing days have been taken to estimate the effort. The numberol days at sea and the lishing
grounds prospected are known lrom enquiries and lrom the ex~-entries books. From the time
spent to go lrom the harbor to the lishing ground, we estímate the number 01 lishing days.

Expressed in number 01 trips (Iig. 14A) the effort has decreased continuously since 1979. As
the trips decreased the average number 01 days at sea per trip increased from 8 in 1979 to
24 in 1992 (Iig. 14B). It can be related to the extension 01 the lishery, the growing distance
between harbors and lishing grounds and the use 01 largervessels which stay longer at sea.

The number 01 lishing days (tab. IV) increased Irom 1985 to 1987. Since 1987, it slightly
decreased until1991 belore increasing sharply again in 1992. Most part 01 the ellort comes
Irom the large seiners vessels and is spent in the Java Sea (50 to 70 %) the rest is spent in
the Makassar Strait and in the South China Sea (Iig. 15). The effort is highly seasonal and
related to environmental and human lactors (Iig. 16). When winds are stronger than 20 knots
the vessels are not able to stay at sea. This sítuation occurs mainly during the lirst months
01 the yearwhen the North western monsoon iswell established. During these months, Iloods
on the North coast 01 Java Island can entirely stop the activ~y 01 the seiners because the
landing places are f/ooded. The lishing vessels are also at port around the end 01 the lasting
month and during two weeks the elfort drastically decreases. The ellort is high in the second
part 01 the year lrom August to November. Medium seiners deploy their whole effort in the
Java Sea, while large seiners share it among the whole lishery space.
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7. CPUE

Values 01the CPUE (tonslfishing day) decreasedtwice1rom 1985 to 1987 (fig. 17A) when the
catch rate 01 the large seiners was 1ton perfishing day. Since 1988, it increases by step and
in 1992 is slightly higher than in 1985 reaching 2.4 tonslfishing day. The catch rate 01 the
medium seiners after three years of stagnation increases since 1989.

The fluctuations of CPUE in the large seiners fishery are seasonal with amaximum peak atthe
end of the year and a minimum one in May-June (fig. 178). In the medium seiners fishery there
is only one annual peak during September-November (1ig. 17D). The evolution 01 CPUE differs
among the fishing areas. The Makassarstrait and the Java Sea have asimilar evolution (fig. 17C)
with higher values in the Makassar strait. In the South China Sea CPUE11uctuates a 101.

CONCLUSION

The exploltatlon 01 the small pelaglc In the Java Sea is highly related to the monsoons and
the change they induce in the water masses in that sea. The rain1alls 01 the North-West
monsoon playa major role. The abundance 01 pelagic 1ish in the Java Sea is Iinked to the
discharge of islands rivers which have an important role in the productivity of the sea and the
availability 01 the 1ish. The large seiners extending their fishing ground outside the Java Sea
tryto avoid 11uctuations 01 1ish abundance, butthe seasonaltrend ofthe landings is still strong.

Until 1985 the effort exerted by these fisheries was exclusively concentrated on the stocks
or part 01 the stocks living in the Java Sea. Now it also focuses on the stocks of the Makassar
Strait and the SouthChina Sea. According to this exploitation scheme, several stocks
complexes are exploited by the seiners. Their structure is not yet well de1ined, but we can
recognize three types 01 stocks; oceanic; neritic; and coastal. Nevertheless, fish move and
mix among them and at least 10r the Java Sea and the Makassar Strait the resource has to
be considered as common. Statistics and stock evaluations have to be examined together.
On the other hand, South China Sea stocks could probably be managed alone.

ExploMatlon o, the Large and Medium Seinera Flaherles



212 Fishermen know very well the fish behavior and the environmental cond~ions aHecting the
fishing grounds. The pressure on the fishing area is high but according to the different stocks
defined above, the level of explo~ation is different.

The geographic boundaries ofthe ner~ic and coastal stocks overlap thefishing boundaries ofthe
seiners and the coastal fisheries. Since many years these stocks have been heavily explo~ed.

Regarding oceanic stocks, the fishing pressure is lower as their geographic distribution
exceeds the fishing boundaries of the selners fishery and of any other fishery which catch
them. With the present tactic and technological level reached by the fishery, the seiners
cannot extend their prospecting beyond the 200 misobath and part of these stocks are not
vulnerable to fishing.

On same fishing grounds (Java Sea), the catch rate ofthe large seiners is always higher than
those of small seiners (fig. 17D). The size of the net or the Iight power used to attract fish and
to aggregate can explain such differences.
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216 'BACKGROUND

The purpose 01 this report is to utilize available theoretical and empirical inlormation about the
generallogistic equation which is then utilized as a population model lor small pelagic species
01 lishes including small tunas. It is recognized that the nominal catches 01 the so-called "small
tunas", such as longtail (Thunnus tonggo~, kawakawa (Euthynnus affinis), lrigate tuna (Auxis
thazarct¡, and bullet tuna (Auxis roche/) are assuming an increasingly dominant position in the
Southeast Asian region (FAO statistical Area 71) which includes Indonesia (FAO, 1993).
Regrettably, Indonesian catch stalistics listed as "tuna NEI" do not accurately reflect the
importance 01 the above-mentioned species in Indonesian catches. However, it is becoming
increasingly evident that effective management regimes lor these species must soon be put in
place in order to assure sustainability 01 yields. This report addresses one possible scheme lor
improved management procedures.

The generallogislic equation has the lollowing lorm :

N(t) =N (t-1) *ex·p A ([1- N (t - 1» ([1- (N(t-T» al + v (0,5) (1)
l K

where: =discrete time; takes values 1,2... ;

N(t) =population densrty (or an index 01 population densrty) at the time t;

T =time delay in the response 01 the leedback mechanism(s);

A =intrinsic rate 01 increase when N approaches zero;

L =negative root used to produce an underpopulation or "Allee" effect;

K =posrtive root or environmental carrying capacity;

O =coefficient 01 curvature which bends the Rlunction lo produce
contest (O> 1) o~ scramble (0<1) type interactions;

V(O,S) =standard normal deviate wrth zero mean and standard deviation S
which represents environmental variation.

Eqn. (1) is a delay dijlerence equation and is used as a basic model in the POPSYSTM
soltware developed by Ecological System Analysis, Pullman, Washington. This soltware is
used in the model application to small pelagic species.
Populalion models (discrete and conlínuous) that include time delays are widely used in the
Irterature and accepted by the biomathematical communrty. Continuous models are de
scribed by delay differential and discrete model by delay difference equations. For recent
results about the dynamics 01 continuous delay models, see Gyóri and Ladas (1991) and
Gopalsamy (1992). For the discrete case, see Kocic and Ladas (1993) and the relerences
cited therein.

Levin and May (1976) said the lollowing about the importance 01 time delays in population
modols: "In systems where population growth isacontinuous process, but where density
dependent regulatory mechanisms oparate with sorne finite time delay, the basic models
are differential-delay equations."... "For organisms with non-overlapping generations
growth is modeled by difference equations. Even if there is no explicit time delay in the



operation of density-dependent mechanisms, such difference equations have a one- 217
generation time lag bullt Into them."...

There remain, however, situations where in difference equations the density-dependent
mechanisms themselves operate with an explicit time delay of T generations; that is where

Murray (1989) gives the lollowing reasons why time delay is important in delay discrete
models."AII ofthe discrete models we have so far discussed are based on the assumption
that each member of the species at time t contributes to the population at time t+1: this
Is implled by the general form

in a scaled version. This is, of course, the case with many insects but not so with many
other animals, where, for example, there is a substantial maturation time to sexual
maturity.Thus, the population's dynamic modelln such cases must ¡ncludeadelay effect:
it is in a sense Iike incorporating an age structure.lf this delay, to maturity say, is T time
steps, then we are led to study delay difference models of the form:

1. MO'OEL OERIVATION --

Start with the continuous groW1h equation

dN
= RN(t)

dt

where dN/dt is an instantaneous growth rate, N(t) is a population density or an index 01
population density, R is an instantaneous or intrisic rate 01 increase and t is time.

In general case, Ris not a constant, but it is a lunction that varies in time. Assuming lhat Rremains
constant in any time inlerval 01 lenglh 1which corresponds to one generation or one breeding cycle

R =Rn for n-1 ~ t < n, n =1,2...

The Generallzed Loglstlc Model 8S a Tool 'or the Assessment o, Small Pe/ag/c Specles



218 It follows for n=l,2 ...

N(t) =N(n-1) eRn(t-n) for n-1 ~ t < n

When t=n (mu~iple of the time increment), we obtain

N(n) =N(n-1)·exp(Rn), n =1,2, ...

Finally, by assuming that the variable t takes only the values 0,1,2, ... , we obtain the general
form of discrete population models

N(t) =N(t-1)·exp(R), t =1,2,... (2)

Intrinsic rate of change R can be represented in the form:

R = f[N(t-1), N(t-T)] + V(O,S) (3)

where f is a feedback function that depends on population densities at the time t-1 and time
t-T (population density in the previous generation or cycle and population density T
generations or cycles ago, respectively). Density-independent factors (environment) are
taken into account by adding the standard normal random variable V with zero mean and
variance S. The larger values of S indicate increased amount of random "noise" in the
environment.

There are many possible forms of the density-dependent feedback f, but the following was
utilized herein :

where T is the time delay in the response of the feedback mechanism(s), A is a intrinsic rate
of increase when Napproaches zera, L is anegative root used to produce an underpopulation
or "Allee" effect, K is a positive root or environmental carrying capacity, and Q is a coefficient
of curvature which bends the R function to produce contest (0)1) or scramble (0<1) type
interactions.



The non-linear negative feedback function incorporates the effects of non-linearity in the 219
growth rateo

There are many reasons why non-linear negative feedback is taken to be in the form
(5). One of the reasons is competition between individuals. Competition that becomes
strong near the carrying capacity K is called contest competition. Then the feedback
function becomes steeper when N approaches K, and the feedback function will be
concave down. This corresponds to the case when 0>1. Competition that is more
intense at low population densities is known as scramble competition. Then the
negative feedback function is concave up which corresponds to the case when (0<1).
Another reason for non-linear feedback function ¡s, for example, predators that are
more efficient at high prey densities.

Non-Iinearities of this form in population models are known in the Iiterature. For
example, Gilpin and Ayala (1973) proposed the following non-linear population model:

where r and eare positive. The same model with a time delay in the non-linear feedback
function can be found in Gopalsamy (1992).

The recruitment term in the discrete baleen whale population model proposed by the
International Whaling Commission (see, for example, Botsford (1992), Clark (1976), Fisher
(1984), May (1980). Kocic and Ladas (1993), and the references cited therein).

is also of the form (5).

The under-population effects or "Allee" effects were modeled by introducing the
following term:

(1_N (t~T»)

The Generallzed Loglstlc Model as a Tool for the Assessment of Small Pelaglc Specles



220 II L is a negative number, then the population will never go extinct. On the other hand, the
positive value lor L is the extinction threshold, and the population can become extinct when
the population density lalls under that level.

Eqn.(1) contains, as a special case, many important population models. In the case when

L--> - 00, 0=1 1=1

we obtain the well known discrete logistic equatíon

that was thoroughly studied in literature [see, lor example. May (1975), Caravalho and Cooke
(1988), Seilert (1985), Gy6ri and Ladas (1991), and the relerences cited therein.

Eqn.(6) is a discrete analog 01 the continuous logistic model

dN(t) = rN(t) (1-~)
dt K

It is important to point out that the following well-known equation

is also known as a discrete analog of the continuous logistic equation. May (1975) gave
biological reasons why Eqn. (6) is a more realistic model than Eqn.(7).

Furthermore, Eqn (1) in the case when

L--> 00, 0=1 1=2

was studied in Murray (1989). For the cases where the time delay T is greater than 1, see
Gy6ri and Ladas (1991), Kocic and Ladas (1993), and the references cited therein.



1.1 The POPSYS Programs

The computer programs in the POPSYS system assist in the construction 01 dynamic models 01
single species populations Irom a time series 01 density or densi!y indices over annually
censused periods 01 about ten years or more. They are buill around a generalized discrete
logistic equation described previously. It is assumed that CPUEis adirect proportional index 01
abundance. It is also recognized that this is probably not true in very technologically-developed
tuna lisheries. However, it seems reasonable lor small pelagic lisheries in the developing world.

The system contains a data manager for handling inputs and for data management. An
inductive analysis program allows fitting a model to census data (in this case, a series of
annual observations of adjusted or unadjusted CPUE). The user must first decide if the
system has one or two equilibrium points from an examination 01 the R-N phase portrait of the
data. The phase portrait shows how the observed values of R=ln[N(t)lN(t·l)] are related to
population density N(t-l). The phase portrait may visually indicate the existence 01 two
equilibria, and the mean return time (MRT) and variance of return time (VRT) values are also
used in making decisions about mu~iple equilibria. Next, time delays in the system are
considered. In general, if the R·N phase portrart shows aclockwise circular orbit and if MRT>2
with VRT not much greaterthan MRT, then the time lag(T)shouldbe increased. When the time
delay has been examined or corrected, the R-lunction is fitted. A linear or non-linear lunction
can be frtted, which includes an estimate of (S) the standard deviation of the data about the
regression, and RSO, the percent variation explained by the R· lunction model. If anon-linear
lrt is used, two other parameters are altered. They are L, an underpopulation parameter
initially set at a large negative number, and O, an overpopulation parameter, or coefficient 01
density-dependent curvature. This parameter is initially set at one and is always greater than
zero. 0>1 adds convexity, and 0<1 adds concavity to the R-lunction.

Simulations are next done by calculating N(t), the densrty 01 the population at time t, from N(t
1) the prior density, (R) the per-individual rate 01 increase, and (S) the random variabilíty.
Simulations are run for periods 01 time usually equal to the length of the data sel. However,
they can be run lor any lengths 01 time up to 100 intervals. Simulations were made in a mixed
deterministic/stochastic environment containing empirically determined parameters and
environmental variability. Simulations are plotted as a time series to compare with the
observational data as one means of models vernication. However, comparison 01 the shapes
01 the R·N phase trajectories between the data, and the model is the more effective method
lor model validation. The reason lor this statement is that the phase trajectory is time
independent, whereas the stochastic model incorporates variability anywhere in the time
series, and this may make a simulated time series look different from the observed data in
spite of the lact that the magnitude 01 variability is about the same. Even in the case of the
R-N phase-space comparisons. it must be recognized that the simulations may not exactly
mimic the data, but they should fall in the same general region of phase-space, ff the phase
portraits are superimposed. A rigorous comparison 01 phase portraits remains to be developed.

Sensitivity analysis is done to evaluate the sensitivrty of various models to variations in
individual parameter values. The sensitivity graphs illustrate the influence of single
parameter variations on the behavior 01 the model. If a stable solution exists for a particular
set of values of a parameter, a relatively straight line is evident for this range in the graph.

The Generallzed Loglstlc Model as a Tool ror the Assessment or Small Pelaglc Specles
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222 Brturcation into two lines suggests two-point limit cycles, and highly scattered lines which
oscillate indicate the presence 01 complex cycles or chaotic behavior.

Predictions are also possible w~h the POPSYS system model. A minimum 01 T data points
are necessary lor a prediction where T is the length 01 the time lag. Predictions Irom this
model are made as lollows. Firstly, the last T data points are used to calculate the expected
per-individual rate 01 increase, R, using the mted R-Iunction. Then a random normal deviate,
V, is drawn Irom a normal distribution with mean zera and calculated standard deviation.
Secondly, the predicted population density is calculated Irom the exponential equation and
compared to stated collapse or danger thresholds. Finally, the above calculations are
repeated 100 times, and the mean, standard deviation and 95 per(;ent conlidence intervals are
calculated and displayed-as well as prababil~ies 01 increase or decrease Irom prior levels.

The linal m~thodological procedure involves testing management options. This includes
various rates 01 additional removal (harvest) 01 the organisms 01 interest under spectlied
danger levels and population dens~ies at which exploitation is initiated. The simulation is
usually run lor 50 years or more. Variation 01 the harvest rate perm~s an estimation 01 an
acceptable additional harvest rate which minimizes the danger 01 population collapse lor a
previously established collapse threshold. This could be interpreted as an indication 01 the
robustness 01 the population.

In the lollowing analysisit is assumed that the CPUE, expressed as catch-per-standard boat
day, is avalid index 01 population density. This value has been derived Irom catch expressed
in weight rather than numbers. Both approaches are acceptable under delined conditions.

1.2 Results

A brlel description and interpretation 01 the model parameters are provided herein. This is in
add~ion to the technical descriptions 01 the model provided previously. The parameter Kwas
described as the intercept 01 the dens~y-dependent R-Iunction with the x-axis at R=O.
Because dnldt or dB/dt =0 at this point, ~ represents a population equilibrium or sustained
carrying capacity. K is conservatively represented as the estimated carrying capacity 01 the
environment. K values were lound to change at various developmental stages 01 the lishery.
Changing the value 01 K moves the equilibrium level, but ~ does not influence the stability
properties 01 the logistic equation used in this study.

A is an intercept 01 the density-dependent R-Iunction with the y-axis at N(t-T)=O. This
parameter represents the per-individual rate 01 increase 01 the population biomass when its
density is very low in the absence 01 dens~y-dependent leedback. A may also be construed
to represent the average lavorabimy 01 the environment. Changing the parameter A repre
sents altering the quality 01 the environment lor the population. S, the standard deviation,
represents the variation in the density-independent environment.

L is the other intercept 01 the density-dependent R-Iunction wrth x-axis at R=O. When the value
01 L is positive, this intercept is called an extinction threshold. In this analysis, Lis never allowed
to be positive under the assumption that the population never enters the extinction domain.

O is a coefficient 01 curvature 01 the R-function that can produce non-linear density-dependent
relationships. When 0=1, !he R-Iunction is linear, when 0<1, ¡lis concave, and when O>1, it isconvex.



The time delay Tin the elementallogistic equation assumes that negative feedback occurs within 223
one time periodo That ¡s, N{l) is determined by density one time period previously al N{t-1). This
is a case of a time lag of T=1 in the action of the negative leedback loop. It is possible for time
lags of T=2 or T=3 to occur. Time delays are interpreted as a measure of the inertia of the
feedback process, and time lags may be introduced into negative feedback loops when
populations affect properties of the eRvironment-such as food resources or lhe presence of
predators. A time delay of one suggests that density-dependent l1egative feedback is acting
quickly that is, within the· first year of life.

RSO indicatesthe percenl 01 the variation in lhe dala which is explained by the filted R-funclion.
That is, it shows how much of the variation in the data sel is determined by density-dependent
feedback processes. From this, it is ¡nferred that density-independent factors are responsible for
1-RSO of the variation. Tnis provides an estimate 01 lhe relative signilicance of density
dependent and density-independent processes in affecting populations f1uctuations.

The Auxis data set consists 01 a ten-year time series of CPUE obtained Irom seine nelters at
Pelabuhan Ratu, the same location as a skipjack gil! net fishery. In contrast to skipjack tuna,
Auxis spp. are relatively small coastal species. Members of!he genus Auxis are frequently called
frigate mackerel. This record of catch and effort is lhe first avaílable for small coastal tunas in
Indonesia, and jt, therefore, is of sorne relevance in management planning. The Auxis CPUE

rabIe 1
AUXIS CPUE DATA ANO PRElIMINARY STATISTlCS. THIS IS A TEN-YEAR RECORD OF CPUE FOR A SEINE

FISHERY OPEflATlNG OUT OF PELABUHAN RATU FROM 1981 TO 1990

'DATA HASIL TANGKAPAN PER UNIT UPAYA DAN STATlSTIK DARI AUXls. HASIL PENGUMPULAN DATA HASIL

TANGKAPAN PER UNIT UPAYA SELAMA 10 TAHUN DARI PERIKANAN PUKAT YANG BEROPERASI DILUAR

PELABUHAN RATU DARI TAHUN 1981 SAMPA' TAHUN 1990

AVJo$ epUEOATA

DEIl$fTY'PE~ 1.00 SE!"." CPUE
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Table 11 (top left)
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THE PELABUHAN SEINE NET FISHERY
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data is illustrated in table 1, and the time series plot and related slatistics are shown in figure 1.
It is evident from the figure that the population is subject to rather severe oscillations. However,
the mean return time (MRT) is about one, and the variance of the relarn time (VRT) is less than
one. The estimated periodicity is four, and the amplilude of the oscillations is greater than the
mean. From this, one would expect a phase trajectory which is not tightly grouped, and this is
certainly the case in figure 2. The R-function curve fit was estimated by a linear model, and lhe
fit is not very good as shown in figure 3. Only aboul 26 percent of lhe varialion is estimated to
be density-dependent, wilh the remaining 74 percenl being densily-independent. An attempl
was made lo develop a simulation model from the derived parameters. Figure 4 ¡lIustrales lhe
resulls of one simulalion run which contains aspike somewhat similartothat found in figure 1. This
large amount of variability found in the sirrulalion runs ís direclly relaled to the facl that lhe estimated
density-independent variability was about three times higher lhan the density-dependenl variation.

The phase portrait shown in ligure 5bears some resemblance lo that derived from the raw data.
This is averification diagram, and it should be compared with figure 2obtained lrom lhe original



AuXlS R-N PHASE TAAJECTORY DERIVED FROM Tl-IE DATA OF TABlE I

ARAH TAHAPAN R-N DARI AUXIS, YANG DITURUNKAN DARI DATA PADA

TABEl I

225data. Adescription 01 the slo
chaslic model, Ihe eslimaled
model paramelers, and Ihe
resulls 01 asimulalion run are
illustrated in table 11.

In view 01 lhe high variabilily
on Ihe lime series dala, some
sensilivily analyses were per
lormed on Ihe model. ligure 6
shows avery interesling con
dilíon, namely Ihal increasing
values 01 Ihe model param
eler (5), which is random vari
abilily, quickly produces whal
appears lo be chaotic resulls.
This is relaled lo Ihe observa
lion made previously Ihal
Auxis populalion has a high
level 01 densily-independenl
variabilily. Wilh respecl lo Ihe
rale 01 increase of parameler
(A), il was lound Ihal Ihe
model was insensilive lo
changes unlil Areached ralher
high values 01 aboul 2.7.
When bifurcalion was ob
served (Iig. 7), chaolíc be
havior soon followed. How
ever, Ihese condilions were
well oulside Ihe eslimaled
value of Ihe parameler de
rived Irom Ihe dala which is
illuslraled by Ihe verlicalline.
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The derived model was also
utilized for predictíon pur
poses in view of its interest
ing behavior. Table 111 ¡IIus
trates predictions for two
years ahead as well as prob
abilities associated with
these predictions. It is of par
ticular interest to note the
probabilities of encountering
a dangerous condition (Le.,

AUXIS IS R-FUNCTlON AUX.FIT. THE PARAMETERS OF THE liNEAR

REGRESSION MODEL ARE SHOWN BElOW

AUXIS ADALAH FUNGSI R "Aux. FIT". PARAMETER DAN MODEl

REGRESI LINIER ADALAH SEBAGAI BERIKUT

Regression intercept at N=O A<1> 6. 1700E . 01

Equilibrium point at R=O K<1> 1.4334E + 12

Lower root of funcfion L<1> 1.0000E + 06

Coefficient of curvature 0<1> 1.0000E + 00

Feedback time lag T <1 > 1. OOOOE + 00

Standard derivation about line S 8.9094E - 01

Percentage variation explained RSO 25.6%

The Generallzed Loglsllc Model as a Too' 'or the Assessment o, Small Pelaglc Specles



226 density at or below acriticallevel, estimated to be between 20-25 percent 01 the maximum
carrying capacity). These danger probabil~ies were relatively high, suggesting that the
lorecasting and control 01 a lishery w~h such high density-independent variabilrty would not
be easy by conventional management methods.

Concern about the stability 01 this lishery under a constant proportional harvest rate manage
ment regime were justified by the results 01 the management gaming exercises based on the
simulation model (table IV and V). From table IV, it is evident that even moderate incremented
rates 01 removal beyond acritical density provided extremely high risks 01 danger. Thís is further
confirmed by table Vwhich ¡/Iuslrales that even lower rales of removal 01 15 and 10 percent 01
the stock beyond current exploitation levels may be dangerous in the long termo The third panel
01 table Vil\ustrates the resulls 01 amanual managemenl strategy. In this strategy a proportion
01 the estimated stock is removed to bring it back to the Ihreshold level. This strategy is largely

Table 111
AUXIS POPULATlON PREDICTIONS BASED ON THE STOCHATIC SIMULATION MODEL. PROJECTED DAMAGE

ANO DANGER LEVELS ARE ALSO INDICATED FOR THE FORECASTS

RAMALAN POPULASI AUXIS BERDASAKAN MODEL SIMULASI STOKASTIK. PROYEKSI KERUSAKAN DAN TINGKAT

KRITIS DIPERlIHATAN UNTUK PERAMAlAN

+"1;S63.2E+02
.. :.. :::...

,+,,1,970015+02

-..-:.:-:-:- ....:-;.

.... !:!I!Il·
liáá



based on the lact that the population oscillates above and below the critical value due to the 227
large amount 01 density-independent variability. From these management simulations it is
concluded that no management strategy short 01 10recastin.Q the next year's abundance and
adjusting fishing effort each year to account lor the large stochastic variation seems reasonable.

Table IV
ExAMFUS OF sPs::1FK:~ STRAlEGES ElASB) (]Ij L.5E OF"!HE Allx13 STCX:HASTC SM.l.ATDII~
CONTOH STRATEGI PENGELOLMN VANG SPESIFIK BEAO....SAAKAN MOOEL SIMULASI STOKASTlK O....RI AUXIS

The aenerallzed Log/st/c Mode' as a Tool 'or the Assll1Jsment o, Smal! Pelaglc Specles

REMOVAL STRATEGY;
,4O;0<J% ~c:lrganlsmS'remo",~~&np9PlJIalic:m

Numb9rr.'moved OVl:!l'SOtime~i()(f$

Average relno"~dper If~period

Number ot removalepisodes .. ..

Proporll~noft¡mé r~l'no\lai$ilre i'naéi8

P()PtlL.ÚIONDVNAM~S.: •
Tolal1Qngttrolsimulalion run
Mean p0j)ulatlon denslty
Numberotdangerous epísodes
Probabllltyof dang&r (riak) .

MANAGEMENT STRATEGY2 FÓ" AUXI&CPVf

REMOVALSTRATEGY:
30.00% of organlsms remoVed w~11 pop~lalion.

Number removedpver 50 IImep~iods

Average removedper timeperioci
Number ot removaJepisodes ."
Proporllonot time. rémovals are made

PoPULATION DVNAMICS :
.Tolal length of simulation run
Mean populatíon density
Numb9r of dangQfous episodes
Probablllty ot danger (risk)

MANAGEMENTSTRATEG.Y 3 fo"AúXlf¡CPVf

REMOVAL STRATEay:
20.00% otórganlsmsrem~w!len populalion
Numberof removed over 50 lImeperlods
Averageremove.dpertimeperiod •..
Number ot remoV8J epiSodes.
Proporllon{)f tílTl~r'efl1(Jliai~ are n;ade

POPULATIONS DVNAMICS:
tOlan.iiglhofsimUlállonrul1
M~ltPopUlalion i:lensity
N~~f -<:fQngQtóúseptSodes
PrÍ)bf,il)lIity otd8nger (risk)
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228 Table V

AoDITlCNAl MANAGEM8IIT STRATEGIES FOR AUXIS. THE B:>TTct.1 PANa Il.LlJSTRATES A COMF\.ETB.Y MA/lAJAL STRATEGY

BASED ON ESTltAATED ABLNlANCES ANO EXF\.OITATkJN eN.Y Pi!I::NE CRITlCAL LEVEI..S

STRATEGI PENGELOLAAN TAMBAHAN DARI AUXls. PANEL YANG PALlNG BAWAH MENGGAMBARKAN STRATEGI

PENGELOLAAN SECARA MANUAL BERDASARKAN PERKIRAM KELlMPOLlAN DAN EKSPLOITASI DIATAS TINGKAT KRITIS
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230 .D I S e u s s ..OM
Allhough lhe available single lime series 01 Auxis dala is a very limiled sample, il does provide
some inleresling lenlalive inlormalion on lhe slalus and problems 01 small coaslal luna species.
The resulls Irom lhe analysis 01 lhis lishery c1early suggesl lhal il is subjecl lo relalively violenl
oscillalions in abundance. Adaplive lhreshold managemenl as oullined by Quinn et al. (1990)
seems lo be a ralional way lo manage lisheries 01 lhis nature. More specilically, il is suggesled
lhal acceleraled efforls lo develop valid indices 01 relalive abundance lor some early lile hislory
slages or slages be inilialed lor lhe major exploiled small pelagic species in Indonesian walers.
Clearly, small coaslal pelagics are a managemenl responsibilily lor lhe nalion slale wilhin which
lhey occur. Based on lhis limited analysis, lhe effeclive managemenl 01 small coaslal tunas
should be based on a limiling or lhreshold biomass and as assessmenl 01 lhe predicled
exploilable biomass prior lo lhe commencemenl al the lishery lo determine lhe Iikely biomass
which can be harvesled each year. This is expecled to be highly variable wilh complete c10sures
in some seasons. If lhe resulls 01 this analysis are indicalive 01 resulls lar other coaslal species
which have nol yel been analyzed a similar managemenl approach is suggesled lar lhem.
Finally, il is suggesled lhal lhe generalized logislic model described herein has considerable
utilily in lhe assessmenl 01 stocks 01 small coaslal species.
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AB5TRACT
Conventional global produc
tion models are not suitable
lor sorne stocks because lish
ing ellort variations only ex
plain only a small part 01 the
total variabilily 01 annual
catches. Olten the residual
variability originates Irom the
inlluence 01 environmental
phenomena, which allects ei
ther lhe abundance or the
catchability 01 a stock lrom
one year lo lhe nex!. There
lore an additional environ
mental variable has been in
serted ¡nto convenlional mod
els in order to improve their
accuracy. These variables ap
pear in simple lormulae regard
ing eitherthe stock abundance
(surplus produclion), or the
catchability coefficient, orboth.
The models are developed lrom
lhe Schaeler's linear produc
tion model, the Fox's exponen
tial model or the Pella and
Tomlinson generalized model.

CLlMPROD is an experimen
tal expert-system, using arti
licial inlelligence, which pro
vides aslatistical and graphi
cal description 01 the data set
and helps the user to select
the model corresponding to
his case according lo objec
tive crilería. The software lits
lhe model'lo the data set us
ing a non-linear regression
rouline, assesses lhe lil wilh
paramelric and non-paramet
ric tests, and provides a
graphical representation 01
the results.

THE INFLUENCE
OF ENVIRONMENT

ON STOCK
ASSESSMENT

An approach with surplus
production models 1

P. FREON

1: This communication is mainly based on two papers :

Fr90n (1983) and Fr90n et al. (1989).

Se9 bibliography for more details.
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232 Lim~ations of this kind 01 model are considered. The models can provide a fairly good
interpretatíon of the fishery history, particularly when astock collapses unexpectedly without
any appreciable incr~ase in the nominal fishing effort. These models can also provide a
useful tool tor efficient management of a fishery in those instances where climatic phenom
ena can be torecast, orwhen their intluence is restricted to the year(s) preceding explo~ation.

Model surplus produksi yang konvensional adalah tidak cocok untuk mengkaji sedian
ikan tertentu, dimana hal ini disebabkan karena variasi upaya penangkapan hanya
diterangkan oleh sebagian kecil dari variability total dari hasil tangkapan tahunan.
Seringkali ·residual variabilityn berasal dari pengaruh fenomena lingkungan, yang
mempengaruhi kelimpahan maupun ·catchabilityn suatu sediaan dari satu tahun ke
tahun berikutnya. Oleh sebab itu tambahan variable lingkungan dimasukan kedalam
model konvensional untuk meningkatkan ketepatan model tersebut. Variable-variable
tersebut ditampilkan dalam suatu rumus yang sederhana sehubungan dengan
kelimpahan sediaan ataupun koefisien "catchabilityn atau kedua-duanya. Model model
tersebut dikembangkan dari model produksí linier Schaefer, model eksponensial Fox
ataupun model umum dari Pella dan Tomlinson.

CLlMPROD adalah percobaan "expert - system n, dengan mempergunakan "artificial
intelegence nyang menyediakan diskripsi statistik dan grafik darí satu set data dan
membantu pengguna untuk memílih model menurut kasus yang ada sesuai dengan
krítería-kriteria yang diinginkan. Pirantí lunak yang dibuat menyesuaikan model
terhadap suatu set data dengan mempergunakan rutin regresí non linier, pengkajían
kesesuaían dílakukakan dengan ují parametrik dan non parametrik, dan menyedíakan
representasí grafík darí pada hasíl-hasil yang diperoleh.

Keterbatasan dari model-model tersebut seyogianya dipertimbangkan. Model-model
tersebut dapat memberikan interprestasi yang cukup baik dari evolusísuatu perikanan,
tertutama bila sediaan merosotdrastis tanpa adanya peningkatan upaya penangkapan
nominal. Model-model ini juga menyedíakan cara-cara yang berguna untukpengelolaan
perikanan yang eficien bila fenomena iklim dapat diduga sebelumnya, atau bila
pengaruh-pengaruh tersebut terbatas pada tahun sebelum eksploitasi.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional surplus production models tor stock assessment use only one input variable í.e.
tishing ellort. From Ihe initiallinear "Schaeter" model (Graham, 1935; Schaeter, 1954), two other
global models have been developed and wideiy used : Ihe exponenlial model (Garrod, 1969;
Fox, 1970) and the generalized production model (Pella and Tomlinson, 1969). They have been
turther developed and adapted in order lo improve Ihe til 01 models to observed dala, particularly
lor non-equilibrium conditions 01 lishery or lor time lags in stock response (Schaeter, 1957;
Gulland, 1969; Uhler, 1980). In these models, variabílity not linkedto the lishery is considered
as random noise, and sorne slochastic models use a random variable (Doubleday, 1976).

Mhough the relationships between environment variations and stock abundance or avail
ability have been described (e.g. Saville, 1980; Le Guen et Chevallier, 1983; Sharp and



Csirke, 1983; Csirke and Sharp, 1983), I am not aware of any deterministic model using both
fishing E and an environmental variable V. Such an approach was suggested by Dickie
(1973) but, as far as I know, only Griffin el al. (1976) used an empirical relationship between
shrimp yield Y on the one hand, fishing effort E and river out-flow V on the other :

where a,b and e are constant parameters.

This relationship is an increasing asymptotic function and is relevant only in a few special
cases. However, theoretical bases for such models are available in various publications on
terrestrial or aquatic ecology. Some authors have introduced hydro-climatic variables into
structural production models (Nelson el al., 1977; Loucks and Sutcliffe, 1978 ; Parrish and
Mac Call, 1978), but they all require detailed data on the I~e history as some complex
simulation models do (Laevastu and Larkins, 1981).

This paper gives a theoretical basis for production models using an environmental variable
as an independent variable in addition to fishing effort. The influence of environmental factors
has been considered at two levels : on stock abundance and on stock catchability. For each
case, the linear and exponential models (and sometimes the generalized model) are
considered. Then the case of an influenceon both abundance and catchability is considered.

Limitations and applications of this kind of model in transitional states (non-equilibrium
conditions) are then considered. Implications for fisheries management are indicated,
especially for unstable stocks, and the method and criteria of fitting, as the choice of the
appropriate model, are described. The CLlMPROD software allowing to pertorm all these
tasks and to overcome part of them is then presented.

1 . H O W A N E N V I R O N M E N T A.L
'v AR I A B l E A e T s
UPON SURPLUS MODElS

1.1 Definltions

Let V be an environmental variable representing any factor likely to modify the fisheries
catches. Common examples are temperature, salinity, wind speed, turbidity, strength or
direction of currents, river out-flow, etc.

The conventional notation, mainly from Ricker (1975), used in this paper is as follow :

• S instantaneous stock biomass

• Si mean annual biomass

• Seo: environmentally limited maximum biomass or "carrying capacity" (K of terrestrial
ecological models)

The In'luence o, Envlronment on Stock Assessment
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234 • k: constant 01 the rate 01 population increase (r 01 terrestrial ecological models)

• t: time, conventionally in years

• F: lishing mortality

• q : catchability coefficient

• Ei: annual lishing effort during year i, standardized to be proportional to F: Fi=qiEi

• Yi: annual yield

• Ui: annual mean catch per unit 01 effort (or CPUE)

• Be, Ee, Ye and Ue : correspond respectively to B,E,Y, and U under equilibrium
conditions

• Ymax: maximal sustainable yield

• Umax: optimal CPUE corresponding to Ymax

• Imax: optimal effort corresponding to Ymax

• e: base 01 naturallogarithms

1.2 Background

The background and the way 01 introducing an environmental variable into models are
presented lor the linear model only. More details on other models are presented in an other
publication (Fréon, 1988). Surplus-yield models are based on the logistic equation ex
pressed in terms 01 relative rate of stock increase :

dB1 k(Boo-B) B
= =k (1 -)

dtB Boo Boo
(1 )

Various authors (synthesis in Mac Call (1984)), working on terrestrial ecology, studied the ellects
01 habitat modilication (in time or space) on this relationship. Habitat modilication can theoreti
cally be introduced into equation (1) in three different ways : effect on Boo only, effect on k only,
or ellect on both Boo and k. Alter analyzing all these cases, Mac Call (1984) concludes thatthe
lalter one is the most convenient, specially using the solution 01 aconstant slope lor equation (1):

dB1
--= k-hB
dtB

(2)

where k keeps the same meaning and h is the slope 01 the relative rate 01 population increase.
This means that: h = klBoo = constant, and so lar h corresponds to k, lrom Schaeler (1954),
who also considered it as a constant.



Expressing absolute rale 01 the exploited stock increase as a lunction 01 environmental capacity 235
and lishing mortality rate qE leads to the conventional equation 01 the Schaeler's model :

dB
- =kB - hB2 - qEB =hB (Boo- B) - qEB (3)
dt

1.3 Introducing an environmental variable

Using lhis 10rmula1ion environmental lactors may interact at only two levels : with q il
catchabilily changes or with the pair 01 variables k·800(the ratio 01 these two variables being
constant) il natural variations 01 abundance are considered. In the lalter case, to make the
presentation easier, I chose only lormulae in which 800 and h appear and allowed 800 to
change according to the environment. However, it should be noted that any variation 01 8
corresponds to a symmetrical variation in k. Moreover, 800, in production model mathemati
cal lormulations, cannot simply be interpreted as the carrying capacity lor the recruited stock.
Growing evidences (Le. Sharp, 1980) indicate that the temporal and spatial processes
affecting the eggs and larvae dispersal may well dominate the densily-dependent energeticl
troph ic processes in the limitation 01 the cohort biomass belore recruitment. In such cases
adult stocks will not necessary lill the carrying capacity 01 their environment.

Let g(V) and y(V) be the lunctions representing f1uctuations 01 respectively 800 due to
environmental lactors, and q. Schaeler's model assumes that, under equilibrium conditions,
the rate 01 population increase is zero. which can be obtained Irom (3) il :

such that :

Be =Boo - qE/h =g(V) - y(V) E/h (4)

Ue =qBe =qBoo - q2 EJh = y(V) g(V) - y2 (V) Elh (5)

Ye = EUe = qBoo E - q2 E21h = y(V) g(V)E - f(V) PI h (6)

Emax will be the va/ue 01 Eobtained by cancelling out the derivative 01 equation (6) such that:

The Influence of Envlronment on Stock Assessment

Emax = Boo h/2q = g(V)h I 2y(V) (7)



236 1.4 Functions g(V) and y(V)

The real mathematical functions g(V) or y(V), Iinking aclimatic variable with respectively B=
or q, are generally unknown. So far a very flexible function has been used such as :

g(V) or y(V) = a+bVc (8)

which will be used only as a general toolleading to the four particular cases where :

(l = O; P= Oand Á= 1 or: pV (8.1)

(l = O; P= 1; Á= Oand Á= 1 or: VA. (8.11)

(l = O; P= Oand Á= 1 or: (l + p V (8.111)

(l = O; P = Oand Á= 1 or: PVA. (8.IV)

Functions (8.1) and (8.11) are justified in particular cases where a constant is fortunately not
required. The last function (8.IV) is still very flexible: if we are just interested in situations
where g(V) or (V) are positive and monotonic functions it covers a large number of situations.
Mac Call (in : Fox, 1974) used it to describe the relationship between q and B=.

In the case where g(V) is non-monotone but is a shaped function, other equations must be
used as for example the parabolic one used in this work :

g(V) or y (V) =aV - bV2 (9)

The value of parameters (l, p and Á (orthe value of global parameters a, b, e, or d obtained after
restructuring the equations) will be estimated by fitting the model to the data using a regression
technique. Models wrth morethan fourparameters will not be retained becausethey could reduce
the degrees of freedom too much, owing to the usually short length of the data series.

1.5 Final models

Following the line presented aboYe for linear or exponential modelleads to several equations
corresponding to the case of an environment influence on the stock abundance (fig. 1),
catchability (fig. 2) or both (fig. 3 and 4, Appendix 1).

Numerous hypothesized examples about an environmental influence or abundance, through
recruitment and/or population growth, can be found in the literature, such as : influence of
upwelling strength, relationship between stock production and rivers discharges, influence
of temperature during acritical stage, etc. (tab.I). Schematically four periods orcritical stages
have been identified :

• Before spawning by influencing the fecundity of the parent stock;
• During early life stages by influencing the fecundation and/or the natural mortality of

eggs and larvae;
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Figure 1

LINEAR PRODUCTlON MODEL (FIG. A 1, A2) AND EXPONENTIAL MUL T1PLlCATIVE MODEL (FIG. B 1, B2) WHERE AN
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• During the period of high growth rate (usually corresponding to the pre-recruitment
stage) when the environment influences the individual growth and/orthe natural mortality;

• During the post-recruitment, if the natural mortality and/or condition factor (and
secondarily the growth rate) are concerned at this stage.

These four cases are not mutually exclusive, of course. and in some cases it is difficult to identity
atwhich stage the environmental influence isthe greatest. Nevertheless, stages 1to 3 (especially
stage 2) are usually known as the most important ones in terms of natural abundance variability,
meanwhile stage 4 is generally concerned with fishing mortality variation in relation with
environmental changes.

The catchability coefficient q may be linked to the environmental conditions through any of
its two components: accessibility orvulnerability. For instance, water mass movements can
mod~y the migrations pattern and are therelore linked to the accessibility especially in the
case 01 short-range fleets. Water turbidity can increase either the vulnerability 01 the lish to
some type of gear (gill-nets, trawls) or decrease it (Iight fishing). The case where q changes
according to stock abundance has been already investigated by Fox (1974).

In some cases, it ís reasonable to postulate that the environment influences both stock
abundance and catchability. In such cases q and 800 will be replaced by lunctions 01 V
(Appendix 1; fig. 3 and 4). I have examined only the simple case where both g(V) and y(V)
are described by the function (B.IV), in order to limit the number of parameters. This is
acceptable because this lunction i$ very flexible but theoretically nothing allows us to
suppose that g(V) and y(V) would be identical. Moreover, the past-effort-averaging approach
used for estimating model parameters in the c~se 01 transitional state allows to use these
models only in particular cases (see below).

The Influence of Envlronment on Stock A88e88ment



242 2. USING THE MODElS WITH
TRAN51TIONAl STATE DATA

2.1 General presentation

The preceding equations are based upon astock in equilibrium state at various stable levels
01 lishing eHort and environmental conditions. The "transnion pred~tion approachw was
adopted lor a model to lit the observed data. It consists in adjusting the data 01 lishing effort
and environment so as to estímate an equilíbrium state. Fox (1974) modified n by using a
weighted average 01 the effort series instead 01 the simple average initially proposed by
Gulland (1969). The same approach can be used lor the environmental variable (see Fréon,
1988 lor lurther details).

This approach is easy to use but the problem 01 the artifact caused by the non-independence
olthe data seríesconcerninglishing effortand CPUE ¡sto belaced (RoH and Fairbaim, 1980).
This approach is neither precise when g(V) andlor y(V) are linear lunctions nor acceptable
in the case 01 non-monotonic lunctionswhen the inter-annual variation 01 Vis large and when,
lor certain years, the mean value 01 Vresults Irom values located on each side 01 the optimum
value. Nevertheless, I propose tp adapt n to the environmental production models lor
pragmatic reasons. It is recognized that the transnion prediction approach can lead to some
bias or errors about the parameter estimations, as emphasized by Walter (1975), Schnute
(1977), Uhler (1980) and Hilborn and Walters (1992). However, Uhler (1980) shows that the
best statistical estimations 01 the parameters do not necessarily provide the best estimations
01 Ymax and fmax which are the main objectives 01 the global production models.

2.2 Transitional states and environmental influence
Concerning the environmental variable, the use 01 the transnion predíction approach
assumes that the me stage during which the environment acts upon the stock is already
known. The shorter the lile span is (or at least the lishable me span) the better the transnion
prediction approach will be. In such cases n is easier to determine and to quantify the
environmental eHect on catchabilny or on abundance. In the lalter case, the most favorable
snuations are provided by a rapid action of the environment on alife stage or by slow
Iluctuations 01 environment (auto-correlated data series). In order to make the presentation
easier the inter-annual environment fluctuations may be considered as cyclic with a "periodw

T. However, in most cases, the reality is no more than an alternation between positive and
negative climatic anomalies, not necessarily of same duration. In the special cases where
the environmental f1uctuations would be truly periodical, the resonant frequencies of
the ecosystem could be observed as noted by Silvert (1983).

1I the lishery data series have anegligible duration compared to T (century scale lor example)
it will be difficult to quantily an eventual environmental influence such as suggested by the
results 01 Soutar and Isaacs (1974). Stochastic production models using aperíodícal lunction
can also be used in such acase (Steele and Henderson, 1984). When the extent olthe lishery
data series is shorter than T but greater than T/4 a model can be attempted if, by chance, the
whole data series is located on a single side (increasing or decreasing) of the "periodical
lunction 1". But in this limited case, any extrapolation of the result would be hazardous.
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If the duration of the cr~ical

stage pis greaterthanorequal
to T, ~ will be very difficun to
identify the environmental ef·
fects because they will be
smoothed for each cohort. The
most favorable cond~ions for
using these models occur
when p is shorter than T, and
especially when short~r than
T/2, and when the fishable me
span n is also shorter than TI
2. In such cases, the mixture
of various cohorts in annual
catches will produce a mini
mal smoothing ofglobalyields.

3. IMPLICATlONS
FOR flSHERIES
MANAGEMENT

3.1 Influence ofthe
environment
on abundance

We have seen that, in some
cases, the environmental ef
fect on stock abundance is
more than "wh~e noise" and
therefore ~ is possible to modu
late the fishing effort accord
ing to abundance predictions.

In situations where the fore
casting of abundance is reli
able (delay of climatic influ
ence or remote connections)
the difficulty of management
will result from ~s dual objec
tive: on one hand, optimiza
tion of the yield by increas
ing effort when the abun
dance increases, on the other
hand, protection ofthe stock
againsta collapse byquickly



244 reducing the lishing effort when the environmental lactors are unlavorable. Such acollapse
can, in lact, happen rapidly wnhout any increase 01 effort ~ an "optimal" effort is maintained,
which no longer corresponds to the actual climatic situation (Iig. 5a). The collapse will occur
more rapidly when there are lew exploited cohorts acting as abuffer and when the criticallile
stage lasts less than ayear (Fréon, 1983 and 1984). This permanent adjustment 01 the fishing
effort is not easy to apply because 01 a delay between prolits and investments. An analysis
01 this problem is available (Csirke and Sharp, 1983). Fishery management can be based on
variable yearly quotas or on variable maximum allowable efforts.

3.2 Influence of the environment on catchability

Here the main risk 01 collapse occurs when lrom unlavorable climatic 'condnions to lavorable
ones. Fo//owing the usual bio-economic model (Troadec, 1982) the lirst snuation willlead alter
a lew years to an increase 01 the lishing effort providing catches closed to Vmax (Iig. 5b). When
catchability then suddenly increases the yields may increase too and the non-equilibrium state
01 the lishery will resu~ in its collapse. In such acase the proper management decision is to lix
a single quota, generally easier to determine and to control than variable effort limitations.

3.3 Influence of environment on both abundance and catchability

Depending on whether the environment inlluences Seo and q in the same direction or in
opposite directions the resulting ligures will be completely dilferent (fig. 3a and 3b). Only two
extreme cases will be analyzed here, bul Ihere are numerous inlermediate situations.

In the lirst case, where g(V) and y(V) have the same sign of varialion, a sudden occurrence
01 an unlavorable environment relative to abundance is not dangerous because Ihe catchability
would Ihen be low. On Ihe other hand, when the environmental conditions are both favorable
to abundance and to calchability, and ~ Ihere is no regulation mechanism provided by a
market saturation or by aprice adjustment, the fishing effort will lend to exceed Emax (fig. 5c).
A strong limilalion is then necessary.

In Ihe second case, when a high abundance is associated wilh a low calchabilily, the main
risk of collapse occurs when bad climatic condilions follow good ones. This silualion is
comparable lo the one described above in the case of an influence of the environmenl on Ihe
abundance only (Iig. 5a).

4.METHOO AND CRITERIA
OF FITTING

Most of Ihese models require non-linear regressions lor litting as, lor example, those based on
Marquardl's (1963) algorilhm, on Gauss-Newton's modilied melhod (Dixon and Brown, 1979) or
on Simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965). These melhods are iteralive and used the leasl
square crilerion. Fit1ing can be done by using lormulae 01 CPUE (Ui) or calches (Vi). This last
solulion makes thelil more difficull bullheoretically avoids Ihe bias on regression coefficients due
to non-independence 01 Ei and Ui (provided thal fi and Vi have been estimaled independently).

Some modilications 01 the procedure can be made by weighting the residuals. Fox (1971)
analyzed this problem and retained Ihe solution considering the error proportional to the
estimated catches Vi, leading lo a minimizalion 01 funclion S :



n
S = L [(Vi-Vi) I YiP

i=1

(9) 245

AII the algorithms need estimated starting values 01 the parameters lorinitializing the iterative
process. In order to avoid convergencies toward local minima or toward irrational solutions
Irom a biological poínt 01 view, those starting values must be carelully estimated . This can
be done by using the initial model lormulation where Booor Uooappear. Their values can be
estimated by doubling the maximum catch (or CPUE) observed in the data series. Exponents
01 g{V) and y(V) lunction can be initialized as 1 or zero.

A non-parametric estimatíon 01 the lit can be obtained using jackknile or cross-validation
methods (Ducan, 1978; Elron and Gong, 1983). These methods show the stabilrty 01 the
model when one year observation is removed lrom the data series. It is interesting to notice
that, in some cases, all the para meter values change while the litting remains more or less
the same inside the range 01 observed data but the curves are divergent outside this range.
This indicates the risk in using such models outside the range 01 observed data on lishing
effort and environmental lactors. On some occasions it seems prelerable to lix a "reason
able" value to one 01 the parameters, as already mentioned by Pella and Tomlinson (1969)

in their generalized model.

S.CHOlce OF THE
APPROPRIATE MOOEL

Owing to the generally low number 01 yearly observations and to the relatively high number
01 parameters to estímate, the models present lew degrees 01 Ireedom. Consequently the
choice 01 the appropriate model among the numerous presented here must not be reason
ably based on the crrterion 01 lhe best lit. Additional inlormation independent Irom the catch
and effort statistical series must be taken into account in orderto avoid spurious correlations.

Two categories 01 objective critería can be identilied and are briefly presented here. First, it must
be decided " environment influences stock abundance or catchability. The choice 01 models
where both phenome~a are considered must be supported by some observations instead 01
being an opportunist choice. Time-series analysis, using a short time interval, may allow to
distinguish between a contemporaneous effect 01 environment on catchability, and a delayed
one on abundance (in this last case the lag can be estimated). In order to remove the seasonal
effects and to determine the crrtical stage, transler lunctions between CPUE and environment
can be performed. Fishermen interview may also be uselul in those instances where large inter
annual variations 01 environment allow to detect a long term effect desprte a seasonal one.

The second step is then to decide whether a linear or an exponential model must be used.
1I the stock has never be en over-exploited when considering any "maximal lishing efforts",
the three kinds 01 models provide similar lits. However, the curves are divergent over those
maximal ef!orts and rt is prelerable to give a representative trend, though any model should
not be used lor predicting srtuations outside the range 01 observed data.

The Influence of Envlronment on Stock Assessment



246 An additional information on the stock structure may help to choose between a pessimistic
linear model and an exponential one which allows aslow decline toward the stock collapse.
Oualitative data on the stock history can directly provide a decisive information when
collapses have already been reported. Linear models are suitable for short-lived species
when all year-elasses are explo~ed. Subdivision into sub-stocks, natural reserves where
fishing is impossible or high gear selectivity on adu~s would inc~e to use exponential models.
The expert-system CLlMPROO optimizes the choice according to such information.

6. e L I M PRO o s o F T W A R E~':i

6.1 General presentatlon
CLlMPROO is based on an experience in artnicial intelligence for choosing the best adapted
model to each s~uation and for assessing the maccording to the data series and to the
background on thestock.lt isdesigned as an expert-system. ~concepoonwasadedbyFAOgrants.

The software is wr~ten for PC/XT/AT compatible micro-eomputers using MS-OOS version 3.0
(at least). It is fully interactive and has two main objectives : first a normal data management
function, whose statistical and graphical utilities use TURBO C language; second a guided
selection of the appropriate model showing the information path. This part of the model uses
an inference engine written in TURBO PROLOG. It applies about one hundred rules which
are interactive with the informations provided by :

• Ouestions to the user on the stock, independently from the set of data (for example :
the species life span)
• Statistics on the set of data (for example : the ratio of effort range on minimumeffort value)
• Graphic deduction from the set of data (for example : does this time series look
unstable? 15 there a decreasing relationship on this plot ?)
• Answering "1 don1 know" is allowed. The program is structured and does not
necessarily use the whole set of questions. An example of order in the application of the
rules is presented in figure 6.

From the main menu, the user is allowed to open or select a data file, to update it w~h a full
screen editor, to search for the most suitable model, orto choose one directly, to validate the
model (assess the fit), to plot the model function, predicted values and residuals, to see the
path of the expert decisions and finally to use the model for prediction.

It should be noted that in order to choose among 30 mu~ivariate models (see appendix 1),
the program first performs a regression using the CPUE as the dependent variable and the
effort (or the environment in sorne cases) as the independent variable. From the graphic
display of the residuals of this regression versus the environmental variable the user may
determine which kind of relationships willlink environment and CPUE in the final mu~ivariate
model. This procedure provides an easy interpretation and visualization of the process to
choose the model and allows an interactive dialogue w~h the user who can make use of
add~ional information. Nevertheless, recent statistical techniques of optimal transformation
for mu~iple regression (Breiman and Friedman, 1985; Cury and Roy, 1989) could be more
powerful and optimal for choosing the model from a strictly statistical point of view. As this
technique only uses the multi-variate time series (which is often too short for its optimal use)
it should be a useful complementary help in the model selection.



6.2 Data entry and update

The basic data set used by CLlMPROD includes time series 01 catch (Y), lishing effort (E),
CPUE (U=Y/E) and an environmental variable (V). A lull screen editor allows lor data entry,
correction and updating.

6.3 Monovariate statistics and graphs o, raw data

The lollowing statistics are computed lor each variable: sample size, average, variance,
standard deviation, coefficient 01 variation, coefficient 01 skewness and kurtosis, minimum
and maximum values, range, median. The data distribution is shown on a Irequency
histogram allowing eventual outliervalues to be detected. Although no lishery data could be
used il normality was strictly required lor modeling, this results may give an idea 01 the data
structure. CLlM PROD stops the analysis and/ordisplays advice orwarnings, according to the
distribution 01 the values in the different variables, or ij the range/minimum ratio 01 the effort
values is lower than 40%.

6.4 Examination o, time-series

Each variable is plotted against time (years) in order to detect any strong instability in the
series which would some!imes hinder the interpretation 01 the results. In the case 01
strong instability 01 Eor V lor instance, il the retained model requires an averaging one 01
these variables over several years to approximate an equilibrium state, the results will be
01 lillle value.

6.5 Bivariate graphics

The lollowing relations are plotted : Yversus E, Yversus V, Uversus E, Uversus V and V
versus E. These graphs reveal any outlier points which can structure the data-set or any
strong relationship (linear or not) between the two independent variables E and V. It must
be underlined that at present the program does consider potentiallag-ellects between
variables at this graphical stage.

Moa! importon! inllu.nce on U
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248 6.6 Questions guiding the choice of model

Four questions on basic assumptions 01 surplus production models are systematically
asked, and the program is stopped il these assumptions are not met. The lollowing
questions are also systematically asked :

• Do you think that the effort inlluence on CPUE is more important than the
environmental one (il unknown, ves is assumed) ? The answer, guided by statis
tical and graphical help, lirst orients the program either to U=f(E) or to U=f(V)
models;

• Ooes the environment inlluence the abundance, the catchability or both ? At this
moment the program does not provide any help lor answering this question. It is
supposed that the user knows the mechanism 01 action 01 the environment on the
stock.

8etween these two questions, the program will ask one or several questions in order
to determine which relationship is more suitable between U and E (Schaeler's linear
model, Fox and Garrod's exponential model or Pella and Tomlinson's generalized
model), and between U and V (linear, exponential, general or quadratic).

6.7 Model fitting

In case 01 non-equilibrium conditions (transitional cases) aweighted average 01 Eand/
or Vis computed. In case 01 delayed inlluence 01 the environment on abundance a lag
is inserted between the weighted average 01 V and U (see Fréon, 1988, lor lurther
details). The Marquardt's algorithm is used lor least-square estimation 01 non linear
parameters. According to the model the initial values 01 the parameter are. 1,0 or
computed Irom the original data set belore running the algorithm. As lirst result, the
percentage 01 variation explained by the model (R2) is given. The lollowing steps
depend on the quality of the lit, that is :

• Alter the step of bivariate model estimation, if R2<40%, the program stops or
invites the user to give new answers to the previously unanswered questions. If
R2>90% a validation 01 the bivariate model can be tried. 1I 40<R2<90%, the program
will try to lind a multivariate U=f(E,V) model providing a better correlation than the
bivariate one;

• Alter a multivariate model estimation, avalidation attempt is possible if R2>70%.

6.8 Statistical test of robustness (validation)

The lit assessment is mainly based on a jackknile estimation 01 the parameters and of
R2. lt also takes into account the residual analysis and the data set characteristics.
From the graphical presentation of the predicted values 01 the model and 01 its

residuals, the user's own opinion is linally required.

6.9 Summary of expert decision

At the end 01 every step 01 the main menu the user may display the path lollowed by
the program at each level 01 decision with the corresponding rule number.



7. EXAMPLE 249
An example of application is presented in figures 7 and 8 which corresponds to the
Senegalese sardine fishery (Fréon, 1983; 1988). Atentatlve new abundance index has been
used, Le., the mean annual weight per set when asingle successful set is performed per trip
(Fréon, 1989). The environmental variable influencing the stock abundance is themean wind
speed during the upwelling season.

According to stock and species knowledge, CLlMPROD first chooses to ftt the exponential
model tor the function U=f(E) and tind Rl: 86%. The relationship between the residuals of
this model and V is linear (fig. 7). Therefore the linear-exponential model is fitted and provides
an R2 value equal to 95% (tig. 8) The jack-knite validation indicates that all parameters are
sign~icant at a 5% level and that no single year contributes to more than 35% ot any coef1icient
estimation which is relatively satisfactory. The residuals of the model are not aU1o~orrelated.

8. DISCUSSION

Mhough the results obtained on the Senegalese stockseem satisfactory, turther studies are
necessary before accepting the catch per set as a representative index ot abundance.
Theretore this particular example -given only as an iIIustration of the program capabilitíes- will
not be turther discussed here. Of greatest interest .is the díscussion on improvements,
lim~ations and risks brought by the expert-system approach.
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250 The introduction 01 an environmental variable ¡nto global production models increases in the
number 01 parameters in the linal lormulation and consequently there are lour main difficulties:

• Mhough litting is easier, conlidence limits 01 the parameters are often high and the
mting procedure may be unstableo

• It is sometimes difficult to estimate the real contribution 01 each variable (E and V) in
the models, owing to their interaction and/or colinearity.

• The problem 01 transitionaf states becomes more difficun to solve, especially when the
environmental inlluence is described by a shaped lunction (in such cases CLlMPROD
does not provide a satislactory solution).

• By increasing the number 01 explanatory variables one also increases the probabil~y

01 getting randomly good correlations independently 01 any r.eal biological phenomena
(Ricker, 1975). The Iiterature provides many examples 01 good historical lits which
breakdown as soon as the model is used lor lorecasting.

These difficunies common lor any muni-regression can be overcome by an objective choice 01
variables (supported by biological observations as lar as possible). As underlined by Bakun and
Parrish (1980) the selection 01 the environmental variable to be introduced into the model must,
as lar as possible, be apriori and not only empirical (they present a list 01 likely variables).

In add~ion, those models still have the usuallim~ations 01 conventional surplus production
models, linked to their basic assumptions, as discussed by Fox (1974). Even after their
modification they remain an empirical procedure lor assessing lish stock responses (in terms
01 biomass and yield) to changes in the lishing rate and environmental cond~ions. Therelore
they represent a blind approach lor investigating recruitment variability.

When causal environmental lactors and/or processes cannot be lorecasted and have
a short term effect, the proposed approach can only be used lor assessing the range
01 environment-induced Iluctuations and lor comparing it to that 01 lishing effectso This
would already be uselul lor it could improve management strategy particularly when
stocks are at the upper and lower ranges 01 their biomass and/or catchability.

Simple surplus production models have been criticized because they suller Irom lack 01
biological realismo Nevertheless, in many instances more sophisticated age-structured
models, as proposed by Deriso (1980), do not better perform owing to difficulties in the
estimation 01 additional parameters (Ludwig and Walters, 1985). CLlMPROD only uses one
add~ional variable and zero to three (but olten one) additional parameters to the conventional
surplus production models. Moreover, the artilicial intelligence allows lor using additional
quantitative or qualitative data which are not included in the model as variables but help the
user to choose the best model equation according to the stock characteristics and not only
to the criterion 01 the best lit. This last criteria has been demonstrated to not necessarily
provide a more realistic policy prescription (Uhler, 1980)0 The present approach can provide
better assessment and management ofthe stock by taking into account the user's knowledge
01 stock biology or structure and the expert's experience with other stocks.

Some negative aspects 01 CLlMPROD must also be pointed out. This tool will be made
available to lishery biologists or lishery managers and can be used to many model without
special knowledge 01 population dynamics. The program asks the user to respond to various
questions regarding the basic assumptions underlying the model and it stops in case 01



insufficient knowledge. Nevertheless, the user remains Iree and is responsible lor other 251
errors. Moreover, the objective choice 01 an environmental variable (including its spatio-
temporal window and ~s lag on production) is often the key lactor to avoid spurious
correlations. In general, even in the case 01 surplus production models, a minimum knowl-
edge 01 the stock and 01 the species biology is required.

CONCLUSION

Few studies on the relationships between the marine species and their environment allow an
estimation of combined effect 01 the environment and the lishing effort on the stock in term
of actual production and MSY.

The models here outlined allow to take into account the effect of environment on yields and
therelore to overcome the difficunies caused by two underlying requirements 01 the conven
tional surplus production models, namely : the data set must concern a period when the
environmental lactors influencing the stock abundance were stable (or Iluctuated randomly
over a long enough períod 01 observation) and the catchabilily must also be independent Irom
the environment. This advantage allows an increase 01 the usable data series but requires
more parameters to be estimated. The decision whether to use the traditional models or their
modrtied versions here proposed will result Irom the balance between such considerations.

As these models are still global they retain the lim~ations 01 such models and require the other
usual basic assumptions. Despite such constraínts these models are olten a more accept
able solution than the traditional ones, especially in tropical areas where environmental
lactors are the predominant inlluence on production 01 short lived species. In such areas lish
ageing is often difficun and requires expensive intensive sampling owing to the high variability
01 the lish length within the cohorts associated with aspecial type 01 aggregation in the case
01 small pelagic species (Fréon, 1985). Under such circumstances the usual analytic
methods are hardly usable. Anhough environmental production models do not need quanti
tative biological data, it is necessary to possess a minimum knowledge 01 the species ecology
lor their proper use. One 01 the aim 01 CLlMPROD expert-system is to lorce the user to take
into account this knowledge lor selecting and filting an appropriate model.

This experience in artilicial intelligence, through the necessary dialogue between computer
and biology sciences,leads to the lormulation 01 modeling rules which are often empirical and
crude. Such asimplilication 01 the biologist's way 01 thinking is not devoid 01 interest. It allows
lor the exchange 01 ideas between the experts. Moreover, the software ~sell could be an
interesting pedagogical tool e~her when used w~h real data sets or with simulated ones.

The utilization olthese models lor predictions is not risk-Iree. nrequires alorecast 01 lishing effort
and in some cases alorecast 01 one environmental lactor (when there is not enough lag between
this lactor and ~s effect on the lishery). This lalter lorecast is often imprecise, as underlined by
Walters (1978). Moreover, the conlidence lim~solthe parameters are sometimes so high that the
predictions w~hin the observed range 01 the variables would be hazardous and 01 course ~ would
be even worse to lorecast using input values ou1side the observed range.

Nevertheless, Ihe MSY concept, despite its epitaph (Larkin, 1977), can still be used but in a plural
sense with lhe present models which can be considered as a final development. They provide

The In'luence o, Envlronment on Stock Assessment



252 differenl MSYs lor each slale 01 lhe environmenlal variable, or al leasl adiHerenl frnax when only lhe
calchability is modilied. Applicalion examples were presenled in upwelling areas (Fréon, 1988;
Fréon elal., 1992) showing lhal CLlMPROD models can provide alairly good inlerprelalion 01 lishery
híslory. They can explain how sorne large Iluclualions 01 lhe calches (and somelimes collapses) may
occur, wilhoul any increase 01 lhe nominal effort, as a resull 01 environmenlal changes. Such an
eventuality has already been calered in slochaslic models (Laurec elal., 1980) bul only in aslalislical
way. Adelerminislic 1001 is proposed here lor lhe use 01 lishery managers. Despile imprecise calch
prediclions il allows lo undersland, and somelimes lo lorecasl, lhe lishery lendencies. In lhis lasl
case, lhe goal is nol only lo preserve lhe resource, bul also lo oplimize lhe surplus produclion
provided by lavorabIe environmenlal siluations.
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U=f(E) models
U=a.exp(b.E)
U=a+b.E
U=(a+b.E)A(1/(c-1 ))

U=f(V) models
U=a+b.V
U=a.VIIb.
U=a+b.V"c
U=a.V+b.VI\2+c

U=1(E,V) models;in1luence 01 V on abundance
U=a.V+b.E
U=a+b.V+c.E
U=a.VIIb+c.E
U=a.V+b.VI\2+c.E
U=(a+b.V).exp(c.E)
U=a.V.exp(b.E)
U=a.exp(b. E)+c.V+d
U=aVIIb.exp(c.E)
U=a.VI\b.exp((c.V"d.E) wrthout constraints
U=(a.V+b.VI\2).exp(c.E)
U=((a.VI\b)+c.E)A(1/(d-1 ))
U=((a+b.VI\2)"(d-1 )+c.E)A(1/d-1)

U=1(E,V) models;in1luence 01 V on catchability
U=a.V+b.VI\2.E
U=a+b.V-c.(a+b.V)"2.E
U=a.Vl\b+c.VI\(2.b).E
U=a.V.exp(b.V.E)
U=(a+b.V).exp(-c.(a+b.V). E)
U=a.VIIb.exp(c.E.VIIb)
U=a.V.(b-e.V)-<l.VI\ 2.(b-c.V)"2. E
U=a.V.(1 +b.V).exp(c.V.(1 +b.V).E)

(exponential)
(linear)
(generalized)

(linear)
(exponential)
(general)
(quadratic)

(linear-linear)
(linear-linear)
(Ii near-exponential)
(Iinear-quadratic)
(exponential-Iinear)
(exponential-Iinear)
(exponential-linear)
(exponential-exponential)
(exponential-exponential)
(exponential-quadratic)
(generalized-exponential)
(generalized-quad ratic)

(linear-linear)
(linear-linear)
(Iinear-exponential)
(exponential-linear)
(exponential-Iinear)
(exponential-exponential)
(Iinear-quadratic)
(exponential-quadratic)

U=f(E,V) models;influence 01 V on both abundance and catchability
U=a.VI\(b+c)+d .VI\(2.b). E (Iinear-exponential-exp.)
U=a.VI\(1 +b)+c.VI\(2+b)+d.VI\(2.b). E (Iinear-quadratic-exp.)
U=a.VIIb.exp(E.c.V"d) wrth sign constraint

(exp.-exp.-exp.)
U=(a.VI\(1+b)+c.V1\(2+b )).exp(d,VIIb. E) (exp.-quadratic-exp.)
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258 tines 01 the complete ELEFAN (Electronic LEngth Frequency ANalysis) package developed
by ICLARM and 01 the LFSA (Length-based Fish Stock Assessment) package developed by
FAO, along with sorne new routines also lound uselul lor analysis 01 length Irequencies.

Requiring only a minimum 01 512K 01 RAM. 7.5 MBytes 01 Iree disk space lor the programs and
EGA or VGA graphic displays lor high-resolution graphic outputs on an IBM PC (or rts
compatibles), FíSAT now includes 90 different routines lor lish stock assessment and supports
data types otherthan length Irequencies. It is envisioned that both ICLARM and FAO will distribute
FiSAT in the lorm 01 three 3.5" disks with a User's Guide in the second han 01 1994 to over 800
registered users 01 both ELEFAN and LFSA. An edrted detailed Relerence Manual, outlining the
theory behind each routine, will also be made available by late 1994.

Perkembangan dan struktur darí pada FíSA T (FAO-ICLARM Stock Assessment Tools)
dísajíkan; pírantí lunak íni dísesuaíkan menurut kebutuhan untuk menstandísasí metodologí
berdasarkan ukuran panjang yang bíasa untuk penelítían dídalam pengkajíaan sedíaan.
Oídalam FíSA Tterdapat semua rutín dalam Compleat ELEFANyang díkembangkan masíng
masíng oleh ICLARM dan LFSAyang díkembangkan oleh FA O, bersama-sama dengan rutín
yang baru yang berguna untuk analísís.frekuensí panjang.

Program íní hanya memerlukan RAM 512 K, 7,5 MBytes darí hard dísk dan untuk penyajían
grafik resolusí tinggi díperlukan monítor EGA dan VGA pada IBM PC atau yang compatíbel,
sekarang FíSA Tmencakup 90 rutín yang berbeda untukpengkajían suatu sedíaan dan dapat
mendukungpenggunaanjenísdata yang laín selaín frekuensípanjang. Telah dípertímbangkan
bahwa ICLARM dan FAO akan menyebar luaskan FíSA Tdalam bentuk tíga dísket 3,5 incí
yang dílengkapí dengan buku petunjuk menjelang akhír tahun 1994 kepada lebíh dar; 800
pengguna ELEFAN dan LFSA. Reference Manualyang lengkap, yang menjelaskan teorídarí
masíng-masíng rutín akan tersedía pada akhír tahun 1994.

INTRODUCTION

"Future life scientist may be characterized more by their ability to use the computer for
data analysis and simulation than by their ability to use the traditional microscope" (Spain
1982). Indeed, it has become apparent in recent times that more and more lisheries scientists
are knowledgeable in using microcomputers, and to acertain degree, in programming as well.

A lishery stock assessment should provide scient~jc advice about the state 01 the lish stock
which ultimately should be managed lorthe benelit 01 the lishermen. This, however, is not the
direct procedure as rt would be lor a larmer to manage a domestic stock or lor a forester to
manage alorest. The major difference is that lishes are usually not seen, counted or weig hed
before they are caught, thus the need to assess lish stocks through mathematical inferences.
However, as noted by the late John Gulland, classical methods are inappropriate lor two
reasons; (i)lisheries have the capacity to develop and reach acriticallevel in amuch shortertime
than required lortheirscient~ic assessment, which leads to postmorlem resuns ratherthan uselul
advice and (ii) a much greater accuracy is more often expected than obtained when computa
tional difficunies are circumvented through approximation (Gayanilo, 1993; Garcia et al., 1993).

Recent developments in the microcomputer industry have brought powerful number-crunch-



ing abilities to the desks of most researchers which may, in some ways, diminish the 259
'inappropriateness' of the classical procedures. The renewed jnterest in biomathematics
resulted in the development of new algorithms being implemented on microcomputers,
improving the accuracy and speed of the assessment procedures.

One of ICLARM's early contributions to this emerging trend was the development of the
ELEFAN (Electronics LEngth Frequency ANalysis) (Pauly and David, 1981; Brey and Pauly
1986; Gayanilo et al., 1989) suiteof routines. This software package provided an a~ernative

to fisheries scientists working in the tropics to assess fish stocks incorporating methods that
could be used and forwhich data was available and/or readily collected (Pauly et al., in press).
The staff of FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) has a/socontríbutedtothe development
of methodologies applicable to the tropics and much of this effort is incorporated in the LFSA
(Length-based Fish Stock Assessment) software package (Sparre, 1987).

ELEFAN and LFSA were developed in response to the same needs, hence, both packages
included a number of similar routines. Things could have been left at that: FAO and ICLARM
continue to maintain and distribute their respective software and the interested colleagues
can choose. Practical experiences made during various training courses especially the FAO/
DANIDA Training Courses in Tropical Fish Stock Assessment showed, however, that the
simultaneous offering of "competing" software had an inhibiting effect on the course partici
pants. Also, the costs of maintaining and documenting acomplex software package are rather
high, especially if one's mission is global and hence, involves producing documentation in
languages other than English (Pauly and Sparre 1991).

For all these reasons, FAO and ICLARM have signed a Letter of Agreement covering the
development of ajoint softwarewhich willsupersede FAO's LFSA and ICLARM's Complete ELEFAN.
The new software is now called FiSAT (FAO-ICLARM Stock Assessment Tools). It includes all
routines of the Complete ELEFAN and LFSA as well as new promising modelslmethodologies.

THE FI5AT SO.FTWARE

The first version of FiSAT contains over 90 modules and supports several data types (but
mainly length frequencies). Following some of the standards set by commercialsoftware for
its user interface, it will be distributed on three 3.5" disks, with a User's Guide to the software
and Reference Manual, to be printed and distributed through FAO. The software package will
require 7.5 Mbytes of free disk space for a mínimum of 512K of RAM and a graphic adapter
(EGA orVGA) for its high-resolution graphic displays. FiSAT has four main groups of routines,
FILE, ASSESS, SUPPORT and UTILITIES (fig.1)

The FILE Menu

The FILE set of routines provides functions to :

• Creale, edil, save and print (Iength orweight frequency, growth increment, length-at-age, mean
and standard deviation, selection, catch-at-age, value by size and two-column regression) files;

• Manipulate the data files: merge different files, correct length frequencies using
probabilities of capture, adjust the class interval of grouped frequencies, pool
samples, convert data forms, raise samples, etc ...

FISAT and Stock A88e88ment



260 Most 01 these routines are lor manipulating length Irequencies, as the package as a
whole emphasizes the analysis 01 lor length Irequency data, the key data (besides
catches) in the tropical lisheries.

The ASSESS Menu

The routines in the ASSESS menu include procedures to (i) estimate growth param
eters Irom length-at-age, growth increments and length Irequencies, (ii) estimate
mortalities and related parameters, (jii) identily seasonal pulses 01 recruitment (iv)
compute lishing patterns (F. array) and recruitment using Virtual Population Analysis
(VPA), and (v) predict yield and biomass per recruit (Y/R; B/R) Irom the Beverton and
HolI and Thompson and Bell models lor various lishing scenarios (single and
mullispecies).

The SUPPORT Menu

This set 01 routines includes various ancillary lunctions: estimating sample weights
given length-weight relationships, plotting 01 length-Irequency histograms, estimation
01 expected maximum size Irom observed extreme values, estimating growth índices
(o) and perlorming linear regression analysis. This menu also offers a routine lor the
simulation 01 length Irequencies Irom either a closed-system (where it is assumed that
lish do not migrate to other areas) or Irom a system that allows sequential migration
01 lish Irom one area to the next (up to lour areas can be linked by migrating lish).

The UTlLlTIES Menu

The set 01 routines íncluded in the UTILlTIES menu serve purposes such as copying
01 data liles, deleting Iiles, importing ELEFAN, LFSA, LOTUS 1-2-3, ASCII and NAN
SIS liles, exporting length Irequencies to LOTUS 1-2-3 or ASCII liles and conliguring
printer devices. A calculator is also included lor convenience.

BREY T., PAU Ly D., 1986. Electronic length-Irequency analysis: a revised and expanded user's guide
to ELEFAN 0,1 and 2. Ber. Inst. Meereskd. Univ. Kiel, 149, 76p.

GAYANILO F.C.JR., SORIANO M. andPAULY D., 1989. AdrattguidetotheCompleat ELEFAN.ICLARM
Software, 2, 70p.

GAYANILO F.C.JR., 1993. /CLARM soltware projects: back to the future. Fishbyte, 16(2-3), 13-14.

GARCIA S., DIE D. and GAYANILO D.C. JR., 1993, Soltware lor tropicallisheries research: the needs
and response by FAO and ICLARM. ICES CM 1993/D:7.

PAULy D. and DAVID N., 1981, ELEFAN I,a BASICprogramlortheobjectiveextraction olgrowth parameters
Irom length-Irequency data. MeeresforschunglRep. Mar. Res., 28(4), 205-211.

PAULY D. and SPARRE P., 1991. a note on the development 01 a new software package, the FAO
ICLARM stock assessment tools (FiSAT). Fishbyte, 9(1), 47-49,
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WORKSHOP
23·25 MARCH 1994

REPORTER · M. POTIER

INTRODUCTION

This workshop was held, from the 23th to the 25th March in Jakarta. Sclentists of the project,
Indonesian instltutions and ASEAN countries attended this workshop (see list of partici
pants). Under the supervision of the experts invited, sorne particular aspects underscored
during the seminar were studied. To achieve these tasks, basic data available at the project
were used and four working groups, each coordinated by an expert, were formed. After two
days of analysis, the conclusions of each group were discussed during ageneral meeting and
recommendations were given.

Group I : J. WIDODO

Bio-geography analysis of the main species found in the fishery. Bibliographic comparison
of sorne biological and ecological parameters among the same or related species in different
parts of the world..

Group 11 : F.C. GAYANILO

Analysis of length-frequencies with FiSAT software. Case study: Decapterus macrosoma,
Rastrelliger kanagurta, Amb/ygastersirm.

Group 11I : P. FREON

Analysis of catch and effort data.

Group IV: S.B. SAlLA

Environment. Based on the study of historical data.

.'OOV"EX wo•••hop ~
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GROUP I : Bio-geography

This group analyzed the growth rate and the natural mortality parameters of the main species
caught by the fishery and compared them to the same or related species in other parts of the
world in order to estimate some richness indexes and exploitation rates of the Java Sea and
to confirm the ecological status of the studied species (coastal or oceanic, migrant or
sedentary).

These comparisons were based on resuns (tab. 1) found prior to the project by some
Indonesian scientists on Oecapterus spp. (Sadhotomo and Atmaja, 1985; Widodo, 1988),
Rastrelliger kanagurta (Sujastani, 1974; Nurhakim 1993), on Selar crumenophthalmus and
Sardinella gibbosa (Dwippongo etal., 1986) in the Java Sea, in the Indo-Pacific region (Ingles
and Pauly, 1984) and in other parts of the world (Van Nierop and Nhwani, 1986).

,-----------------------~--------------,

1 Rastrelliger brachysoma,
Sardinella fimbriata

2 : Se/ar crumenophtha/mus,
Amb/ygaster sirm, Decapterus russelli

3 : Decapterus macrosoma,
Rastrel/iger kanagurta

eoastal

1

neritie

2

•oeeame

3

Figure 1

ECOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAIN PELAGIC SPECIES CAUGHT BY THE SEINERS

DISTRIBUSI GEOGRAFIS DARI SPESIES IKAN-IKAN PELAGIS UTAMA YANG TERTANGKAP OLEH PURSE-SEINE



265The heterogeneity of the
methods used to' estlmate
these parameters in the vari-
ous analyzed studies don't
allow us to find clearconclu-
sions. Nevertheless the val-
ues of M and K seem rela-
tively high in the Java Sea.

Pelagic species caught by
the seiners are tropical spe-
cjes with a worldwíde
distribution(S. crumeno
phthalmus), Indo-Pac~ic (R.
kanagurta, Ambly'gaster
sirm, S. gibbosa) or a more
restricted South-East Asia
(Rastrelliger brachysoma,
Sardinella fimbriata).

Most of them are typically
shoaling fish which líve
mostly over continental
shelves and make migra
tions across deep waters
( R. kanagurta, Decap
terus macrosoma). Their
dispatch over the conti
nental shelves (fig. 1) is
conditioned by the toler
ance to salinities, some of
them being euryhaline (R.
brachysoma, S. gibbosa,
Sardinella fimbriata) some
others stenohaline being
unable to live in waters
less than 32 %. (R.
kanagurta,D. macrosoma,
Decapterus russelll).

They are predominant
zooplankton and macro
plankton feeders, showing
different diet behaviors
according to their life
stage (tab. 11). ~
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266 Most of these species due to their feeding diet are not dependent on a major seasonal
upwelling system wnh its associated phytoplankton bloom. Nevertheless, relationship exists
between regions of high plankton abundance and scads fishing grounds (Longhurst and
Pauly, 1987).

Some species (S. crumenophthalmus, Oecapterus spp.) show different behavior being
epipelagic fish during their juvenilephase and bentho-demersal fish during their adult phase
(Tiews et al., 1970).

This group noted that a systematic bibliographic research has to be started to get better
knowledge on the biology of these species or related ones lhrough their extension area and
as many of them have a large South-East Asia dispalch, some regional studies could be
implemented.

GROUP 11: Length Frequencies analysis.

Slarting in May 1991, lhe projecl sel a sampling scheme on lhe large and medium seiners
lisheries in lhe main landing places (Boely et al., 1990; Polier and Sadholomo, 1991). Lenglh
Irequencies measurements are made every day on the main species and by lishing grounds.
Five species represenl 90% of the total catch. Among lhem, O. russelli and O. macrosoma
which lorm the bulk of Ihe catch (60%) as well as R. kanagurta which is the most valuable
species were chosen lor the study.

In first approach the data were pooled in two groups (Java Sea, South China Sea)
conesponding lo lhe besl assumptions in lerms 01 slocks units. The analysis was pertormed
using lhe FiSAT software developed by \CLARM and which is a synthesis 01 ELEFAN and
FSAS systems (Gayanilo, 1994).

The resu~s obtained were compared to previous resulls on lhe same species in lhe Java Sea
and other areas (tab. 111). Mosl 01 the results are expressed in TL (Total Lenglh). As lhe
measurements made in the project are in FL (Fork Length), a relationship between these two
parameters would be useful to compare the dillerent studies.

Nevertheless, Ihe values 01 Loofound with the projecl data do not vary much Irom previous
resulls in lhe Java Sea. Values 01 Loolound in Ihe Java Sea are generally smaller than the
Loo lound on the same species in olher areas.

The project samples purse seiners which calch lish over Ihe continental shell in water no
more than 100 mdeep. As the increasing mean size of lish wilh depth is common (Johannes,
1981) and as somelimes size specilic migration inlo deeper water can occur lor lowering
maintenance melabolism (Longhurst and Pauly, 1987) lhe largest sizes may be nol acces
sible to this gear.

Anolher explanation can be lound in the conditions prevailing in the Java Sea. Marchal
(1992) noled lhan lhe most part of coastal species 011 the Ivory Coast and Ghana
present nanism phenomena (Sardinella aurita, Oecapterus ronchus) due to sedentary
behavior and lo lhe low productivity 01 these waters. As lhe productivity 01 lhe Java
Sea seems low, lhe same phenomena could occur.
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To deal with these hypothesis, as the sampling of the large and medium seiners covers
a limited part of the population (fish between 10 to 19 cm) it has to be extended to
fisheries which catch other parts of the last one (juveniles or old individua/s) and the
analysis of the data has to be performed with more than one method.

GROUP 111 : Analysis of catch and effort data.

When comparing with some temperate stocks, the catch and effort data for large
seiners appear to cover a short period, twelve years. But such a database is quite
noticeable in tropical fisheries. Catch data are available by commercial category and
by fishing grounds for the large and medium seiners fisheries. Most of the work
consisted to study these data using time series analysis which helped us to find
tendencies and to try to standardize the effort in order to get a representative index of
the abundance. Mini purse seiners and Danish seines data (catch, effort) covers three
years only and comes from one landing place located in WestJava (Tuti el al., pp. 185
194).

The series show a high variability (seasonal and inter-annual) (fig. 2), a great
instability and the interaction between them is strong. The CPUE (catch per unit of
effort) series of the large and medium seiners fleets show a similar pattern and the
differences between them tend to decrease from 1987 to 1992 (fig. 3) as these two
categories ofvessels tend to overlap (Potier and Sadhotomo, pp. 195-214). The CPUE
of the mini and Danish seiners present trends which are not so different from large and
medium seiners. Since 1990, the CPUE increases slightly in every fishery (fig. 4).

BIODVNEX Workshop



Figure 2
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In order to use surplus models, an essay 01 standardization 01 the ellort was implemented.
Sorne Ileets qualitative parameters (spatial, temporal, changes in lishing techniques) as well
as quantitative (Iength, horse power and vessel capacity) were compared to the cPUE by
means 01 a global linear model. The sample used was too small ( 60 large and 25 medium
seiners with data covering three months 01 cPUE) and no relationship between CPUEand
different parameters was lound (Iig. 5).

Thus, the surplus models we used, even those including environmental variables, explain
only asmall part 01 the variance. Two explanations can be given to this poor resu~. First the
starting point 01 the year lor the series must lollow the biological cycle 01 the lish in the Java
Sea and cannot coincide with the civil year. Secondly, the estimation 01 the effort must be
improved. A study 01 the characteristics 01 the vessels must be done and the changes in the
fishing techniques (Potier and Petit, pp. 171-184) have to be taken into account. The logistic
model suggest a robustness 01 the stocks to exploitation (Widodo, 1988 ; Nurhakim, 1993),
but this could be due to the mixture 01 species.

Even il the analysis does not show a relationship between environment and lishing, the high
variability 01 the lishing data seems coming Irom external lactors to the lishery.

BIODYNEX Workshop



270 GROUP IV: Environment

Asynthesis of the knowledge on the environment ofthe Java Sea has been given by Durand and
Petit (pp. 14-38). As noted by these authors, there are no long time series on environmental
parameters except for rainfall. Salinities series cover ashort scale time (1950-1954, Veen 1953),
or are given for the time of cruises. Winds and productivity parameters are scarcely known on
limited geographical areas. More, most of these series were collected before the second world
war or immediately after. Since 1960, studies on the environment lack for the Java Sea area.

Available series were studied with the same manner as catch and efforl data. Salinities give
a good picture of the mean annual pattern of the water masses dispatch in the Java Sea with
low salinities (30-32 %0 ) during the first parl of the year (North-West monsoon) and higher
salinities (34-35 %0) during the second one (South-East monsoon). Awell established West
East gradient occurs along the year. Rainfalls show the same pattern as catch and efforl with
a great spatio-temporal variability.

Primary productivity is high along the southern coast of Kalimantan (Nontji, 1977) during April
May when large runoffs of the Kalimantan rivers occur. This type of situation is often associated
to spawning grounds and a detailed study of this area would be useful. We can notice that the
lishing grounds are located in the East-southern part of Kalimantan during that periodo Satellite
imagery could be helplul to follow the intensity of the rivers runoffs and chlorophyll a dispatch.

Some conflicting piece of inlormation are obtained from the Java Sea. Referring to the surtace
01 the prospected area (Nurhakim et al., pp. 145-155) which is entirely located in waters
comprised between 50 and 100 m deep the totallandings are rather low. The exploitation
area of the stocks does not cover the whole biomass area of the populations and taking the
production per km 2 as an index of the biomass is only a last resor!. Neverlheless, comparing
with similar lisheries existing in other parts of the world, the value found in the Java Sea
(2tons/km-2) seems low, against 5 tons/km-2 in Ivory Coast (MarchaI1993), 7 tons/km-2 in
Senegal (Samba et Laloe, 1986) and 15 tons/ km'2 in Ghana (MarchaI1993).

Even il the comparison 01 the catch rate among fisheries harvesting different ecosystems is
difficult the observed values can give us some informations on the exploitation. The mean
catch rate in the Java Sea is 3tons/day, as in Senegal it is 30 tons/1 Ohours and in Chile 500
tons/day. Different factors can explain such differences;

• The exploitation does not concern species living at the same trophic level, mainly
Decapterus spp. zooplanktonophageous species in the Java Sea and anchovies
planktonophageous species in Chile. It can explain the great differences in the abun
dance among these species.
• Thebiological productivity oftheJava Sea which is low compared to the upwellings regions.
• The scarcity 01 the resource revealed by the small number of shoals encountered in the
Java Sea during the acoustic cruises. The fish is scattered in the whole water column and
this spatial dispatch explains the use of rafts and lights by the seiners which have to
aggregate the fish to catch it.



• The technical stage reached by the Javanese fishermen whose fishing techniques 271
(wood vessel, no mechanical assistance to haul the net....) do not allow a high yield.

In conclusion, it is premature to make any exclusive statement on management. In the stage
of the project the use of surplus and analytical models is not really convenient and the time
series analysis, even i1 they do not explicitly model population processes and cannot provide
information on optimal harvesting policies, can however provide valuable forecasts to guide
short-term management decisions.
AII the recommendations have consequences in terms of management (tab. IV). Neverthe·
less, three are important;

• study the life cycle on one or two year classes,
•. find the most accurate estimate of the effort,
• Implement a regional approach as sorne stocks seem shared between different
countries (round scads).

Table IV

CONCLUSIONS ANO RECOMMENDATIONS ISSUED BY EACH OROUP AT THE END OF THE WORKSHOP SESSION
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Java Sea fisheries,
a provisional approach

CHAIRMAN: DR. J.R. DURAND
REPORTER :DR. J. WIDODO

~ ,AGENDA

1. General Presentation
1.1. General picture of the Java Sea fisheries (pelagic and demersal)

1.2. Sorne definitions

2. Preliminary Results of the Project
2.1 . Production models

2.2. Multispecies Analytic Models

2.3. Migrations

3. Regulations
3.1. Kind of regulations

3.2. Existing and planned regulations

A round table session was carried out and all the participants had qpportunity to participate
in the discussion on the Java Sea fisheries. Presentations on the overall picture of the
fisheries and sorne definitions used, preliminary results on biology, population dynamics and
exploitation, and regulations practiced in the Java Sea were delivered.

In add~ion. the three participants coming from Malaysia (Mr. Mansor M. Isa), Philippines (Ms.
Ros~a Calvello) and Thailand (Ms. Amara Cheupan) were speaking on tisheries manage
ment measures in each.of their country in order to compare the situation on a regional basis.

The oHicials 01 the lisheries services (DGF and its regencial agencies), shipowners, and the
economists of the Project tookan active part in the discussion by delivering their experiences
and theirview points. In lact, it was a prelude to the coming seminar on socio-economics and
innovations scheduled to be performed in November 1995.

Round Table



274 DlscussioN
1. General Presentation

It is believed that both inshore as well as off-shore small pelagic fish resources of the Java
Sea has been intensively exploited. On the other hand, exploitation on demersal fish
resources are less intensive than those of pelagics, especially the off-shore ones.

Interactions might occur between pelagics and demersals, primaríly on biological and
technological interactions which take place maínly in the terms of predator relationship,
compet~ion on food and/or in space, while technological interactions may occur in the terms
of what sorne fishing gear e.g. lampara may capture pelagics as well as demersals.

In general there are three kinds of fisheries, Le., small scale or coastal fisheries, artisanal and
industrial fisheries. The term of municipal fisheries is known from the Philippines, namely
fisheries that operated less than 3 GT motorized as well as non powered boats.

In tropical multi-species fisheries, overfishing on one species may occur w~hout people
ínvolved in the exploitation, assessment or management knowing this fact, as that overfished
species is replaced by another one, the level of the catch remaining the same.

2. Preliminary Results of the project

• PRODUCTlON MODELS

In using production models, standardization of effort should take into account those
variables which effectively playa significant role in fishing mortality. The use of powerful
light intensity in purse seine fishery should be taken into account in determining fishing
effort.

• MULTI-SPECIES ANALYTIC MODELS

Analytical models, which were oríginally developed for application to single spe
cies populations, can be used to predict the possible impact of changes in fishing
intensity or size Iimit on the direction of change in overall yield of the fishery.
Refinement of this estimates evidently depends upon better estimates of natural
mortality M, fishing mortality F, and growth parameter k of the Von 8ertalanffy
growth formula.

• MIGRATIONS

Spatio-temporal migrations are evidently existing for scads. The euryhaline spe
cíes, e.g. D. russelllmight have more restricted migration that the stenohaline one,
Le. D. macrosoma. A joint program on Decapterus spp. between Indonesia,
Malaysia and the Philippines would be very useful, as the regional scale seem
necessary.

As far as fish migrations are concerned, the use of methodologies other than analysis on
length statistical data should be carried out to verify the present results.

3. Regulations

Regulations have previously been implemented in the Java Sea. 8ased upon ministerial
decrees zoning of fishing grounds closed and opened areas, and mesh size regulation exist,



but are mainly ignored by thelishermen. Since 19aOthe trawling has been banned in the Java 275
Sea to protect the small lisheries and annual lishing licences based on the boat tonnage are
now obligatory. However the number 01 licences is not limited and whoever wants to invest
in the fishery sector and can buy one is allowed on the sea.

The leasibility 01 mesh size regulation on purse seine lishery is questionable lor the lishery
based on the use 01 more and more powerfullight so that lish 01 any size will be aggregated
and captured.

At the present stage, as the stocks do not seem to be overfished, any modilication or addition
to the existing regulations are too early. 1I the lishíng pressure increases again, then effective
control on lishing efforts should be enlorced.

The enlorcement 01 the regulations should be strengthened along with the actualization 01 the
MCS (Monitoring, Control and Surveillance).

The participation 01 the community in the planning, actuating and enlorcing regulations
should be taker .into account in any lisheries management measures.

CONClUSION

• JAVA SEA PERSPECTIVES

Considering the debates during the seminar the quota solution to regulate the Javanese
fisheries seems almost excluded due to the necessityto set up a heavy control system (there
are many places 01 landing in the region) as well as the kind 01 lisheries which all exploit a
complex 01 species.

The pelagic resources presenting a hígh annual variability ít would be wiser to consider an
adaptive management 01 the resource playing possibly on :

• Regulation 01 the lishing effort

• Protection 01 the lishing areas

• Exploitation 01 other species

• Minimal size 01 lish at landing

• Governmental subsidies to maintaintemporary inactive lIeet

Rare are the examples 01 pelagic lisheries management in developing countries. However,
among these lew examples, we can notice the management 01 the Sardines exploitation

. implemented in Morocco. The main measures have been :

• Transler 01 part 01 the traditional Ileet in other lishing areas

• Control 01 the exploitation level in the most endangered zones

• Development 01 a mobile Ileet able to move quickly in order to take the most
advantage 01 the occasional peaks in production

In the Java Sea, the lishery sector is an important receptacle 01 manpower coming Irom the
overpopulated agricu~ural zones 01 this coast. A global management approach will be
necessary and will have to take into account the constraints on the resources, on the regional
economy as well as on the employment.

Round Tabla
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AARD Agency for Agricultural Research and Development

ANALEN Analysis 01 Length

ASEAN Association 01 South-East Asían Nations

BPPL See RIMF

CLlMPROD Clímate Production models

CPUE Catch Per Unit of Effort

CRIFI Central Research Institute lor Fisheries
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EEZ Exclusive EConomic Zone

ELEFAN Electronic Length Frequency analysis

ENSO El Nino Southern Oscillation
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FL Fork Length
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MRT Mean Return Time

MSY Maximum Sustainable Yield
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